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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
At present Eastern indi^ (Excluding Bengal) comprises 
of seven states. These are Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, 
Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland and Tripura. Excepting Manipur and 
Tripura, the rest of these state were included in the old pro-
vince of Assam. The entire region lies between latitude 29' and 
20* North and longitude about 90* and 97* East, and covers an 
area of about 24,099 square Kilometeres with a projected popu-
lation of about 24,099,000 as per the figures of 1971 census 
Report. It makes up about 8% of India's total Geographical area 
1 
and 3,7% of the country's total populration. 
The region is divided into five Physiographic units i.e. 
the Himalayas, the Brahmaputra Valley, the Shillong Plateau, 
2 
the Barak Valley and South-eastern Hill region. The attitude 
of different important places in the region varies from 35 meteres 
(Agartala) to 1525 meteres (Ghillong), above the sea level. 
Prior to the occupation of the region by British East 
India Company, the road communication with Bengal acd the rest 
of India v;as almost non-existant. Mostly the communication 
1, Census Report on Population (ed). Registered General, 
Government of India (1971-72). 
2, M'cosh, J. Topography of Assam, Delhi, 1837, p.5. 
3, Dutta, sushil Chandra, The North East ^ ind the Mughal's 
Delhi, 1984,p.3. 
2 
depended on rivers. Between the river Brahmaputra and the 
Ganges, boats plied freely throughout the year providing a 
communication link with other recjions. Similar was the case 
2 
with other riveriJ also. 
The region receives very high rainfall and the rainy 
season there is a very long one, commencing from the month of 
March and lasting till about the middle of October. The inten-
isty ol: monsoon in the region may bo gauged from the fact that 
Cherrapunji (Moushinaram), the place which receives the highest 
rainfall in the world (1,125 centimetres), is located in this 
region. The average annual,temperature is 67.2*F, the average 
of the four hottest months being 80*F, and that winter is about 
3 57*F, This oppressive heat creates many problem for the people 
of the region cousing many health hazards. Most common diseases 
4 
are fever, bowl complaints,cholera small-pox, leprosy etc, 
Assam lies in the North-E'ast Frontier of India and its 
boundaries had varied from time to time, depending on the 
1, M'cosh, J, op, cit, p.6. 
2, Dutta, Sushil Chandra, op. cit, P.4. 
3, Robinson, W, jjescriptive Account of Assam, Calcutta, 1841, 
P. 18. 
4, Ibid, P.23. 
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strength and weakness ol its rulers. It is bounded on the north 
by the iiimalayan ranges of Bhutan and Tibet and in the east by 
Patkai Range^ Mishihi Hills and Manipur. The southern boundary 
of 
is comprised^ Lushai Hills and the Hill Tippera v/hile the bou-
ndary is f03:med by river Karatoya. 
Assam had been known by various names at different times. 
Pragjyotisha and Kamarupa are the only geographical names given 
to a country which eventually came to be known, in later times, 
as ^^ ssoiH. The former name, Pragjyotisha, was recorded in epics, 
2 
while Komrupa in the Puranas. The Muslim historians referred 
3 
to it as K£imrud. It came to be I^ Jiown as 'Assam' only after its 
occupation by the i^ homs in the 13th century. The people of Assam 
comprised of many races including the tribes of Austric, Mongo-
lian and Dravidian, as well as / ry^n stock. But the majority of 
4 
the inhabitants of Assam are of Mongolian stock. The raishmis, 
the Abors, the Miris, the Daflas and the Akas of the Tibeto-Burman 
Origin inhabit a range of sub-Himalayan Hills from the north-
east 'to the north-west. The Khamtis and the Singhpos tribes 
are inhabited in the extreme north-eastern hills; and while the 
1. Acharyya, N.N. -Vhe^ Hi s-hnry of MP^ rtiPv^ l Ac;pam. Delhi, 1984,P.8. 
2. Bhattacharjee, K.K. North East India, Delhi, 1983, P.3, 
3, Raverty's English Translation, Tabaqat -i- Hasiri, Vol.1, 
P.561. 
4, Acharyya, N.N. op, cit, P.10. 
aborgincil Nagas of Patkai Range took the south-east as their 
permanent abode. The whole area covered by the Garo, the 
Khasi, the Jaintia, from the extreme south-west and various 
branches of the Naga Hills, are occupied by the Peoples of the 
same names. In the south ward of Nagaland is inhabited by the 
Manipuris. 
Among the races of Tibeto Burmam, the largest group 
are the Bodos. In this group are included Koches, the Meches, 
the Lalungs, the Dimasas, the Garos, the Rabhas, the Tripuris, 
the Chutias, the Morans and the Borahis. Before the advent of 
Ahoms, the Bodos controlled the Political destiny of Assam. 
They claimed themselves as the original inhabitants of the 
1 and, 
In the beginning of the 13th century, a small Muslim 
settlement was established in Kamrup. . by some people who had 
accompanied Bakhtiyar Khalji on the unsuccessful Tibet 
expedition and were taken captive by the Rai while passing 
through the region in their return journey. Another event of 
great historical importance that took place during this century 
was the appearance of Tais or Shans in the region through its 
north-eastern frontier. They also included Ahoms who were to 
l..Acharyya, N.N. op. cit, p;10. 
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rule over Assam for the next six centuries. 
The history of Assam may be divided into four periods: 
the le.gandary period, the early period, the Ahom period and the 
modern period. During the legandary period, -vssam was first ruled 
by non-^ -i.ryans called Danavas m^cJ Asuras. /jr/any also came into 
this land from the north-west during this period. The early 
period is generally taken to begin from the 4th century A.D. 
and it continued till the 13th century when Assam came under 
attack from the east by the Ahoms and from the west by the 
Muslims. The Muslim invasions were checked and therefore there 
is no Muslim period in the history of Assam. However, the Ahoms 
conquered the country and thus started the /ihom period which 
extended over six hundred years. At the end of Ahom rule, Assam 
was first conquered and held by the Burmese for a short period 
and then wrested by the British and annexed to the British Indian 
Empire in 1826. It was then that the modern period started in the 
history of Assam which, now for the first time, became politically 
and administratively an integral part of India, though culturally 
it had always been a part of this country. 
The region is important not only from the geographical 
and strategic point and for the fact that it abounds in natural 
resources. Its real significance lies in the fact that it has 
6 
been a meeting ground of different races and cultures. It was 
the first abode of Mongolian immigrants in India from Hukong 
Valley and south western China. Besides them, many other races 
and peoples came and settled there. They all became part and 
parcel of Assam. They professed different religions and spoke 
different languages but they lived together in complete peace 
with each other. DiversiLy of the People inhabiting the region 
may be gauged from the fact that as many as 442 different lang-
uages and dialcets are spoken there. With all this diversity 
the history of Assam reads like an essay in peaceful Co-exist-
ence of different communities and cultures under the benign 
Patronage of their rulers. As a result, the social structure did 
not acquire that rigidity and inflexibility which became the 
hall mark of Indian social system. 
Asserni was never permanently conquered by the Muslims; 
parts.of it came under their control but soon they were taken 
back. Mughals could establish their ruled only on the fringes 
and peripheries of the region. But from early 13th century on-
wards Muslims started establishing their settlements in the 
region. Most of these early settlers were war prisoners. Their 
numbers were increased by some conversions and, later on, during 
the British period by large scale immigrations from the neigh-
bouring districts of Bengal. The degree of assimilation with the 
local milieO that the Muslim settlers of Assam achieved is pro-
bably unpar.alelled in the history of the country. They contri-
7 
buted enormously to the development of the region and evolution 
of a synthetic culture. Their role in the development of the 
region and evolution of the cultural heritage can be ignored 
only at the risk of distorting .history. 
It is unfortunate that the history of Muslim presence 
in Assam and their contributions to its development has not 
been fully worked out. This is not to suggest that it has been 
totally and deliberately ignored. Different scholars and writers 
have thrown light on various vispects of the history of Muslim 
community in Ar.sam, Uut it is true that so [:;ir no attempt has 
been m.ide to Jiresent a corierent picture of the entire situation, 
Partly it has been due to the inucessability of source material 
which is mostly in local languages. 
It is with a view to fill this lacuno in the history 
of Assam that the pr.sent study has been undertaken. In the 
proces:.'. nou onx^ uiie nxstory or Muslim presence in Assam has 
been traced, very interesting conclusions have been worked out 
about various aspects of Assam society. It will help in not 
only properly appreciating the true significance of the role of 
the rriuslims in the history of /issam, but it will also provide 
a better undorntanding of the AssOiTiese society -is a whole. 
In the preparation of tJiis dissertation, evidence has b 
been gleaned mainly from the local sources written in regional 
languages. These sources provide detailed information about 
various aspects of the history of Assam but contain only scanty 
and casual references to the Muslims. Buranjis are main source 
of infon.iation about the Muslims but even this source does not 
provide connected and detailed account of Muslim society in 
Assam. The infonnation is scattered and has to bo gleaned from 
a mass of evidence about othfer aspects of the history of Assam, 
/•in attempt has been made to reconstruct the history of Muslim 
settlements in Assam by piecing together this scattered and 
fragmentry information. The picture that has emerged is reas-
onably coherent and it is possible to identify various aspects 
of the history of Muslim community in Assam. 
The word ' Pur an j i' in /Uiom language means "a store 
that teaches the ignorant" (_Bu - ignorant person, ran - teach, 
and j_i - store or granary) . As the use of paper does not seem 
to have been prevalent in the region during that period , the 
Quran lis were written on the bark. The importante of Buranlis 
as a source of the history of Assam can' hardly be overemphasi-
zed. Many Buranjis are preserved, wrapped up in pieces of ; 
9 
cloth, i^nd are handed down as heirloom:; frora generation to 
generation. So far about one hundred and fil'ty ' Duraniis', 
have been discovered. Many more are supposed to bo in the 
po^Gcssion ol old families. As large number of 'Puthis' and 
Burani'iG were destroyed during the Burmese invasions and Moa-
m.-.ria insurrection. Many of theS'.' priceloss records have been 
partially damaged or completely destroyed by natural hazards 
such as floods etc. Which are so common in this part oC the 
country. 
It is common among the Assamese to maintain family 
records. Similarly, it is deemed indispensable for every 
Assamese to possess a good knowledge of the Buranjis. These 
Buran.j is were compiled under the patrom age of the Kings and 
the supervision of the higher Governn\ent officials, who were 
given free acess to all the necessary state records. They contain 
valuable information about the royal family, and provide detail-
ed account of the manners and customs of the people of the land. 
The compilers wore a group of scribors attached to tl'^e secre-
atariat under an officer called Likhar Barua or superintendant 
2 
of the department of writers. Special apartments were provided 
1, Bhuyan, S.K. Assamese Historical Literature. Calcutta, 
1929, P. 16, 
2, Bhuyan, S,K. Studies in early Assamese Literature, 
Calcutta, 1956, PP. 68-69, 
19 
in the Ahom palaces to preserve the Duran-jis along with other 
records, letters despatches and maps under the charge of an 
1 
high official named Gandhia Barua. 
Originally, Buranjis were compiled in the Ahom language 
but later on AGG."imese was used in writing the Buranjis. The old 
Buranjis were written in old Ahom tribal language akin to oth^r 
Shan chronicles and their character seem to have been derived 
2 
frum t\tl i script of Burma, 
/»part from the regional sources, the contemporary Per-
sian Chronicles also provide useful information about the Muslim 
community of Assam. They are specially informative about the 
Muslim invaLjions of Assam and details of the military operations 
and related aspects. They also provide useful information about 
the society and culture of Assam in general and the Muslims in 
Particular. 
After the British occupation of the region, the histo-
rical literature about Assam become much more diversified in 
nature an.i rich in content. Administrative reports, statistical 
accounts, census reports, . Gazetteers, memoirs and 
1. Ibid, P 53, 
2, Ibid, P. 60, 
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travelogues provide i a very rich fair to thn ctudciats of 
history. They are specially rich about economic and social 
aspects of Ass^unese society. 
A brief survey of some of more important regional and 
Persian sources is given below:-
I, Ahom Duranji:- It is the remnant of only Buran 1 i 
in the Ahom language. It was edited and translated into English 
by G.C. Darua, (Calcutta, 1930). It was a complete Buran.ji 
of the Ahoms from the earliest time down to the reign of Purandar 
Singh (1832-1838), It presents an exhaustive account of the 
various Muslim invasions. 
II. Assam Buran ji:- This Buranji was published by 
H.R. DcKhali Phukan in 1829 in Bengali at Calcutta. It is 
divided into four parts, first part deals with the history of 
Assam from the remote period to the beginning of British rule. 
The second part gives an accounts of the administration, the ' 
land tenur©. the judicial system and local and central government 
of the Ahoms. The third part incorpor.ites the geography, land, 
rivers, mountains, population,, revenye system and the descrip-
tion of the religious places of Assam. The last and the fourth 
part presents an account of caste-system, agriculture, religion 
and trade and commerce. As H.R. Dekhali Phukan was a descendant 
of the old Ahom nobility, his account on the administration of 
Assam is very valuable. 
19 
III. Assam Duranji;- Another Assam Buranji Published 
in 1876 by Gunabhiram Barua at Calcutta. This Duranji also 
deals with the history of the Ahoms irom the earliest period 
to 1875. It is regarded as one of the most detailed and syste-
matic o\ all the Buranjis, though some dates are found to be 
incorrec . He gives the political history of all the dynasties 
of Assam alongwith the description of the castes, language, 
commerce, agriculture, arts and social custoi.is of the region, 
IV. Purani Assam Duranil;- It was edited by H.C. Goswami 
in 1929 and published at Gauhati, It seems to bo the.earliest 
Buranji written in Assamese language. According to the editor 
the entire Buranji was compiled during the reign of Gadadhar 
Singh (1681-1695), The description of various Muslim invasions 
given in this Buranji generally agrees with the account contain-
ed in the Ahom Buranji. 
V. Kamrupar Buranji;- In 1930 Liirj Kamrupar Buranji 
was published by the Department of Historical and Antiquarian 
Studies, Assam. Though the language of the Buranji is Assamese, 
but a curious admixture of Persian and Hindi v/ords is discern-
able . It deals v;ith the Mughal incursions in KOCJ; Bihar and 
Assam commencing from the visit of the Koch Princes, Parikshit 
and Lakshmi Marayan, to the court of Jahangir soliciting his 
i^  i) 
Gupuort irom their claim to the throne. The Muslim w^ irs v/ith 
the /ihom King:j are narrated in full, givincj prominence to the 
campaigns of .illah Yar Khan, Satrajit, Mirza Nathan, Mir Jumla, 
Ram Singh and Mansur Khan, It comes to an end with the accession 
of Gadadhar Singh in 1681. 
VI, Deodhai As same Burani'i;- It was also published 
by the Department of Historical and /antiquarian Studies, Assam 
in 1932. It rci^resents the various branches of Ascimese histo-
rical literature. In this Buranji one finds the use of Ahom 
Laklis or years of Shan Aijepi era instead of Saka era. It 
deals with the period from the first Ahom history from the 
Khunlung and Khunlai to the deatii of Raja Sutyingpha or Naria 
Raja in 1648. It also dee^ ls with the social system of the Ahom 
royal family like marriages, recreations, functions related with 
the burial of Kings, role of the astrologers in the official 
functions etc. 
was 
VII. Tunqkhunqia Buranji;- The last Ahom dynasty ^called 
Tunqkhunqia, This Buran 1i is the chronicle of the dynasty, 
found by this ruler. This Assamese chronicle was v/ritten by 
Srinath Duara Darbarua and edited in 1933 (Calcutta). It deals 
with tlie events of the Kings of this dynasty commencing from 
Gadadhar Singh (1681-1695). 
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VIII, Padsha Buranji:- This Buranji was edited by 
S.K. Bhuyan and published at Gaiihati in 1935. It was compiled 
in the 17th century when Assam was frequently invaded by the 
Mughals. Its Primary objective was to acquaint the Assamese 
people with the history and manners of the Mughals, Though, it 
is an anonymous work, the author claims to have collected 
maLerials from the reports of reliable witnesses as well as 
written records. It contains Arabic and Persian v/ords. The 
author shows a sound knowledge of the Muslim traditions and 
customs, which suggests that he was either a Muslimscholar or 
a Hindu ambassador who had visited the Mughal court. This Buranji 
deals with the establishment of Muslim power in India after 
the defeat of Prithiviraj Chauhan by the Ghorids till the time 
of Aurangzeb, The career of Raja Man Singh, Mirza Jai Singh 
and Ram singh of Ambar are described at length. 
Besides the Buranjis mentioned above, there are many 
like, Kachari Buran .ji, Jayantia Buran I'i, Tripura Buranji, 
Assamar Padya Buram'i etc. and most of them edited and 
published, 
Persian Sources 
(a) Tabaqat -i- Nasiri;- The Persian work of Minhaj -us-
Siraj has been translated into English by H.G. Raverty (London, 
1881), It is an important source for the history and chronology 
of Medieval Kararup and its rulers respectively. Besides it 
15 
provides a contemparary account of early Muslim incursion into 
Assaiii. His dcGcri ption of Bakhtiyar Khalji's Tibet expedition 
is very exhaustive. 
(b) Alamqirnamah:- Mirza Muhammed Kazim's Alamqirnamah 
has been translated into Encilish in the Bibliotheca Indica 
series by Vansitart, It provides useful information about the 
geography of Assam, the people inhabiting it and their customs 
and manners, 
(c) Baharistan -i- qhaibii- Mirza Nathan Alauddin ix 
Ispahani's Persian text, Baharistan -j-ghaibi^ has been trans-
lated into English by M.I. Borah in 2 volumes and Published 
from Gauhati, in 1936. It deals with the history of Koches and 
Ahoms in connection with the various Mughal invasions. This 
work mostly corroborates the Buranjls and it is very important 
source for the history of Medieval Assam, 
(d) FatViiya -i- Ibriya:- The author of this Persian text 
is Shihabuddin Talish. It was written in 1662, The author acco-
rapained Mir Jumla in his Assam expedition. It deals with the 
history of Bengal from Mir J\amla's death to the conquest of 
chittagong hy Shaista Khan, It pmovides very interesting 
16 
account oi the various aspect of Assamese life. He also provides 
information about the Muslim community of Assairi. Moreover, it 
deals \;ith the Koch-Mughal affairs during Shaista Khan's vice-
royalty of Bengal. This work has been translated into English 
by uiocir.aann and pubJ ished in Journal of Asiatic Society Bengal, 
1872. Sir Jadunath Sarkar has also translated it in the Journal 
of Bihar Orissa Research Society, Vol, I, 1915» 
(e) /-ikbarnamah:- This well known persian text of Shaik 
Abdul Fazl Alltimi has been translated into English in the 
Bibliotheca Indica Scries, by li. Beveridge. Parts of this work 
provide an interesting Account of Koches. 
(f) Riyasu -s- Salatin:- It is a history of Bengal and 
mainly deals with the relations of the Mughal viceroys with the 
Koches and the /iiioms. It was written about 1787-1788 by Ghulam 
Hussain Salim. It is translated into English by Abdul Salara 
and Published, Asiatic Society in 1903 and reprinted by IDARAH 
-I-rvD.-wDIYAT-I DELLI in 1975. 
C H A P T E R - I 
MUSLIM SETTLEMENTS AND THE GROWTH OP MUSLIM 
POPULATION IN NORTH-EASTERN REGION. 
1? 
CHAPTER - I 
Muslim settl -mGnt in Pre-Mughal Period : 
The region has been subjected to a continuous 
process of integration and as a result its boundaries 
have also frequently undergone many changes and its 
territorial limits, therefore varied from time to time. 
Similarly, in different periods it has been knov/n by 
different names. During earlier periods, the region 
was known as Pragjyotisha and Kamrupa and it was quite 
later that it caino to be known as Assam and even then 
it did not enjoy any set boundaries ind continued to 
expand and contract according to polltieal conditions 
prevailing at different period of time. In the later 
puranas and Mahabharata the region is frequently men-
tioned b/ the names Pragjyotisha and Kamrupa. The modern 
Koch Bihar, Kamrup and a large tract of Assam was part 
of the great kingdom of Kamrupa. In the yogini Tantra, 
Kamrupa is said to have extended from the Karatoya river 
on the west to the Dikral on the east, and from the 
mountains of Kanjagiri on the north to the confluence 
of the Brahamputra and the Lakhya rivers on the south. 
1. Puri, B.N., Bani Kanta Kakoti Memorial Lectures, 
1967, p.3. 
2o Bhattacharya S.N., Mughal North East Frontier Policy, 
Bombay, 1929, p.47. 
1 Q 
so that it included reughly almost the v/hole region 
of the Brahmaputra valley, besides Rnngpur/ Bhutan, 
Koch Bihar, the north oar.tern part of Mymensingh, and 
possibly also the Garo Hills. 
The apponrance oT Ahoms in the Brahmaputra valley 
intro 'uced a new element in the history of Kamrup in the 
early thirteenth century. The new-comers set a limit to 
the political pretensions as well as the territorial 
exnansion of the kingdom of Kamrup, which was soon 
restricted to the lower Brahmaputra valley. The upper 
Brahmaputra valley, which constitutes Assam Proper, was 
2 
henceforth the scene of activities of the Ahomc^ Kings. 
A clear picture of the political Conditions of the 
Brahmaputra valley in the thirteenth century at the time 
of Ahom immigration is available from Ahom Buranjis. The 
entire valley was divided into numerous potty principali-
ties which continuously fought with each Other, According 
to Bhattacharya "a line of Chutia kings was ruling the 
tract north of the river Brahmaputra and east of the 
Subansiri and the Dirang, excepting a strip to the; south 
and south-east, possessed by several petty Bodo tribes. 
Further west, there was a Kachari Kingdom, south of the 
Brahmaputra, stretching probably half way across the 
1« Bhattacharya ooN., op.cit., pp. 47-48 
2. Ibid, p. 49. 
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Nowgong district. V/est of the Kacharis and the 
Chutiyas were the domains of a number of warring 
chiefs, called the Bhuiyas, covering both the banks of 
river Brahamanutra. To the extreme v/est lay the realm 
of Kamrupa, whose eastern boundary varied with the varia-
tion in the strength of its hostile neighbours, the 
Dhuiyas"« 
It vvras Huhamrnad Bakhtiyar Khalji's invasion of 
Tibet in the beginning of the thirteenth century through 
this region which brought the Muslims into contact with 
the Kamrup for the first time. Establishment of Muslim 
rule in Bengal greatly affected the fortunes of this 
kingdom. Those rulers proved to be ready target of 
attack in this petty kingdom and hence it is frequently 
mentioned in the Muslim chronicales. Minhaj-us-Siraj 
in his Tabagat-i-Nasiri gives us some hints with regard 
to the political position of the region during the thirteen 
2 
century. This information is provided in connection 
3 
with the detailed account of Bakhtyar's invasion of Tibet. 
The earliest Muslim contact with the Kamruna dates 
from the tiiiio of Muhammad Bakhtyar Khalji. This took 
1, Bhattacharya, S.N., op.cit,, p., 50. 
2o Minhajus-Siraj - Tabagat-i-Nasiri, English Translation, 
Ravorty, H.G., Vol. I, pp. 560-594. 
3. Elliot & Dov/son, History of India, Vol. II, pp. 306-309. 
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nlacc in 1206 A.D. wh^ n I3.ikhtyar launched an invasion 
into tho kinrK^ orn of Tibet through this region. Muslim 
sett l.<:aonts in this .r'^ gion date from thir. time. In 
this v/ay it is clear that the forefathers of Assamese 
Muslims camr> and settled in this region full thirty 
years before the annearance of the Ahoms on the Assam 
scone. In the North Eastern Region Assam occupies the 
first place in the history of Muslim settlemento Many 
contemporary local sources contain desccintion of 
Bakhtyar Khaljis invasion into Tibet and the tragic and 
of this campaign. 
Though Muhammad Bakhtyar Khalji's expocJJ tion in 
tl^ e north met with failure yot it broiight the Kamrup 
kingdom in touch with the neighbouring kingdoms and 
opened up the por.sibility of future contacts wii:h other 
races of this country. 
The Muslims in Assam are generally called the 
3 
'Gariyas' . This term had Its origin in the name of the 
kingdom of Gaur. Out app^arently this is not the only 
name v/ith which Muslims are known in Assam. It would 
O' 
appear that probably the early Muslims and their 
descendants arriving in Assam were known by this name 
lo -Das, Amiya Kumar, As;;am's Agony, Delhi, 1982, p. 12, 
2. For details about Bakhtyar Khalji's abortive Tibet 
Campaign, See Tabaqat-i-Nasiri/ English Translation 
Sol, 1, pp. 560-573o, Elliot & Dov/son, History of 
India, Vol. II, pp. 309-314, Ghulam Husain - Riyazu-s-
Salatin, Delhi, 1903, English translation, Salam Abdus-
pp. 64-69, Stewart, C. History of Bengal, London, 1813 
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because of tVic jGneral belief that they v;ere coming 
from Gaur. Another section of the Muslims in Ascam 
arc known as Mariyas; these are beleived to be the 
1 
descendants of the war prisoners of Turbak's army. 
This cection of the Muslim population is referred to 
as "low and degraded cla:;s" in some British and Assamese 
2 
sources. They used to take pork, were addicted to drin-
king and behaved in many of local superstitions. For 
this reason they wore held in contempt by tho Muslims 
who came and settled later during the Mughal period. 
Possibly it was due to the fact that being the earliest 
Muslim settlers in Eastern Assam, they got completely 
assimilated with the local Assamese society retaining only 
the name "Muslim"o Shihabuddin Talish, the Muslim 
chronicler who accompalned Mir Jumlah's invasion to Assam 
in 1662-63, remarked about the Muslim population of Assam 
that "they were Mussalmans only in name and they know 
4 
nothing about Islaml' Gait thinks that the remark of 
Talish was made about this section of Assamese Muslims. 
Another name for Muslims of Assam which seems to 
have come into vogue in the thirteenth century was Turukshas 
5 
3o Gait, E.A. Census of India, 1891, Assam, Voi. I, 
Report, p. 86 
1. Gait, E.A. Hi^.ory of Assam, Calcutta, 1905, p.96. 
2. Robbinson, Wo A Descriptive Account of Assam, Calcutta 
1841, p, 264, Hunter, Vi,Vl. A statistical Account of 
Assam, Vol. I, London, 1874, Reprint Delhi, 1975,po39, 
Dekhali Phukan, Assam lliuranji, po90. 
3. Saikia, Assam Muslim Relation and its cultural 
sinnificance, Golaghat, 1978, p. 141. 
4» Fathiya-i-Ibriyah, Quoted by Gait, E.A. History of 
Ansam, p. 153. 
Obviously-/ it is a corruption of Turks. In the 
vaisnava literature as well as in the inscription 
of the 16th and 17th centuries they are rofered to 
as Yavanas o However, in the Assames chronicle the 
Muslim invaders were called Bangals. But as this 
term denotes any foreigner in Assam and therefore it 
v;il' no - bo nropcr to accept that the Munlims v/ere so 
callt^d. Moreover/ both the terms Gariya and Mariya 
w^ro used by the Assamese chronicles v;hilo making a 
3 
reference to the Assamese Muslims. It may however 
be por;sible that in the early phase of their settlement 
in Assam, they were known as Bangals as they have come 
from out-Side Assam and were foreigners, 
A'tor Bakhtyar Khalji Gultan '^ hiyasu'iclin Iwaz 
(1213-1227 A.D.) invaded Kamrup. Tabagat-1-Masiri gives 
a very scanty account of this invasion. According to 
Minhaj, 'Iwaz undertook his expedition in 1227 A.D. 
(624 H ) with an enormous army and marched from Lakhnauti 
4 
towards the territories of Bang and Kamrup. This 
expedition, however failed to achieve its objectives. 
Moreover, his absence from Bengal provided an opportunity 
to I-Jasiruddin Muhammad, son of Iltumish, to invade Bengal 
5, Karai-barasi rock inscriotion Quoted by Barua '^.L., 
in "The Muslim Population in pre-British Assam", 
I.II.C, 1978, p. 573. 
1. liarua, '^,L.; op.cit,, 573. 
2. Ibid, 
3. Barua, K.L. Early History of Kamrupa, Gauhati, 1966, 
p. 150. 
T Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, English translation, Vol.1, p. 594. 
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and capture it without muqii difficulty. On hearing 
/ 
the news, ' Iv/az hastened back to face NaGiruddin. 
V/ithout quoting any sourcV«i Gait contends that • Iwaz 
defeated and driven back by the reigning king of 
Kamrup. This would suggest that 'Iwaz could not make 
any head way into kamrup as he was defeated by Prithu/ 
the Rai, on the very outskirt of his territory and many 
of his soldiers were either killed or captured. Though, 
Gait had not quoted any evidence to prove his contention, 
the Gubaequont events leading to the comolete root of 
his army at the hands of Delhi armies clearly shows that 
his forces were in bad shape and throughly demoralised. 
A vif:torious army could be rightly expected to give a 
betLer account of its6lf. It is possible that GSit 
based his account on some local tradition which he did 
not care to quote. As a result, he was not in a position 
to ofLer any effective resistance to Nasiruddin, almost 
all the Khalji Amirs were taken prisoners, and Sultan 
2 
Ghiyasuddin Iwaz himself was killed. 
Now, Nasiruddin became the Governor of Bengal and 
soon after about 1228 A.D. invaded Kamrup and defeated 
Raja Prithu, who was killed. Tabagat-i-Nasiri contains 
the following statement in this regard: 
"The accursed Barty (or Britu), beneath whose 
sword above a hundred and twenty thousand 
Musalmans had attained martyrdom he(Nasiruddin) 
1, Gait, E.A., op.cit., p. 37, 
2o Raverty's English translation, Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, 
z\ 
overthrew and sent to hell" Commenting 
on the end of the reign of prithu, the 
kamrup king, Haig observes: "Mahmud now_ 
••overnod Benqal as his father's (Iltusmish) 
deputy and made the most of an ooportunity 
which was closed by his early death in 
April 1229/ for he defeated and slew Raja 
Britu, possibly the Raja of Kamrup."2 
After successfully dealing with 'Iwaz, Maseeruddin 
seoiuG to have directed his attention towards kamrup 
and a-^ -'arnntly had succeeded in eliminating him. 
Thus, the Muslims made three attempts to conquer 
kamrup between 1206 A.D. and 1228 A.D. In the third 
attempt they succeeded but it was not incorporated in 
the Muslim empire and the son and successor of Raja 
Prithu was allowed to rule the kingdom as a tributary of 
3 
the r-iuslim governor of Benrial, However, Muslxm sources 
do not mention the name of the successor of Raja Prithu. 
Guru, Charitra, however, mentions in another context 
that at the time of the invasion of Tughril Khan Malik 
Yuzbak, also known as Sultan Mughisuddin, in 1254-55 ^.D,, 
4 
Kamrup was ruled b' Sandhya. From thxs evidence it may 
be inferred that probably the name of the son and succe-
of 
ssor/Raja Prithu was Sandhya, 
1, Raverty's English translation, Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, 
pp. 628-629. 
2. Haiq, W; Cambridge History of India, Vol.Ill, 
Cambridge, 1937, p. 54. 
3. Raverty's English translation, Tabaaa.t-i-Masiri, 
,Vol. I, p. 628-
4, Barua, K.L., op.cit. p. 250, 
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After the death of Nasiruddin in 1229 A.D. the 
ruler of Kamrap stopped the payment of tribute, drove away 
the Muslims from the country and brought the whole region 
upto Karatoya under his direct control. Tabaqat^i- Nasiri 
states that Malik Yuzbak invaded Kamrup after his return 
from Av;adh to Lakhnauti ; he sent a huge army to invade kamrup 
across the river Begmati. The date is not mentioned. Stewart 
gives the date as 655 A.H, (1256-57 A.D.) but does not cite 
2 
any evidence to support his contention. The circumstances 
leading to this invasion are also not explained in the Tabaqat 
-i- Nasiri/ but Barue says, probably basing himself on local 
traditions, that the main cause was stopping of the payment 
of the tribute long before just after the death of Nasiruddin, 
3 
by tho then Kaja. As the Rai was not in a position to resist 
the invading army, he eventually evacuated the city. It is 
recorded in the Tabagat -i- Nasiri that "Malik Yuzbak took 
the city of Kamrud and possessed himself of countless wealth 
and treasure, to such extent, that the amount weight thereof 
4 
cannot be contained within the area of record". Now, Sultan 
1. Tabagat -i- ilasiri (Eng. tr.); Vol. II p. 764. 
2. Stewart, Charless; History of Bengal, London, 1813, P. 66. 
3. Barual, K.L., op. cit. p. 228. 
4. Tabagat -i- Nasiri, (Eng. tr.) Vol. II p. 764. 
2 ;- ,> 
2 
Mughisuddin decided to incorporate the region in to the 
Muslim dominious, got the Khutbdi read in his name, performed 
prayer there. Gait states that for a time the Muslims were 
successful and celebrated their conquest by erecting a mosque,' 
On the other hand, Bhattacharv.a contends that the Muslims 
tried to establish the Islamic faith in the conquered land on 
a solid basis, Stewart observes that Mughisuddin ordered to 
build a mosque and after the accustomary prayers and thanks-
giving, , got the Khutbah read in his name. Thus he was proclaimed 
4 
sovereign of the United ICingdoms of Bengal and Kamrup. In this 
way the annexation of kamrup by the Muslims dates to his period. 
After this defeat, Rai of Kamrup is reported to 
have sent several embassies to Sultan Mughisuddin and requested 
him to re-assign his lost kingdom to him and promised, in return 
to pay enormoyis tribute in the form of gold and elephants. He 
further agreed to continue the Khutbah in the name of the Sultan 
5 
as also to strike coins in his name. 
1. Ibid; pp. 764, 765. 
2. Gait, E.A. o. cit p. 37, 
3. Bhattacharya, S.N. op. cit P. 56. 
4. Stewart, Charless, o. cit, P.66. 
5. Tabaqat -i- Nasiri; P. 765. The passage containing the 
information reads: "I will send to thee tribute every year 
so many bags of gold, and so many elephants, and I will 
continue the Khutbah unchanged, and the Mussalman stamped 
Coin as established." 
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But the Sultan Mughisuddin Yuzbak did not agree 
to the terms and conditions of the Rai of Kanirup. In despair 
the Rai looked for other options available to him. He devised 
a scheme to force the Muslims out of tViis country. He ordered 
his people to buy up all the available grain in the country at 
any price. Consequently all the available stock of the grain 
was procured even on a very high rate. 
Now the Muslims had not built up any stocks of grain 
as it was freely available. They had depended on the prosperity 
and fertility of the region. When the rainy season approached, 
the Rai executed the next part of his scheme. He opened up 
all the water dykes. Now the Muslims faced the dual problem 
of non-availability of ration and heavy flood. This caused 
great hardship to them. After consultations among themselves 
they decided to beat a hastly retreat, otherwise they were 
2 doomed to die out of starvation. 
1, Tabqat -i- Nasiri, (Eng. tr.) Vol II P, 765. 
2. Ibid; P. 765. 
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The retreat was difficult and beset with dangers. 
The troops could not move through usual routes passing through 
plains as they were already flooded and occupied by the local 
people. Out of necessity, they took the routes through the 
hills. For this purpose they acquired the services of a guide, 
Uut as could he expected, they had to pass through narrow paths 
and defiles and they found it very difficult to negotiate 
such a path and got entangled in it. As for the local people 
the region was fully familiar to them. They were waiting in 
the wings for an opportune moment to strike, l-. very narrow 
passage through the hill provided them the opportunity they 
were looking for and they engaged the Muslims in a battle which 
proved very disastrous for the retreating army. The sultan 
was struck by an arrow in the chest and was captured alongwith 
his entire family and died soon in the imprisonment. And thus 
this glorious victory ended in the total annihilation of Muslim 
troops. 
In this way, during the first sixty years of the 
thirteenth century Muslims made four determined attempts to 
conquer Kajnrup. As they did not succeed in establishing a 
firm and permanent foot hold in the region, they continued to 
launch attacks into the territory of Kamprup and the same 
trend continued during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. 
1. Tabaqat ~i- Nasiri, (Eng. tr.) Vol. IX P. 766, 
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In the first half of 14th cantury, Sultan Ghiyasuddin 
Bahadur Shah invaded Kamrup. Both the Persian and local sources 
are silent about this invasion. It came to light only in 1909 
when three coins of the period were discovered. The coins 
dated /i.H. 721,(1321-22) were found at Enayetpur (fifteen miles 
south east of the present Mymonsingh town), and at Rupaibari, 
1 
in the present Nowgong district of Assam. The fact that one 
of the coins was found in Nowgong region has prompted some 
scholars to conclude that probably Sultan Ghiyasuddin Bahadur 
Shah, the then Governor of Bengal, invaded the Kingdom of 
Kamrup and had reached upto Nowgong district of Assam. Bhatta-
charyya argues that "it was about the year 1321-22 A.D.(721-22 
A.H.) that Sultan Ghiyasuddin Bahadur Shah found himself strong 
enough to leave Sonargaon and move up the Brahmaputra to attack 
the south-eastern frontier of the Kamrupa Kingdom which then 
stretched to the north and th'i east of the old course of the 
river Brahma'putra and thus covered the northern part of the 
modern Mymensingh District. He subjugated it, and afterwards 
with this base he indulged in a whirl wind military campaign 
to 
up</tho Brahmaputra as far as the modern Nowgong (Assam)". 
Supplement to the Catalogue of the Provincial Coin 
Cabinet, Shillong, pp. no.11; Bhattacharya, op, cit; 
p.60. 
Bhattacharrya, op, cit, P.59. 
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His invasion proved to be only a plundering raid of short 
duration and led to no lasting results. After six years 
(1322, 28 A.D.) of Kamrup campaign he was killed in an 
encounter with the army sent by the reigining king Muhanunad 
bin Tughlaq and thus Bengal was annexed once more to the 
Delhi iimpire . 
continued 
Muhaitimad bin Tughlaq^the policy of hostility towards 
Kamrup. The Contemporary King of Kamrup was Durlabh Narayan 
(1330-50 A.D.). In 1332-33 A.D. Muhammad Bin Tughlaq sent a 
large army and cavalry for the subjugation of that Kingdom, 
It is recorded in the Alamqirnamah that "Muhammad Shah, the 
son of Tughlaq Shah, who was king of several of the provinces 
of Hindustan, sent a well appointed army of a hundred thousand 
cavalry to conquer Assam, but they were all relegated to obli-
vion in that country of enchantment, and no intellig^ence or 
vestige of them remained". However, the details of the war 
are not recorded but there is no doubt that it had a tragic 
end and the army was destroyed at the hands of the Assamese 
Warriors. It further records that a second venture was also-
planned but it could not be carried beyond the frontiers of 
2 
Bengal. 
1. Alamqirnamah,(tr) by Vansittart H.; Calcutta, 1883 p.731; 
Bhattacharyya op. cit. p. 61. 
2. Alamqirnamah; p.751; Bhattacharyya; Ibid, p.61. 
After the invasion of Muhammad bin Thghlaq, Kamrup 
was again invaded, Sikandar Shah, who succeeded after the 
death of his father, Ilyas Shah as the Sultan of Dengal in 
1356 .i.D. (A.II. 758), After his accession in 1357 .:..D. he invade 
Kaiurup. Bhattacharya observes about this invasion "Sikandar 
juccudcd Lo the throne about the year 1356 (/i.H.753) and, a 
year; after launched an attack on Kamrupa.'The time v/as very 
opiioj . uno. The reigning Kamrup king was involved in a quarrel 
with Lhe ..horn monarch, Sukrangpha, and could not offer serious 
2 
oppoGition to the foreign invaders". However, the details of 
the ccimpaign are not available. It would appear that Sikander 
Shah scored an easy triumph. "He seems to have proceeded 
unclieckcd as far east as the region between the r4anas and the 
Bar rJadi (i.e. Kamrup proper ) and signalised his success, by 
3 
issuing coins minted at Kamrup." But this success was short 
lived. The news of Firoz Shah Thqhlaq's attack on Bengal 
compelled Sikandar Shah to withdraw hastily from Kamrup. 
1. The sole evidence of Sikandar Shah's conquest of Kamrup 
is one of his coins issued in 759 H.H.(1357 A.D.) from 
arsat kamrup (Vide catalogu of Coins in the Indian Museum, 
Calcutta, Vol, II, p,152 Coin No,38), This event is not 
mentioned in contemporary or later Persian works as also 
in the local sources i,e, Ahom and Assamese Buranjis, 
However, there is no reason to question its authenticity 
because the coin was minted in the conquered territory 
(Kamrup). The name of the mint town Kamru (Persianised 
form of Kamarup) suggests that the Muslim Conqueror must 
have reached the region east of Manas and west of the Bar 
Nadi. Previous 
2. Bhattacharyya; op. cit. p.63. 
3. Ibid; p. 63. 
According to ShihabucJdin T a l i s h , MuGsain 3hcih 
entered ..ssaiu with an army of 20,000 consisting oC cavalry 
1 
and infantry, and a large number of boats. On the other 
2 
hand Blochniann gave 24,000 foot and horse and numerous ships. 
Riyazu-s-Salatin did not mention the exact number of soldiers 
and remarked "with an overwhelming army consisting of infantry 
and numerous fleet, he marched towards that kindom, and 
conqueror I xt. . 
Faced with the attack of Husain Shah the Raja 
withdrew to the hills and the King took possession of the 
country without any difficulty. Appointing his son as the 
governor of the conquered region, Hussain Shah left the 
country and returned to Bengal. After the withdrawl of the king. 
1. Fathiyya -x- Ibriyya : (tr) by J.N. Sarkar; Assam and the 
Ahoms in 1860; J.B.O.R.S. Vol. I 1915 p.188. 
2. Fathiya -i- ibriya; (tr) by H. Blochmann, Koch Bihar and 
Assam J.A.S.B. 1872 P. 79. 
3. Riyazu-s-salatin; P. 132, 
3 
1 his son Prince Daniyal, devoted himself to the pacification 
of the country. But when the rainy season set in, the roads 
and tracks becune closed due to floods, and the Raja came down 
from the hills with his followers, surrounded the royal army 
and war ensued* Duo to the lack of food and unfavourable weather 
conditions. Prince Daniyal's position became very weak and 
Prince Danyal is incorrectly known as Dulal Gazi, See 
Fathiya-i- Ibriya, Eng tr. by Blochmann, JASB, 1872, 
p. 335. /^ Iso see^/J.amgirnamah, PP.730, 731. Hussain Shah's 
conquest of Kamrup and Kamata (western Assam) is also 
chronicled in a contemporaneous inscription of 907 A.H. 
(1510 A.D.) in a Madrassa or College founded by Hussain 
Shah at Gaur. This inscription was published in JASB, 
1874, P. 303. Hussain Shah's first Governor of Kamrup was 
his son Prince Danyal, the same Prince who errected the 
vault over the shrine of Fir Nafa in Monghyr fort in 903 A.H 
(1498 A.D.) while returning from an expedition against 
Sultan Sikander Lodhi in Bihar, and immediately before 
setting out on the expedition to Assam. See /JDdul Qadir 
Dadaoni Muntakhabu -T- Twarikh. Vol, I, Eng. tr. by 
George S.A. Ranking, Idarh-i-/^^abiyat -i- Delli, 1973, 
P.417. He was followed as Governor of Assam by Musunder 
Gazi, who was succeeded by Sultan Ghiyasuddin Awliya the 
venerated saint who established a colony of Muslim into 
Assam. 
3-1 
untenuble. The Raja took full advantage of the situation and 
surrounded the royal army and most part of army including 
Prince Daniyal was slain and captured, 
Inspite of the fact that the son of Hussain Shah 
was killed, this ruler could establish a settlement of Muslims 
1 
in the neighbourhood of Hajo in Kamrup. He started constructior 
of a grand mosque on a hillock. He is also believed td) have 
brought to Hajo a Muslim saint named Sultan Ghiyasuddin for 
propagating Islam in the country. After the death of Hussain 
Shah's son, two Muslim Chieftians managed the affairs of 
K<3mrup and Sultan Ghiyasuddin Auliya the venerated saint being 
2 
the last governor at Hajo, He was buried near the mosque 
and this place is held in great esteem by the Muslims to this 
day as a place of pilgrimage and the mosque is called "Poa Mecc< 
(i.e. one fourth of Mecca), This Hillock of Sultan Ghiyasuddin 
Auliya refered also by Mirza Nathan in Baharishtan Ghaibi in 
connection witti a massacre Committed by the Ahoms in its shrine, 
The reign of Hsu-Hum-Mong (1492 - 1539 ) also 
witnessed an invasion in April 1532 A.D. under the leadership 
of Turbak Khan. At this time Nasir-u-ddin Nusrat Shah(1518-33), 
1, Fathiyya -i- Ibriya Eng. (tr); J.B.O.R.S, P.189, 
2, Gogoi, p. The Tai and thQ Tai Kingdom^ Gauhati, 1968, 
P. 298. 
3, Haliram ; Assam Buronji p.14. 
the 
4, Gogol, P. L'uoted in his. The Tai And/Tai Kingdom; P. 298, 
5, Ahom Buranji, (ed) by Barua, G.C; Calcutta, 1930, P. 68, 
Gait, i::,A, History of Assam; P.92. 
9 '^ 
the eldest son of Alauddin Hussain Shah, was the ruler of 
Bengal. Turbak marched on Assam with 301 elephants, 1,000 
horses, many Cannons and other arms and a large force. After 
easily capaturing the fort of Temeni the Muslim army encamped 
facing the Ahom stronghold of Singri, which was held by the 
Bar Patra Gohaino Alarmed at the advance of the Muslims, 
Suhungmung sent Suklenmug with a large army to Singri while 
he himself advanced to Sala. In ^ the first encounter, the Ahoms 
were badly defeated, a large number of their troops including 
eight of their commanders fell in the battle. The Ahoms ret-
reated to Sala, where reinforcements were received and Senglung 
was made the commander-in-chief, after conquering Singri the 
2 
Muslims advanced towards Kali ibar and encamped there. 
The battle of Singri followed an encounter between 
the two parties at Sala. Al last in October 1532 A.D. the 
3 
Muslims took up a Position at Ghiladhari. From there the 
Muslims made further advance and encamped their tent opposite 
the vUiom fort, at Sala. Suhungmung alarmed the advance of 
enemies and light Skirmishes then followed for about two months, 
1. Turbaks invasion of Assam is not mentioned by contemporary 
or Persianchronicles. But local sources like Ahom and the 
Assamese Buranjis detailed ' description of the.v/ar is 
provided . The Ahom BUranji from Khunlung and Khunlai gives 
the most exhaustive account of the war. 
2. Ahom Buranji (tr. ed) by cJ.C. Barua, Calcutta 1930 pp.66-68. 
3. Ill the sub-division of Golaghat. 
At first the Muslims had the mercy of /dmighty but in March,1533, 
the wheel of fortune turned in favour of Ahoms. In the vicinity 
of Sal a an important engagement took place on land in v/hich 
the iwhoms with 400 elephants were pitted against the Muslim 
cavalry and gunners. BUt in March, 153 3 A.D. in a naval engage-
ment near Duimunisila, the Ahoms succeeded in achiving a marve-
llous victory against the Muslims. The Muslim commanders,Taju 
and Sangal, were killed, together with a large n\imber of ordinary 
soldiers.Two thousand five hundred Muslim soldiers lost their 
1 
lives including twenty ships and a number of big guns. 
At this juncture, the arrival of fresh reinforcement, 
under one Muslim general, Hussain Khan, gave a new lease of 
life to the Muslim forces. In the middle of May 1533 A.D. 
ilussain Khan took position at the mouth of Dikrai river, while 
the Ahom army was garrisoned on the opposite side. For two 
months, both the parties remained stationed there waiting for 
an opportunetime.At the end of August 1533 A.D., the Ahoms took 
the initiative under the leadership of Senglung and inflicted 
a decisive defeat on the Muslims, In September 1533 A.D, 
Hussain Khan led a desperate cavalry attack against the Ahom 
Army near the Dharali river. In this battle Hussain Khan and 
Turbak were killed and the Muslim troops began to retreat. 
1, Ahom Buranji; pp.69-70, 
Ti ti I 
The Ahoms pursued the fugitives as river Karatoya. An immense 
booty including 28 elephants, 850 horses, one box full of gold 
and 80 bags of silver coins, besides numerous guns, was secured 
by the Ahoms. The people taken prisoners included Turbak's 
daughter princes Sawaloi. The king was immensely pleased with 
the victory and presented the elephants and horses to the 
generals. The heads of Turbak and Hussain Khan were entombed 
on the charaideo Hill. 
In this way, Turbak and his allies carried on a 
Persistent struggle for about a year and half (April 1532 
Sept. 1533) to wrest kamrup, now covered by the Darrang and 
Nowgong districts, from the hands of Ahom king. Though for 
a time, they succeeded but ultimately they were defeated with 
heavy loss. One important fall out of Turbak's expe: dition 
was that a considerable number of Muslims could not escape 
from Assam and were taken as prisoners of war, and ultimately 
proved to be the founders of Muslim settlements in the region. 
Initially they were put to the work of supplying grass to 
the royal elephants. As they proved inefficient and ignorant 
of this job, they were transferred to the paddy fields for 
growing food. Here too, they equally failed. Then they took 
1, Ahom Buranji; pp. 69-73, 
3S 
to tho trade of making brass vassals and became known as 
Mariyas. 
According to census report of 1891: " the war 
prisoners of the army of the Muslim general Turbak were 
brought by victorious Ahoms, who formed the earliest group 
of Muslim settlers in eastern Assam. They subsequently came 
2 
to be known as Mariyas." In the Brahmaputra valley the 
Muslim population is mainly descended from the survivors of 
3 
the army of Turbak, 
1. Gogol; P. The Tai & the Tai Kingdom; P. 306. 
2. Gait, E.A.; Report on the census of assam, 1891, Shillong 
1892. 
3. Mcswiney, J. Census of India 1911, Assam Report, Shillong 
1912, P.35. 
Muslim Settlement in Mughal Period ^' 
The Ahom histories describe the seventeenth Century 
as the period of Ahom Mughal conflict. The first direct 
intervention in the affairs of north - east by the ilughals was 
the campaign against Coch Behar and Assam during the reign of 
1 
Aurangzeb. Different explanations have been offered for this 
2 invasion. The centres of the war were Darrang, Kamrup, Hajo, 
Pandu, Saraighat, Gauhati, Kajalimukh, Singri, Bharari, Simalugarh 
and Samdhara. These areas are mentioned in the Persian Chronicles 
1. Dutta, Sushil Chandra, op. cit, P.57. 
2. Undoubtedly the Prime factor was the Aurangzeb's 
expansionist Policy. See Salam, A Riyazu -s- Salatin, 
P. 224. Bhuyan, S.K. (tr) /mnals of Delhi Badshahate, 
1947, P. 125. Sarkar, J.IJ. History of Aurangzeb, Vol. V. 
Cilcutta, 1952, P. 390. It is also said that it was a 
clever device on the Part of Aurangzeb to get rid of his 
most Powerful minister - general by engaging him to a 
desoltry far place from the empire. See Irvine, W.(tr), 
storia Do Mogor, Vol. II, London, 1907, P. 91. AnCother 
cause of the expedition was perhaps the inordinate 
Personal ambition of Mir Jumla to secure a base for an 
invasion upon Burma and China. See J.N. Sarkar. The life 
of Mir Jumla, Calcutta, 1951, P.223. 
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as in the Assamese Chronicles. But for putting it in a 
proper context a little back ground view is required. 
In the beginning of the 17th century (1612), 
2 
the Mughals occupied Koch Hajo. This brought the Mughal 
frontier to the Bar Nadi River, and thereby the I'iiom Kingdom 
come into contact with the Mughal empire. The conquest of 
Koch Hajo triggered at a long-drawn conflict between the 
Mughals and the Ahoms. At last in 1638 a Peace treaty was 
concluded by which the Mughals were allowed to retain the 
country west of Bar Nadi in the North Brahmputra Valley, and 
3 
west of Asurar /ili in the region lying south of that river. 
This treaty lasted for 21 ye.irs. But the i.horns 
takiiK) advantage of the war of succession broke it. Pran 
Narayan, the ruler of Koch Hajo availed himself of the oppor-
tunity offered by the disturbances in the Mughal Empire and 
/ expelled the Mughal envoy. In the meantime, Chakradhavaj Singh 
(1648-1663), the Ahom ruler also came to know aboUt the vulner-
able position of the Mughals and decided to take full advantage 
of the situation. As a result he invaded Koch Hajo and carried 
4 
his raidG upto the neighbourhood of Dacca. 
1. Bhuyan, S.K. .^glo Assamese Relations (1771-1826), 
Gauhati, 1949, P. 4, 
2. Sarkar, J.N. liistory of /.urongzeb. Vol, 3. P. 154. 
3, Gait, E.A., op. cit. PP. 107-118. Bhuyan, S.K. Kamrupar 
Buranji, PP.27, 51. 
4, Bhuyan, S.K. Anglo Assamese Relations, P. 5. 
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After securing the throne, Aurangzob appointed 
Mir Oumla as Viceroy of Bengal. The conduct of the Ahoms 
during the war of succession has been far from friendly. 
The violation of the treaty and the raids carried deep in 
the Muyiial ^.erritories must have deeply annoyed hiiji. It 
v/ould appear thaL he was determined to punish the Ahoms 
for their recalcitance. In pursuance of this end, Mir Jumnla 
was directed to conquer Assam and Arracan. In 1662 Mir Jumla 
launched an attack into Assam and marched as far as Gargaon. 
In 1663, a treaty was concluded at Ghilajorighat in which 
Ahom King, Chakradhvaj Singh, agreed to transfer Kamrup to 
the possession of the Mughals and promised to pay a heavy 
war indemnity. 
Mir Jumla's death on March 31, 1663 was a big 
blow to the Mughal position in Bengal. The Assam Campaigns 
have taken a heavy toll of mc;n and resources. The situation 
was further aggravated by the Bengal famine of 1662, A very 
callable and efficient officer was required to coup with a 
problem of such dimension. But unfortunately, no immediate 
For Mir Jumla's invasion in Assam, See Sarkar, J.N. 
History of Auranqzeb, vol. 3. Chapter 31; Sarkar, J.N. 
(Eng. tr) Fathiya -i- Ibriya, J.B.O.R.S. 1915, PP.179-195 
and also Blochn.ann"^ ^ (Eng. tr). Journal of Asiatic Society 
of Bengal, 1872. Bnuyan, S.K. Kamrupar Buranji. PP. 62-73. 
Dutta, Sushil Chandra, op. cit, PP. 57-85. 
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arrangement could be made aad the vaccum caused by the death 
ol Mir Juinlci could not be filled. It was only in 1664 that 
Shaista fChan, who v/as operating as Mughal commander in the 
Deccan against the Marathas, was appointed as Governor of 
Bengal. During this period of interregnxim the administration 
of the Province was looked after by Dilir Khan and Daud Khan, 
In the meantime, Jayadhavaj Singh was succeded by 
chakradhavaja Singh (1663-1669) in Assam. V/ith the accession 
of Chakradhavaja Singh in Nov. 1663 Ahoms decided to take adva-
ntage of the weak position of the Mughals in the Eastern Provi-
nces and stopped the Payment of the tribute. Though, the 
payment: was witheld but the Ahom ruler was not able to dislodge 
the Mughal forces from occupied areas. The Mughal faujdar of 
Gauhati 
/pressed the Ahom ruler for the balance tribute. Chakradhavj 
was in no mood to oblige the faujdar and started preparation 
2 
for war with the Mughals. In December 1667 he was able to 
3 
wrest Gauhati from the Mughal possession. On hearing about 
the loss of Gauhati, Aurangzeb at once appointed Ram Singh to 
recover the lost territories and retrieve the imperial prestige 
in Assam, 
1, Dutta, Sushil Chandra, op, cit, P, 96. 
2, Sarkar, J.N. o;. cit. Vol. 3. P. 185. 
3, Sarkar, J.N. op,, cit. Vol. 3. P. 186 
4, See Ram Singh Campaign in Assam, Barua, G.C (ed) Ahom 
Buran.li, pp. 38-58. Blochmann, A chppter frc^ m Muhammaden 
History, Calcutta Review , 1870, Bhuyan, S.K. Lachit 
Barphukan and his times, Gauhati, 1947. And also Atan 
Buragohain And His times, Gauhati, 1'J57. Dutta, Sushil 
Chandra, op. cit. PP.96-127. 
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Ram Singh reached Rangmati in February 1569, 
From there ho advanced along the course of river Brahmaputra 
and reached Bar Nadi. Then, he laid sieze to Gauhati, but he 
could not succeed in reducing the Place. In the second half 
o£ 1676 the imperial forces suffered three serious defeats, 
A^S a race saving device. Ram Singh wanted to conclude a peace 
treaty with the /vhoms. But the /\homs turned down his request 
and renewed their attacks which brought a series of victories 
to them.In March 1671, Ram Singh retreated to Rangmati and 
there on the border line of /issam he stayed for some years. 
Finally, in 1676 he received permission to v/ithdraw and he 
left for Bcnfjal. 
/vfter the death of ChakraJhavaj Singh in 1670, a 
series of internal troubles broke out and this greatly weakened 
tlie position of Ahoms. From 1670 to 1681 "in the short span 
of eleven years there were no less than seven Kings no one of 
"1 
whom died a natural death. Talking advantage of the crisis at 
the /Uiom court, the Mt.ujhals captured Gauhati in 1679 under the 
leadership of Muhamrned /izam. This success, however, v/as short 
lived. .Vith the accession of Gadadhar Singh in 1601, the Ahom 
monarchy soon recovered it;j glory. He easily ouste'J the 
Mu.jfialr. from Gauhati and took "a vast amount of booty including 
1. Sarkar, J.N. o. cit. Vol.3. P. 190. 
u 
gold and silver, elephants, horses and buffaloes, cannon of 
all rizes, and guns, swords an i spears". It was tho last 
war between the two parties and Monas river was accepted as 
boundary. 
The most noticeable social impact of the Mughal 
invasion and the establishments of Mughal rule on the fringes 
..aid peripherics of the region was the extension of Muslim 
settlements and the grov;ch of their population. As has been 
already discussed , the Muslim settlements in the region had 
started in the thirteenth century but they experienced a 
tremendous increase during the period of Mughal invasion. 
The Muslim settlements in the plains of Jayantia, Cachar and 
Tripura also took place during thas period. A section of 
3 
the Muslims also made their way into Manipur through Cachar, 
III Conversions and role of Saints 
Another factor thot contributed to the growth of 
Muslim Population in the region was the arrival of a number 
of pirs and Fakirs into the region. These people generally 
accompanied the Muslim armies and some of horn got married 
-. 4 
and settled there perm^anently. Their presence quite often 
inspired the people who came into contact with them to accept 
Islam. Besides them Muslim relicjious preachers at times came 
1. Sarkar, J.N. o. cit. Vol.3, P. 191. 
2. Dutta, Sushil Chandra; The North East And the Mughals 
N. Delhi, 1978,p. 238. 
3. Ibid; P. 238. 
4. Barua, S.L. (Mrs.) The M.jslim population in pre-Britlsh 
Assam, I.H.C. Vol. I, 1978, p.570 ~" 
Ai 
to Assam with the specific purpose of proselytising the local 
population and propagating Islam. For example, we corne 
across the name of Ghiyasuddin Awliya who came during the 
invasion of Hussain Shah (1497-A.D. - 1539 A.D.) in 1498 A.D. 
1 
and atracted a numberi of converts from the local people. 
He was held in such a high esteem by the local Muslims that 
his mausoleum came to be known as 'Poa Mecca' (one fourth of 
Mecca). Similarly, in the later part of 17th century, Haz2"i^ at 
Shah Milan alias Azan Fakir, the celebrated author of a 
of 
numherZzikrs, came to Assam along with four other pirs from 
some place in the western country. He was given a land grant 
by tile Ahoiii King Gadadhar Singh (1682-1696 .^.D.) and s e t t l e d 
2 t l ierc . In h is Zikrs , i t i s mentioned tha t he had 120 d i sc ip les 
3 
and it is also reported that he converted some Nagas to Islam. 
The Muslims seem to have enjoyed the esteem and 
respect of the local population <ind this may have facilitated 
theiri missionary work. The esteem and reverence in v/hich 
Muslims were held in Assam can be illustrated from the contem-
porary r:3Cords. In September 1780 A.D. an Assamese Muslim named 
Anwar Hazi j^ akir of the gui]d of parsi - parhias or persian 
translators, met King Lakshmi Singha, after his return from 
L.Barua, S.L. (Mrs.) op. cit. P. 570. 
2. Satsari Assam Buranji (ed) S.K. Bhuyan G.U. 1964 P. 149. 
3. nhuyah S.K., Rajeshwar Singha;p. 180 f. 
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his pilorirnage, obviouGly to Mecca. The king seems to have 
been very much pleased with him and granted Jiim revenue lands 
in Kamrup together with the necessary n\imber of servitors. 
Besides these, he also granted the following maqains or darqahs 
as perquisites- Shah Madar Bar- Maqam in Bansi Parqanah, 
Shah Fakir's maqam in Barnagar Parganah, Paanch Pirar maqam 
in Khetri Parqanah and one fourth share of the Bar- maqam 
2 
at liajo. It was laid down in the sanad that "Anwar Hazi Fakir 
Parsi-Rirhias will enjoy the above in Perpetuity, down to the 
days oi his sons, grandsons and their descendants on the male 
line, wishing lor the welfare of the king, and maintain his 
religion there by". The above grant was embodied in a royal 
farman inscribed on a copper plate. A distinguished Assamese 
Muslim family was founded by this Fakir and its members still 
enjoy eminence in various spheres of society. 
From the account of J.P. Wade, who stayed in Assam 
from 1792 to 1794 A.D. as surgeon attached to Captain Welsh' 
expedition, had recorded some instances of respect usually 
shown to Muslim saints at the court of Hindu Kings of Assam, 
"A Mussalman of the name of Newas was gooroo-general of his 
persuasion in Assam from about the time of Roodur Singh 
(1696-1714). He had numerous attendants dressed in the high 
1.. /^nnals of Delhi Badshahate, DMAS Gouhati p. 15. 
2, Annals of Delhi Badshahate, p.74, 
3. The grant is dated Aswin 10,1702 Saka or 27th September 1780 
r^ .D. Maulavi Sayyid Kermat All of Ha jo obtained the sanad 
form the Fakir's descendants. Dr. Bahar Ali and Maulavi 
Muhammad yar Ali of Jorhat, and Published in the Batari of 
27th January, 1934. 
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Mussleman fashion. He resided at or near the capital and 
frequented the durbar, and the swargadeos used to despatch 
him to pray at Hadjoo after the Mussleraan fashion for their 
prosperity. He was usually succeeded by his nearest relations. 
He and his family disappeared at the swargadeo's flight (during 
the Moam^ria disturbances). The latter had no Pooja since at 
Hadjo. He was indulged with the Privilege of riding horse 
back; but not a Palki dolah. Three or four Priests always 
remained in attendance at the palace. The moment King came 
rorth to take the air, they culled down the blessin;] of God 
on him with elevated hands. Vrtienever the Surgee sent this man 
to perfoi-m pooja at Makam Had jo, he alv/ays sent considerable 
pr^'sonts to the people, but they had no re.jular establishments 
from the Kings." 
Muslim magams or dargahs were scattered throughout 
tlie state and at least some of these were patronised by the 
s tate as we know from the assignment of the perquisites to a 
number of maqams in Kamrup to Anwar Haji Fakir, and the custom 
of despatching periodic presents from the court to the Poa-
llecca Shrine at HajOo 
During Aurangzeb's reign an expedition was sent to 
Assam in 1669 .\.D., under the command of Raja Ram Singh. Besides 
others, he was also accompanied by j;ive Muslim saints or pirs. 
1, Quoted by Bhuyan, 3.K. (ed) in his i.nnals of Delhi Badshahate 
p. 16, 
im 
T h e i r n.Jiucs ac given in t h e r e c o r d s a r e Shah / .kbar . Shah 
1 
Begmar, Shah Saran_,Shah SUfi and Shah Kainal. These pirs 
seems to have carried on some missionary ..ictivity and succeeded 
2 
in attractiny some people to the fold of Islam. 
From the ancient time, Assamese were famous for 
their black arts. According to the Khulasat-ul-Tv/arikh, the 
people ol Kamrup v;ere supposed to perform stranQe acts by 
th'.;- help OL in.Kjic and their bldck arts so much so that they 
tr^ .nsfor.;;ed men into quadrupeds and birds. Stories of black 
arts pr.ictised by men of Assam were carried b^ ick to Moghul 
India by the s.)ldier3 who survived in the numerous expeditions 
sent into .\ssam. The result was that in the imagination of 
tlia rest, ol th^ ; country, the m.njic of /vssam excelled that Of 
ligypt and the only tiling v/ith which Assam was associated was 
its formidable sorcery and withchcraft. Now these pirs who 
v;ere brought to Assam by Raja Ram Singh, also met the victims 
c 
of black arts and tried their best to undo its effects. 
Keeping in view the prevalance of the black arts in Assam 
ana the problems it must have brought in its wake, anyone who 
might have come to the rescue of the people from such a scourge 
1. Bhuyan S.K. (ed) ^vnnals of Delhi Badshahate; p. 10. 
2. Dutta, Sushil Chandra, op. cit, P. 238. 
3. Assamese magic : J.N. Sarkar's translation of Khulasat-ul-
twarikh given in his India of Aurangzeb, 1907, P.4 3. 
4. Mir Jumla is said to have been a victim of sorcery: Eve,-n 
Mir Jumla is said to have died of "the well knov/n sorcery 
of ;.he Assamesse". Riyazus-Salatin; P. 226. 
5. Muslim pirs in Assam; Ms document in possession of the 
Mah.inta of the Gurudwar Damdame at Dhubri where Guru Teg 
Bahvidur halted for some time. Reference to Kamrup m.agic 
are made in thd accounts of Teq Bahadur's stay in Assam 
in Suryya- prakash, and in Twarikh Guru - Khelsa Bartake. 
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must have caught their imagxn rtion and earned their admira-
tion. This naturally must have facilitated their missionary 
work. 
Shahabuddin Talish, author of the well known 
history of .issam, Fathiya-i-Ibriya, provides some useful 
ino-ormation about the early Muslim settlers of Assam. He 
was attaclied to Mir Jumla and accompanied him to Assam in 
the ex^jedition of 1662, aj_jparently as a clerk. Probably 
ho is the only chronicler, writing about Assam, who has 
boon personally tiioro and therefore his account has the 
validity of an eye-witness account. It assumes added signi-
fic.incc v;hen we recall his observations about i.h'i reports 
.;ubinittod to Mir Juinlu by the ofi. icial v/aqia-navises. He 
ob;;orves th-rt tlii:>::ie report.; .iro diifc^ ctivo and incorrect 
.m.J hcncc one ol. L.hc; objectives of thu author is to provide 
detailed ariil correct account of this expedition. But he 
has confined hims(>li: to an account of this expedition, 
rather he had dwelt on various aspects of Assam, its 
lund and people. One can expect that the Muslim settlements 
scattered through out riS s am. 
Shahbuddin Talish observes about the conditions of 
Muslim settlements "As for the Muslmans who hud been taken 
prisoner in former times and had chosen to marry h-re, their 
desondants act exactly in the manner of .issamese, and have 
nothin.j ol Islam excepc the name; their heart:; -ire inclined 
fiax" more towards mingling with the Assamese than towards 
association with Muslims, The Muhammadans who had come 
from Islamic lands engaged in the performance o i: Prayer 
and fasting, but forbidden to chant call to prayer (azan) 
or publicly recite the "//ord of God". 
Inspite of this gloomy description of Muslim sett-
lara of Assam, these early settlements beginninj in the 
thirteenth century, served a.:i a nucleus of future Muslim 
settlements. That they were not sucked into tlio local 
tradition and fully assimil.ited with the local population 
ii; Ivirgely due to the fact* that Brahrnanism was not yet 
2 
det_';^ iy rooted in Assam. 
Loft to theiiisolves and cut off from the other s 
Cv.aii,res of Muslims conconi.ration elsewhere in the country 
an,; especially in Bengal, sooner or latter they v/ould have 
b. ..'n iully absorvod in Lho local Assamese life. This 
process soems to have started us an aftermath of Mughal 
..horn Conflict. It would also app:ar that the Muslim Pene-
tr.ition into the u;,.per part oL the valley also dates to 
3 
post Mrr Jumla Period, when for the first time Muslims 
1. Fathi/a-i- Ibriya; J.,..,_;.B. 1872, p. 83. 
2. Chatterjoe, o.K. Kirata Jana Kriti, Calcutta, 1951, 
p. 69. ' • 
3. Barupjari, iI.^ C, /i.ssaia in the days of company, Gauhati, 
1964, P. 295. 
5 A 
seem to head towards .issam from the neicjhbourin.i 
districts of Bengal as well as from other parts of the 
country. In 1838 Jenkins made enquiries about the origins 
oL Muslims settled in Jorhat and came to the conclusion 
thai they were the descendants of those who have accom-
l 
panied Nawab Hir Jumla into Assam. These fresh supplies 
oi Muslim settlers not only increased the Muslin, presence 
in ..nsom bi^ t they also exerteQ a powerful influence on the 
aocial, cultural and economic life of the people and pro-
vided a link between the early settlers and the country. 
The spread of Islam and conversion of large numbers 
Od. people throughout the v/orld has been a subject of much 
discussion among the scholars. Some European and Indian 
schc^ l^ irs have held the view that force was freely used 
for this purpose and people were compelled to accept Islam 
2 
at the point of sword. But this view does not hold . much 
1. Ibid; P. 295. 
Murray, T.Titus; Indian Islam; London, 1930, p. 31, 
Roberte Orme, Historical Fragments of Mughal Empire; 
London, 1782 P. 102; quoted by p. Hardy "Explanations 
of conv-'rsion to Islam in South Asia" R.A.S.D. 1977, 
P.185. Johathan Duncan; Historical Remarks on the 
Coast of Malabar; ^iSiatic Researches, 1979, P. 33, 
Here the author cited an account which he hoard from 
tlie then Zamorin of Calicut. From 1788 Tipu Sultan, 
the ruler of Mysore, oppressed and Subdued the Hindus 
of Malabar by other means. Afterwards he enforced 
circumcision and eating of ieef first upon the Mayars. 
The Gazetter of Lndia, Vol, I, 1965 PP. 466-467. 
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water as has been so eminently proved by Arnold in his 
'Preaching of Islam'. This is not to say that tl-ie use of 
force for this purpose was altogether unl:nov/n but surely 
it conmon and compared to the very vas;... ,;iajority of people 
halving been converted through peaceful means, it would 
appear to be insignificant. As for Assam is concerned 
there does not seem to be any evidence to suggest the use 
oL Lorce Lor this purx^ose. It was enLirely the v/ork of the 
2 
prc.:achers and missionaries such as sufi saints and traders. 
It was their peaceful preacliing and probably their particular 
way of life that attracted people to the fold of Islam, 
/iS already noticed, among the Muslim settlers in Kamrup 
were the Prisoners of v/ar captured by King Prithu and 
Suhungmung (1492-1539) from defeated armies of Bakhtyar 
Khalji and Turbak in 1206 and 1532 A.D. Now this small 
band of people might Viave been totally absorbed and assimi-
lated in the local population, had these preac?iers not helped 
them in maintaining their identify by providing spiritual 
3 
solace and guidance to them. In this way they helped and 
inspired them to continue to practice Islam and thereby 
build a necleus of Muslim population. As majority of these 
1. /irnold; The preaching of Islam, VJestminister, 1896, 
pp.254-293, 
2. Dutta, Sushil Chandra, op. cit, P.241. 
3. Dutta, Sushil, Chandra, op, cit, p. 241. 
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prisoners hailed from Bengal where Suiiis were held in 
high esteem, they most v/illingly patronized these sufis 
and scjints. Hesides the gifts received from this source, 
these sufis and pirs could also maintain themselves on 
the proceeds of the lands granted to them by /liom Kings as 
alr>o by some other neighbouring rajas, as they are known 
1 
to liave patronized these pirs. This would also go to 
suggesL that the missionary activities of these saints must 
have been peaceful otherwise they could not have enjoyed 
Lh^ j patronage of /.horn Kings and other Rajas. It is well 
known that the rulers of Assam not only patronized these, aiifis 
but also provided land for the maintenance of mosque, shrines 
2 
and Khanqahs. It was in a totally peasoful and tension-free 
atmosphere that they preached and sang the songs of divine 
love which became part and parcel of Assamese literature 
in the form of zikr and Jari Songs, 
It has been noticed that the pirs and Faqirs became 
instrujnental in attracting a greater number of people to 
the fold of Islam. Their. . contribution to the Assam history 
is not confined to conversions alone, it was through them 
that Islamic ideas were brought to the court of Ahom Kings. 
1. Ibid; p. 241. 
2. iiasu. N.K. Assam in the Ahom Age, Calcutta, 1970, pp.156, 
226 and 267. 
3. Dutta, Sushil Chandra, op. cit. p.241. 
f.'l 
Similarly, they have played an important role in the 
development of Assamese literature. Ghyasuddin, Auliya, 
the celeberated pir who came along vrith the invasion of 
Hussain Shah (1497-1539) in 1498, made a number of converts 
from the local inhabitants. In this way Hazrat Shah Milan 
alias jizan Faqir, the celeberated author of Zikrs, came to 
..ssam in the later part of th(?. seventeenth century along 
with other four pirs from some place in the western part 
of Lho country. Here they settled permanently v/ith land 
2 
grants from the i'^ hom King Gadadhar Gingh (1682-159G;; 
3 
and composed the Zikr songs during his reign. Zikr songs 
4 
are counterpart of Debhicarar geets. The Zikrs of .vzan 
Faqir had a tremendous influence in the society. Jt is 
said that he had 120 disciples and through his zikrs 
5 
converted some Nagas to Islam, 
1. Barua, S.L. The Muslim population in Pre-British Assam; 
I.H.C. Vol, I 1978 p. 570. 
2. Satsarl Assam Buranji; (ed) 3.K. Bhuyan, G.U. 1964 
P. 149. 
3. Barua, Hem, Assamese Literature, Delhi, 1965 p.30 
4. "Debhicarar geets are a class apart in attitude and 
modulation, they differ considerably from the prevailing 
tradition of folk-poems. The principal motif of these 
songs is spiritual absorption that speaks in general terms 
of the futility of man's life and the Presence of a 
higher impulse that guide s man's destiny. Because of 
this pronounced spiritual bias, it is often presumed 
Lhat there metaphysical lyrics are tlie offspring of 
vaisnava inspiration." 
Barua Hem, ..ssamese Literature; p. 29. 
5. IJJmyan, 3.K.; Rajeshwar Singh; P. 180 f. 
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Conversion of indigenous people intcb the fold of 
iGliin continued throughout Assam. According to census 
Report of 1870, the Muslim Population in Eastern Dwar was 
Oxily 110 and most of theiii were of Hindu origin; they were 
converted into the fold of Islam at the time of Muslim 
conquest of Goalpara-.. 
The Muslim settlement in Sibsagar district is 
Lraced to a native Raja, who is said to have brought a 
number of Muslims from Bengal in order to teach the People 
2 
ol this country Lheir arts and technology. The number of 
Muslims in the district increased significantly following 
the expedition of Mir Jumla when a. section of his army 
decided to stay back oand settled down there. The present 
Muslim population therefore, consists of the descendants 
3 
of this army and of the converts they made. 
The Muslim population of Lakhimpur district consists 
of the descendants of the the pxBople v;ho came in the wake 
4 
of the recurring Muslim invasions and settled down there. 
Significant additions were made to this population by the 
arrival of some Muslim artisans from outside the region. 
1. Hunter, W.W. Statistical Account of Assam, Vol.1 p. 120, 
2. Ibid; p. 245 
3. Ibid; P. 245. It is most probably based on local 
traditions. Contemporary sources do not contain any 
evidence to this effect. 
4. Ibid, P. 363. 
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These are reported to have been brought by the ;ihom rulers 
lor the construction ot public buildings. Moreover, there 
is some evidence to show that at least some conversions 
took place in this region. Hunter thinks that these conv-
ersions were confined to only low caste people and that 
too as a result O' ostracism from their own community on 
account of some grave offence whoa all hopes of re-admission 
2 
Wi.'ro lost. But in the absence of any firm evidence ..this 
will largely remain only a guuss. It v/ould also appear that 
it was not uncommon for a Hindu girl to get married to a 
Muslim. As may be expected such girls were ultimately 
3 
converted to Isl^ mi and absorbed into the Muslim Society, 
Muslim Immigration during the British Period 
Later on, when the British established their control 
over the region, the immigration and importation seems to 
have graatly enhanced the Muslim population in Assam. When 
the British wanted to establish factories or enoage^ 
themselves in large scale production of articles like sugar 
and (Xiffee., they were faced with the acute problem of labour 
1. Hunter, iV.W."; op. cit. Vol. I., p. 363, 
2. Ibid, P. 3.63, 
3. Ibid. P. 363. 
5? 
shortage. The main problorn v/as that after rainy season 
was over and the paddy crop v;as safely in the groinaries, 
tiure was abundance of labourers but as soon th' rains 
commenced they left for their fields v/hich they considered 
Lno only guar.mtoe of prosr)erJ Ly., and no a-riount of persua-
sion v;ould induce them to stay on. The wages v/ere not 
attractive enough to lure them away from the field- and 
so it v/an a Perennial problem. 
During these days it v/as found that Assam was 
ideal lor the cultivation of tea and much profit can be 
derived from this business, hut the main hurdle in the 
was 
v/ay/the non-availability of enough labour force. At this 
stage it was felt that if a portion of the surplus popu-
li'.tion o t..e neighbouring districts of Bengal V7as impo-
rted to .issam, it will not only solved the perennial pro-
blem Ou labour shortage in Assam, it v/ill also prove 
2 
beneficial to the overpopulated regions oi Bengal. 
It would also appear from the report of Thomas 
camobe 1 ,1 Robert.'pon, the then commissionc^r of Assam, that 
the labour problem had become more acute around that period 
di£ to thd ravages of Cholera. This v/ould seem to have 
1. Robertson, Thos, Campbell; /.notlier Chapter on Assam; 
Calcutta Reviov/; 1853 P. 396. 
2. Thos, ccmpbell Robertson, ;-.nother chayrter on .ASsam; 
C.R. 1853, P. 396. 
3. Ibid, P .397. 
r o 
compelled the British authorities to m.jke some alternative 
arrannemont . Moreover the task of the clearance of jungles 
aiui reclaiming them v/as too stupendous to be undertaken 
by the local population with their .".trcngth seriously-
depleted by the cholera and their animals killed by murr-
aine. To wait for tl\e natural process to replinish the 
population was out of question. So, a large numljer of 
MC^ Oj^ ilo from Bengal were imported to -issam v/hero they could 
soLtlo down. They could bu kept gainfully eiax:'loyed through-
out the year; after the season v/hen tl'io v/ork at the tea 
gardens came to an end, they could be used in the production 
1 
of sugar which was a product of dry season. In this way 
it was a highly attractive proposition for both the emplo-
yers and employees. 
In connection with the importation of "abourers 
and immigrations into Assam, induced in most cases by ruling 
elite or the bureaucracy. The ruling elite framed separate 
2 
rules on behalf of them. The following statement, pub-
lished in Kalakara (in Assamese) in 1981 needs special 
consideration. According to this article as early as 1874, 
Lord North Brook was approached by about one hundred sig-
natories belonging to the Assamese•middle class with the 
request to increase the population of Assam by importing 
1. Ibid, P, 397. 
2. ;illen, B.C. Census of India, 1901 Vol. I .-.ssam Report 
P. 13. Dev. B.J.&Lahiri, B.K., Assam Muslims Politics 
and Cohesion; Delhi, 1985 P. 153. 
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people from outside. They stated "The inoaourGG hitherto 
concerned lor the purpose of increacirrj the population 
riMj- bo pronounced to have been a failure. The prospect 
oi employment in the tea gardens has not been able to 
drav; any large number of coolies to set,tlf,; in /.ssc;.m. 
r-;uny, if not all, go away as soon as ti.'.jir 'igrecments 
terminate. But even if the Dhangoor coolies imported 
J.roiii ChoL^ J Nagpur choose to settle dov/n in ,.ssam, the 
country, it is justly feared, will not be much improved, 
considering that physique and morals of those people ore 
Vastly inferior to tliose of the Assamese. V/e would, there-
fore, beg most humbly to suggest that your Excellency may 
be pleased to bring up here the redundant population of 
tlie province of Oudh, the Belgium of India, and the North 
Bihar. To effect this purpose it will be necessary for 
tlie Government to incur a little expense and to grant 
tracts of high land lying waste on all sides, revenue 
free, for a period of say ten years, but subject afterweurds 
to the usual rates. This description of land is not taxes 
up by the existing population for the cultivation of 
ordinary crop of the country. But it will bo highly condu-
cive to the highland crops (v/heat. Bar ley etc.) upon 
which the natives o.u these province subsist." 
1. The Kalkhra (In Assamese ) 20 Feb. 1981. 
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Thus, the European capitalists and burooncracy 
e:'i>oiidod to imijort labourers to the province, and formed 
labour laws, ^iccording to the census report of 1901, no 
less than 596, 856 persons v/ere imported under the provisions 
o^ lobour laws, or more than a tenth of total population 
of 1S91. This process of the continuous irmaiqr.ition of 
cj.^ rden coolies has tended to increase the proportion of 
2 
llj.iidus and h u s l i m s . 
The f o l l o w i n j t a l ; l e shov/s t h e p e r c e n t a g e of t h e 
3 
diifercnt provinces from v/here the immigrants came:-
Namu of the province Percentage of immigrants born 
in the principal areas of 
recr uitment. 
Bengal 64.4 
North Western Provinces 14.0 
Central Provinces 10.8 
Madras 2.7 
Nepal 2.7 
Rewa 1.3 
Rajpuina 1.2 
All other provinces 2.4 
Total 100.0 
1. Allen, B.C. Of), cit. p. 13, 
2. Ibid; p. 43. 
3. Ibid; p. 33. 
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Besides tea industry, availability oL extensive 
tracts of Waste land v/as mainly responsible tor the 
intluvv ol i-'iuslims in .^sscuri from the ncighbourin j districts 
oj ijonga.l. Though, considerable portion of V.'asto land v/as 
r^ 'ol aimed, the record of agricul i-ural production vras still 
very low. These extensive areas of waste Irjnd attracted 
the peasants of Eastern Bengal (modern Bangladesh), 
The indigenous population were able to support 
themselves and lead a life of reasonable comfort by 
their cultivation. Due to this reason their services to 
otiiers could be available only at particular periods of 
the year when they were free from their agricultural 
concerns. Thus the local labour supply was very low and 
met 
uncertain and the demcxnd has, therefore, to be/by indent 
on other provinces, wliere the population is more dense, 
2 
and the land LS insufficient to support every body. In 
connection v/iti'i the invasion oi': land hungry Bengali Muslim 
imiaigrants into /^ ssam v;c may quote the remark made by the 
census superintendent. "Probably tb.e most important event 
in the province during the last 25 ye irs—an event which 
seems lilcely to alter permanently the v/hole future of 
.••issem and to destroy more surely than did the Burmese 
1, Ray, Datta B; Social and Economic profile of North East 
India, Delhi; 1978; p. 291 
2. Gait, E.-i. census of India, 1891, .issam. Vol. I, Report 
p. 67. 
6'^ 
inv<Li3ions of 1820, the whole structure of Assamese culture 
>-ind civilization, has been the invasion of a vast horde of 
land hungry Benyali immigrants, mostly Muslims, from the 
districts of Eastern Bengal and in particular from Mymen-
.. 1 sxng , 
The opening of 20th century marlcs the immigrations 
of Bengali land huncjry peasants into ^^sscim. The Census of 
1911 records for the first time the fact that fev/ immi-
grants had gone beyond the char lands of Goalpara. Other 
districts of /vssam valley recorded only a few thousands 
immigrations and most of them v/ere Clerks, traders and 
prufessioiial i.icn. But in 1921, the number of immigrants 
considerably increased in all ,tho districts of the province, 
20 
In Goalpara district almost^ ';<, of the entire population was 
made up by those settlors, and the next to ranlc was Nowgong 
which formed 14/o of the population. The waste lands of 
K..uTirup were taken up by the immigrants especially in the 
Barpetta subdivision. In Darrang exploration and settlement 
2 by the colonists were yet m an earlier stage . The census 
Report of 1931 also noted the phenomenon in a very marked 
manner. It noted "By 1921 the first army corps of the inva-
ders had conquered Goalpara^ the second army corps which 
1. Census Report of India, 1931, Vol. Ill, .''.ssam Report, 
Shillong, 1932. PP. 49,50. 
6 1 
followed them in the years 1921-31 has consolidated 
tlioir position in that district and has also completed 
tlio cuncTuest of LiOv/gong. The Uarpetta subdivision of 
K^iurup has also fallen to their attacJc ^nd Darranj is 
being invaded. Sibsagar has so far escaped completely 
but fov/ Llionsand Mymensinghias in Worth Lakhimpur are an 
onLposL wi'iich may during the next decade prove i-O be a 
1 
valuable basis of major operations". 
The Bengali i-iuslim immigrations are also notice-
able from the reports submitted by Deputy Comiaissioners of 
each district,.It is clear from the reports of Deputy 
commissioner of Kanirup that there was an enormous increase 
in the number of inunigrants in the district. The Deputy 
coimnissioner reports. "The immigration of j]astern Bengal 
Iluh^ aiiinaden settlers continued throughout the decade into 
Barpetta subdivision and parts of sadr subdivision. The 
chars (^ vaste LandXmd rivorian tracts have now nearly been 
filled up and all available waste lands are gradually 
being occupied by thoni. The increase of 69/i in the popu-
l.>Mon O.L Barpetta is solely duo to \:ln: Eastern Bengal immi-
grants'. 
1. Ibid; P. 50. 
2. Mullan, C.B. Census of India, l^ JJ,/ Vol. Ill ;.3sam. 
Part I, Report; P. 50. ~ " 
G't 
Jn Darrun^j d i s t r i c t , LIVJ Hong :].i G o t t l / r G v/ero 
. . i^ inly c o n c e n t r a t e d i n t h e Mangald i s u b d i v i s i o n . I t was 
n o t i c e d i n the r e p o r t s of the Derjuty coui in iss ioner a c c o -
r d i n j t o v/hich " InuTiigration of b o t h Hindus and I-'ussalman 
c u l t i v a t o r s frora E a s t e r n Bencial t o ta};e up w a s t e l a n d s i n 
i i a n g a l d a i c o n t i n u e d . The re i s l i t t l e room f o r e x p a n s i o n 
o r c u l t i v a t i o n i n t h e Tezpur s u b d i v i s i o n as most of t h e 
Lirahmaputra c h a r l a n d s a r e r e s e r v e d t o r p r o f e s s i o n a l 
"1 
i j r a r ^ i e r s . 
ilov/ever, the situation seerns to have been different 
in Nov/gong and Goalpara districts. These two districts 
(lid not atijruct much immLgration from E.ist Be-ng-il. The 
Deputy commissioner had given the following explanation 
for this p lenomenon in his report: 
"luunigrants from Hymensingh was not very attra-
ctive duriH'j the decade as in the Previous one as most 
Oil the available lands in the rivarian tracts suitable to 
settlers migrated from Dhubri thana to Sorbhog in the 
Barpetta subdivision and from Lakhimpur thana to the 
Chamoria side of from the Kamrup district probably with 
the idea of taking settlement directly under the Government'.' 
1. Hullan, C.S. op. cit. p. 50 
2, luid, p_. 50. 
fi^5 
The Muslim iramigrantG v/ere at lirst permitted 
CO settle on Government waste land, but they frequently 
ciicroached on Government reserves and on lands belonging 
to local people. It brought friction betv;een the 
imminrants and indigenous people. In order to stop this 
friction/ in 1920 the Government took up a measure to 
rooularJ:::'• Llie.'je settle'ments anJ thiis cunc to be Jcnown as 
j^ ine System. ?or this purpose a special officer v/as 
appointed and accordingly boundary lines v/ere specified 
in uhe district J.or the exclusive settlement of immigrants. 
By this new rule, the immigrants were not allowed to occupy 
1 
lands near the /issamese villages by trepass or purchase, 
But thu i-iine System did not succeed in solving the problem 
of unlav/ful encroachment, by the immigrants an J it failed 
to protect the .i.ssamose villages. The Government was 
ob. iged to fine •:.iie violators and eject unlav/ful occupation 
2 
Oi. lands. This policy instead of elitainating the friction 
among the uifferent segiTients of the <.ssaraes(; society/ it 
tended to heighten the tension. 
1. Ibid, pp. 51-52. 
2. Ibid; pp. 51-52. 
6i 
iiuslim immigrantG demandeld its abolition v/hile the Assamese 
..Indus and other Local people demanded it:; rigia enforcement, 
The .issamese Hindus were afraid of loosin ; their predomi-
nant :;,03ition in the province. Hov/ever, bhe iluslims welcomed 
Jne imaigr^ -ints and thought that in due course these Muslim 
iiiimigr-int would be ..osamisod like the :'.homs and Kalitas, 
Thus in ..ssam, the public opinion was^system remained as 
a great sore of ..ssam politics till LiiG last days of British 
1..^ j. .^  divided on communal lino and tiie line 
There is no clue to help us to form an estimate 
of fhe total population of the Muslims during tVie Ahom rule 
in .issam. During that period census v/as not Icnovm. Even, 
aiLcr chc ..homs and extending upto the pre-uritish period, 
no records are available to give any idea of the Muslim 
3 
^ opulaLion of ..ssain. In 1808-09^ Hamilton observed that 
"in tlie province of Kamru^) tliore v/ere m.jny I'Aislims". In 
184-1/ a. census was ca rri':;d out and according to Robinson, 
the author of "Descriptive iiccount of Assam"/ the population 
v/as computed at 8,00,000 and it was estimated that sixth par 
of this number may probably consists of Muslims/ v/hilst 
tiie remainder v/as composed of v..irious sects of Hindus, 
1. Do .Jiialendu; The Muslims as a j,'actor in /issam politics-
iJengal part :^ present. Vol. XCVI part II serial no. 183 
July, Decern .er 1979, p.120. 
2. Ibid. p.120. 
-'. '^>arua, S.L>.(Mrs); op. cit, p.572. 
••] . i o m i l l i o n , .si ; . c coun t of ..ssaiTi; I J e o r i n t , G a h a t i ; 1953 , 
F . 5 5 . 
P7 
1 
and ot l ie r c a s t e s common to the i-^rontier, /According t o 
t h e :;.^ inn.; out. o r i t y , thri t o t a l fluslim popu la t ion v;a3 pu t 
2 
Qt 2 3,4^0 in the Kamrup district. By 1872 the total 
num.,;rJ.col strength of the Muslims in that district increa-
sed to 45,823 (or 8.2% of ..he total popul.ration of the 
district). In the same year, the total Muslim population 
in th'j six ciistricts of /'.ssam Valley, i.Oo Kamrup, Darrang, 
4 
Nov/gong, Goalpara, i,akhimpur and oibsagar was 1,7 3,109* 
of ti-.jse 89,916 belonged to the Goalpara district alone, 
v/iiien constituted more than half o!c the entire Muslim 
5 
population in -issam. In view of this fact, o.L. Barua, 
opinas that one fourth of these were fresh migrants during 
the .joriod of internal disorder resulting out of the 
Burmese invasions and the early years of the British rule. 
.vccordiriij to her before these events, the Muslims were 
in a great minority as compared to the Hindu population. 
The data given below is estimating the actual 
7 
position and percentage of the total population. 
lo i^ obiijson, W. Descriptive .-account of Assam, Calcutta, 
1041, P. 252. 
2. Ibid, P. 282. 
3. Hunter, W'.l'/. op. cit. Vol. I. P. 39. 
4. Beverley, H; Report on census of Bengal, Calcutta, 
1976; quoted in Saika; op. cit. P. 173. 
5. ijuntar, IV.v;. op. cit. Vol. II P. 31 
6. Barua, S.L. op. cit, P. 572. 
7. Bait^ B..... Census of India. 1S91.. .issam. Vol. I; Report, 
Shillong 1892, pp. 87-88. 
').iv. Bo J., & Laliiri. B.K.; . .ssam i Muslims, Politics &. 
CQiGsion, Delhi 1985, p. 157. 
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Manipuri Muslims 
Some Muslim population is also found in Manipur, 
In order to distinguish them from Ben'.jali Muslims, the 
^issameso iiUolims etc. they are called the lionipuri Muslims. 
2 
Their settlement in the region may be traced back .to 1606. 
The Manipuri v/ord .for Muslim is "Pangali It was 
derived from the v/ord Bangal. i.e. Bengal, /.s the first 
Muslim settlers in Manipur came from Bengal, they v.^ ere knov/n 
as B,.,ing<Als, meaning the Bengalese. Sopn, the ;;ord Bangal was 
3 
corrupted UIK^ took the shape Pangal. The Manipuri Muslims 
d 
include P^ . Lhuns and Mughals." 
Manipuri Muslims are also known as Meitei Muslims. 
The term v;ould means an Indian citizen v/hose mother tongue 
is Manipuri. In a sense this term explains the actual position 
as native Muslims are generally the progeny of Muslim-Metei 
5 
marriages. Inter marriage with the local girls must have 
helped thij ra[)id assimilation of those Muslims. 
The fact that Manipuri Muslims originally came from 
Bengal is confirmed by other sources as v/ell. They are said 
to have come at different times from Sylhet and Cachar, They 
settled in Manipur and took Manipuri qirls as their wives. 
In due course they adopted Manipuri as mother 
1. Shitaljit Singh, U.K., i\ short history of Manipur, 
Imphal, 1960, Constantine, B. Maninur,Delhi, 1981, p.38. 
Toiabi; i^ utua, Imphal, Vol. I, Imphal, 1983, p.63. 
2. Shitaljit Singh, R.K. op. cit. P. 18. 
3. Ibid; p. 18, Bijoy Panchali; P.33. 
4. luid; P. 13. 5, Ibid; P. 18. 
6. Con;itantii\e, K; op. cit, p. 38. 
7. Boy, J. History of Manipur, Calcutta, 1958,P. 171. 
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ton<jue but they maintained chL^ ir identity as Muslims 
through their customs and dress which they meticulously 
preserved. 
The early Muslim settlement in Manipur carae up 
as a result oi: war. It is said that the famous ruler of 
Munipur, Khagemba (1597-1650)^ expelled his half brother 
ijononyba iollov/in'; a dispute between .he latter and Khwairakpa 
a real brother of the ruler. This prince went to the king 
2 
Oi: Cuchar and requested him to invade Manipur. The Qachar 
3 
ruler agreed a.nd invited Taraf King, Woharnmed, to Join 
4 the venture. 
iis a result, a combined force consisting of the 
aniiiec of O aehar and Taraf launched an atl.aclc on Manipur. . 
DurJn , the fi ht tlie Cachar army retre-ited and 200 soldiers 
fell in th-; hand.T o l. Manipurir; as prisoners of v/ar. These 
included tv;enty Muslims, Mow these prisoners, settled in 
Manipur and came to be the first Muslim settlers of region. 
5 
The fiuslims were settled at Lilong, 12 kms. from Imphal, 
Cut occordinj to Mutua. Toinbi, it would seeai that originally 
they had settled in the capital itself but later they moved 
- to Lilon>j and settled there. This v/as necessiated because 
a con.lict h..d developed between them and the Hindu settlers. 
1. i^ oy, J; op. cit, p. 171. 
2 . Non' jsluiinei; p, 3 
Taraf IG situated on the north-east of the Pargana of 
Serall, at a distance of about 10 miles from Habiganj 
in the south eastern direction (Renell's Bengal Atlas 
Sheet Ko.6). "To the South - east oL Baniachang and 
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The c.iusG oj. the conflict is not clear, i^urtncr, he 
pointG out that the Manipuri Muslims first settled at 
1 
Chothe Yangbi and Pangal Siphai, near Hayang Imohal. 
Theso Huslira settlers freely married Manipuri girls and 
this saiall population became the neucleus o£ the Muslim 
2 
populuLion in the region. It is reported that a separate 
do. >artiiiont was established to provide justice to these 
3 
setLlers according to their own religion. 
iJiiong' theso war Prisoners were included black-
smiths, utonsil makers, artisans, musicians, VJasherrnen, 
4 
grooiiio .jnd elcphanL tenders. It would suggest that Sanon-
gba's army didn't consist of professional soldiers only 
but it v/as ..;n unv;ieldy mass of men weaned from peaceful 
professions by promise of rich rev/ards and handsome spoils, 
Though it was not altogether void of professional soldiers 
as is evident from the fact that among the v/ar spoils v/ere 
5 
included 1000 muskets. 
Cont :d. 
nor til of Matang, lay the hilly tract of Taraf" 
Sarkar, J.W., History of Denqal; Vol. II, P. 240. 
4. Nongshajnei; P. bw 
5. Pi joy ..Panchalij P. 33. 
6. Tombi, Mutua; op. cit; p. 85, 
1. Tombi, Mutua; op. cit. P. 85, 
2. Ibid; p. 85. 
3. Ibid, p. 85. 
4. Jh.iljit, R.K.,op. cit. p. 98. 
5. Cheitharo1 Kumbaba;p. 99. 
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Mc Culloch, British Political agent in Manipur.' 
during lt344-1867, in one of his reports had bmade certain 
observations about the nature and process of increase in 
tnc .luslim popula;.ion in the region. He says that before 
the introduction of Vaisnav Hinduism in the region, the 
i-ianipuris had married Muslim women. ..t thaL time it v;as 
periiapG possible and people don't seem to have bothered 
about such things. Hut after the introduction of Vaisnav 
iiitiuuism, those persons who had marric- Muslim women had 
2 
to accept Islam with their descendants. Apparently the 
mixed families of this nature were not acceptable within 
the incipient vaisnav society and these people did not 
have any alternative but to accept Islam. It is generally 
believed, as discussed earlier, that Muslim immigrants 
coming mainly from the \\?est settled here and married local 
girls and this led to an appreciable increase in the Muslim 
population in the region. But lie culloch's report adds 
a new dimension to this problem. Though he fails to give 
any evidence in his support but most probably he had based 
himself on some local traditions. In the present conditions 
it is not possible to fully accept or reject this angle 
provided by Mc Culloch. It is certainly a possibility which 
l..iiinduism entered Manipur in the 18th century, during 
che rei'jn of Gharib Nav/az (1709-1749). Under his royal 
;')atronage Bralimanical vaisnavism spread on a wide scale 
in Manipur. /vlmost all the histories of Maniour are una-
nimous on this point. His acceptance of Hinduism as 
Gta^e religion was objected upon by the religious leader 
OL old faith, like Khongnangthba who tried their best 
n^<od:j lo L u r t l i j r e x p l o r e d and i f p roved olftGr i nvo3 t i (3 - . t i on i t 
w i l l JuLi a iiev/ d imens ion t o t l ie r e l i g i o u s and s o c i a l h i s t o r y 
Ox. i la i i i^mr. 
Thus t h e i ius l im p o p u l a t i o n was q u i t e l a r g e b e i o r e t h e 
1 
dov.is'cc.l.ion oi t h e c o u n t r y i n 1819 by t h e liurmosG. The r u t h l e s s 
Juri"iK;G^ a c t o a l y c a r r i e d on l a r g e s c a l e d e s t r u c t i o n o.': t h e 
c o u n t r y i)Ut choy a l s o t ook a l a r g e number o i t : ,c p e o p l e i n t o 
c.:^)Livi L.y. The p r e s e n t iiUsliiiis a r e che d e s c e n d a n t : ; o.' t h e fev/ 
v;ho coi.'ld soiochov/ esc.:^'0 ; .his .. :Le. I n c o u r s e oj. t ime t h e i r 
nurau'jr Incrj^iS'.'d by Lh j^ e m i g r a n t P . eaga l i s i. rem t ' l ' ' d i s t r i c t s 
o J y l h :'c ^.nd Cachar ." ' . i f t e r coming i n t h e r e g i o n / t h e y c h i e f l y 
tool; u t'a^! p r o f e s s i o n s of g a r d e n e r s , t u n i e r s , c a r p e n t e r s , p o t t e r s 
o.i.c, bu L some >uaong tliuin . i l so s e r v e d a s K i n g ' s s e p o y . I t i s s a i d 
ta.iL . i l l t l ie bu i j lo r s and grani. ;rs i n t h e K i n g ' s army were Mus l ims , 
ConU 
t:.h>: u_>;)OsiLi(jn, ord.jL"i.:d ail Llic scriy)turf-'S o I. the old 
religion to b,.- burnt. 
2. Culloch, lie, Vallc';/ of Manipur, Gauhati, 1<>30, p. 14, 
1. The iJurmese invaded Manipur in 1819 and the reigning 
King Marjit, after being deeeated, left the country 
and took refuge at Cachar. From 1819 to 1825 Manipur 
was overrun by Burmese forces, v/ho killed many innocent 
people^ swept the little valley from one extremity to 
the other several times and devastated every thing 
which came in their way. This period v/as known as Chahi 
Taret Khuntalcpa (Seven years (ievastation) in the history 
of Manipur and its bitter meniories still linger in the 
minds of Manipuris. 
2, Culloch Mc, pp. cit, pp.14-15, 
Brown, R., otatistical .Account of Manipur, Calcutta 1874,p.15, 
3o Ibid. p. 15. 
4, Ibid. p. 15. 
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.. ._:c.,,^i waG appointed as thG leader of the community h'/ the 
1 
Kiri.j in order to govern them according to their religion. 
In [^''a^j Census rejjort ol 1^81, the .JOpul'ition oi: 
iianipur Jtate is divided under different heads, according 
2 
uO C^-SLJ .ind religion as iollows:-
h i n d u s 
j i u s l ims 
Clir I s t i . i n s 
J u d l i i s t 
i l i l l T r i b e s 
130 ,892 
4 , 8 8 1 
7 
2 
8 5 , 2 2 8 
221 ,070 
.according to their language they may be distributed 
is Iollows:-
U e n g a l i 
deugiaaie 
E n g l i s h 
Kuki 
. l a i i i , ) u r i 
:.oga 
- i indvis tani 
T o t a l 
15 
7151 
7 
25 ,384 
128,526 
59 ,904 
83 
221 ,070 
This would mean that in 1881 the Muslims constituted 
2.3/0 of i he total population. 
1. Culloch iic, pp. cit. p. 15, 
Brown, xx.. op. cit. P.15. 
2, Dun, ii...i, uazetter of Manipur; Delhi 1975, p. 14, 
C H A P T E R - II 
SOCIAL STRUCTURE: Division and classes 
of the Community in the North-Eastern region. 
7.1 
CHAPTER II 
Islam stands for equality of mankind and universal 
brotherhood among the Muslims. But with the passage of time 
the Muslim society adopted many of the features of other 
communities v;hich were absolutely against the teachings and 
principles of Islam. In India this seems to have been 
more pronounced, probably under the influence of all 
pervasive caste systems. The social life of Indian Muslims 
shov/s a striking contrast with the Islamic belief of 
universal brotherhood. This resulted in discriminative 
attitudes towards particular sections of the society. 
There seems to be little doubt that a social heirarchy was 
developed among the Indian Muslims which was based on the 
birth of individual but in its essential features it was 
unlike caste system of the Hindus. For example, it did not 
insist on a complete segregation or untouchability nor did 
it stand in the way if anyone achieving social eminence or 
respect in the society. It would seems that the main 
instrument of the penetration of such ideas among the 
Muslims were the converts from the local population who 
generally stuck to their old traditions and retained some 
of their social customs including the caste structure and 
occupations. In this way they introduced the counterpart 
castes of the Hindus into the social structure of Indian 
Islam. 
1, ^bul Hasan Ali Nadavi, The Musalman, Lucknow, 1977, 
pp. 44,45. 
. 0 
In nortjiern India, the descendants of Muslim 
immigrants claimed the highest rank in the social 
heirarchy by virtue of their belonging to the ruling races 
such as the Mughals and the Pathans who called themselves 
Ashraf or Shurfa i.e. higher rank than others. The converted 
high caste Hindus like Rajputs and Brahmans also gradually 
2 
came to pose themselves as one of the other ashraf castes. 
For example, the Rajputs converted to Islam generally use 
the term of Khan with their names, and the Kashmiri Brahmans 
are all known as Shaikhs. l^ Jhile the other converts from the 
lov/ ranking Hindu castes generally retained their respective 
caste occupations i.e. Dhobi, (Laundry men) Jolaha (weaver), 
Nai or Hajjam (Barber), Dhunniya (cotton Carder), Kumhar 
(Potter), Teli (Oilman), and Mehter (Sweeper) being the 
4 
last of all of them. The Muslims pursuing these occupations 
are not necessarily converts from the corresponding Hindu 
castes because many of them adopted these occupations after 
becoming Muslims. Some of the lower caste Hindu converts 
1. Publication Division, The Gazetteer of India, Vol. I, 
1965, p. 505. Abul Hasan Ali Nadavi, op. cit, p. 45. 
Herbert H, Risley, G.A, Grieson, Crooke, The Enthnoloqy 
Languages, literature and Religion of India, 1931, p.47, 
2. Gazetteer of India, Vol I, 1965 p. 505. Abul Hasan Ali 
Nadavi, op. cit, p. 45. 
3. Abul Hasan Ali Nadavi, op. cit. p. 45. 
4. Ibid, p. 45. Herbert H, Riseley, G.A. Grieson, 
W. Crooke, op, cit, p. 505. 
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strictly maintained their endogamous social circle or 
biradari system like their Hindu counterparcs and certain 
restrictions it imposed^ such as inter-caste marriages. 
Those who violated these restrictions were liable to be 
excommunicated. 
Industrial expansion and change in the socio-
economic conditions naturally led to a loosening of these 
restrictions among the Muslims and introduced a sort of 
social mobility in the Muslim society. The following well 
known proverb that occurs in various forms in different 
parts of Northern India, may be taken as proof of this 
social mobility- "Last year I was Jolaha (weaver), now 
I am Shaikh, next year if price rise, I shall become Saiyed? 
But as Mr. Gait himself observes "Promotion is not so rapid 
in reality as it is in the proverb,"^ Rapid or otherwise 
promotion in the social heirarchy was taking place it was 
certainly affecting the restrictions which the numerous 
biradari's had successfully imposed on their members for a 
long time. 
The Muslims of North Eastern India were no exception 
to this rule and a system of division of society according to 
i. Rishey, K. Peoples of India, Delhi, 1915, Reprint 1969, 
p. 122. 
2. Quoted by Risley, H. op. cit, p. 122. 
1^ ' i:>s M^2_ 
» 
the prefession prevailed among them. Sometimes titles 
were granted by the rulers on individuals in recongnition 
of their services etc. and this seems to have affected the 
social status of those upon whom such titles were bestowed 
and they rose in the social heirarchy. 
With the entry of the Mughals in lower Assam, 
1 
albeit for short period, the situation seems to have 
undergone a great change. As a result of increased cultural 
flow from North India in its wake, the existing social 
structure v/as put under strain. But it would not be correct 
to think that it led to some immediate and drastic changes 
in the social outlook of the people and it must have taken 
sometime before the changes taking place under the influence 
of new trends introduced by the Mughals in the region could 
have been able to strike roots. For long the old traditions 
continued, so much so that some sections of the Muslim 
society continued to follow Hindu way of life in such matters 
as eating and marriage ate. For example the case of the 
Mahimal fishing caste of Sylhet may be cited (a fishing 
caste of the Muslims confined to the Surma Valley, over 
whelming majority of this caste (88%) lived in Sylhet.and 
the remaining (12%) in Cachar). It was held in low esteem 
1. Dutta, Sushil Chandra, op. cit. p. 239. 
li i'y 
and v;ar. banned from marriage with the ordinary members of 
the community. Those who violated the law were liable to 
be punished by the local panchayets. When such a case came 
up the mutabars or the leading men assembled and both the 
parties were required to deposit a sum of money; the loser 
.forfeited the deposit and it was spent on feast. The winner, 
. 2 
of course got back his deposit. 
As an illustration of the Jurisdiction of the 
biradari panchayets and the powers enjoyed by them, two 
cases have been mentioned in the census Report. One case 
reported from the border of Sylhet is about a woman who 
gave birth to a child only six months after marriage. 
The matter was brought to the notice of the panchayet which 
directed the husband to divorce the wife of face excommuni-
cation. The husband disobeyed Panchayet's order and as a 
result, he was excommunicated. The second case relates to 
the excommunication of a man who has committed incest with 
3' 
his own daughter. ' 
Like the other parts of the country, the Muslims of 
Assam were classified in the usual groups such as Saiyeds, 
1 . Mc. Swiney, J. Census of India 1911, Assam Report, 
Shillong, 1912, p.123. 
2 . Ibid. p. 123. 
3.. Ibid. p. 123 
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Mughals, Pathans, Shaikhs as also in the professional classes. 
It is said that many of the Assamese saiyeds traced their 
descent from Hazrat Shah Milan, popularly known as Azan Fakir, 
who came to Sibsagar district in Assam in the middle of 
Seventeenth century. He married a local Ahom girl and settled 
2 
there. The Mughals traced their lineage to the Mughal soldiers 
who stayed back or were left behind during the course of various 
3 
invasions of Assam during the Mughal period. The majority 
of the ordinary Muslim cultivators was known as Shaikhs. It 
would seem that this term covered a wide range of people and 
all those who did not belong to any particular group were very 
4 
often termed as shaikhs. 
In connection with the social division of the 
.-^ ssames Muslims, E.A. Gait has made very significant remarks 
in the Census of 1891. He obseirves that it was very difficult 
to find out the actual social background and social grouping 
of the 'individual Muslims because majority of the converted 
Muslim^indiscriminately used for themselves the term 'Shaikh'. 
Conscious of this problem the enumerators decided to steer 
1, Lloyd, G.T. Census of India, 1921 Vol, III Assam Report, 
Shillong, 1923, p, 148. 
2, Das, B.M. The peoples of Assam A Glance "The Brahmaputra 
Beckons". Madras, 1982, p. 39. 
-.a. Ibid, pp, 38, 39, 
.4, Lloyd, G.T. op, cit, p, 148. 
8 
clear of this controvercy by altogather avoiding the use of 
this term and making an attempt to trace back their origin 
such as Kachari, Assamese, Manipuri etc. But it would seem 
that this subterfuge was resented by the local population and 
they objected against this practice. As a result all those 
1 
persons were entered as 'Shaikh' who claimed it for themselves. 
The claim to be a Shaikh required kind of social status and 
each and every body could not claim it. For example, those 
converted from the low caste's of Jolaha and Mahimal were not 
2 
entitled to adopt the title of 'Shaikh'. 
The following table shows the respective strength 
of various classes among the Assamese Muslims as recorded in 
the 1891 Census.'^ 
1. Gait, E.A. Census of India, 1891, Assam Report, p. 15. 
2. Ibid. p. 15. 
3. Ibid. pp. 286, 287. 
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Name of Class Number of Population 
1. Saiyed 12,117 
2. Shaikh 1,377,015 
3. Mughal 2,126 
4. Pathuns 13,080 
* 
5. rtfghans 3 5 
6. Ansari 81 
7. Qureshi 1,356 
8. Siddiqui 4,789 
* As may be noted a distinction has been made in 
this table between the Afghans and Pathans and they have 
been shown separately. Gait has given the following 
explanation for making this distinction, "Here the Afghans 
has shown separately, partly because there is a r'''<^ i^ l 
distinction between Afghans and Pathans, partly because the 
persons to so entered one Kabul! traders and are therefore 
unmistakably foreigners." 
Q 9 
0 
Again the number of Shaiks has been shown 
districtwise in the following table. 
Name of District Number of the 
'Shaikhs' 
Cachar 99,372 
Sylhet 10,41,181 
Goalpara 1,22,211 
Kamrujj 52,568 
Darrany 17,737 
Nowgong 12,983 
Sibsagar 17,904 
Lakhimpur 6,463 
Khasi &. Jaintia Hills 643 
Garo Hills 5,580 
Other Districts 373 
Total 13,77,015 
It would appear from the available records that 
the Ahom kings divided the Muslim population into certain 
1. Gait, E.A. o. cit. p. 286. 
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functional classes. Probably for their ov;n administrative 
convenience. In doing so, the main consideration was the 
profession adopted by particular groups after their settlement 
in Assam. This grouping does not seem to have been exclusive 
but it v;ould indicate that the Muslims mainly adopted these 
IJirofessions for their livelihood and some of the/n seem to 
h^we been of vit:al importance for the state. Some of these 
were as follovjs: Akharkatiya (inscribers), Kharqaria 
(manufactures of nun-powder), Senchowa (howk-trianers), 
Kasipv^r bankara (cloth embroiders), Jalambata (Jalam is a 
special kind of rope required for the worship of Charaideo, 
an Ahoia deity. The maker of this rope was a group of Muslim 
viho were assigned the title Jalmbata), Gunakatia (embroiders 
of golden and silver threads), Mistrl (Carpanters and ivory 
wor]:ers), Rajmistry (architect and crafts man), Rahankara 
(dyers and painters), Darji (tailors), Hiqarha Ustad (makers 
of steel and copper cannons), Jolaha (Cotton cloth weavers), 
Naqeria (musicians) Mudra Sanchat Mara (minters), Marias 
(braziers) and Parsi parhias (Persian readers). Most of 
these classes were included in Khanikar Khel i.e. a guild of 
artisans, under a Khanikar Barua or Changrung Phukan (officer 
in - charge of Construction), while others were placed under 
1. Bhuyan, S.K. Raieswar Singha, pp. 166-168. Abdul Sattar, 
^-^^smrt Santa_Asamiya Sanskrit, Revised Edition, Khowang, 
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the Gandhia Phukan (officer in - charge of finance). The 
Barkata Khel (terriotrial guild) of Barkhara which was 
placed under the control of Ahom Kings, included some Muslims 
who v/ero required to make various kinds of swords and knives 
etc. 
1. Barua, S.L. (Mrs), op. cit, p.574. 
* According to the Ahom administrative system the adult 
population was divided into Khels who had to render 
specific service to the state such as arrov;-making, boat-
building, boat-plying, house-building, provision-supplying, 
fighting, writing, revenue-collecting, road-buildinn, 
catching and training of elephants etc . Sometimes Khels 
were composed on a territorial basis e.g. Dimargurl Khel 
consisting of men of Dimarguria and Barkata Khel consisting 
of men of Barkara. An adult male whose name was registered 
for state service was called a Paik, Four Paiks consistituted 
a unit called got. One in a got had to serve the state for 
three months in a year, at the end of which his place was 
taken by a second man from the same got so on and so forth. 
The remaining three paiks looked after the cultivation and 
other domestic conserns of their absent comrade. They were 
employed as soldiers in times of war and as labourers in 
times of peace, Brahmans, sons of the kings and nobles and 
members of the priestly order, however, enjoyed exemption. 
The Ahom Khel system was organised by Momai-tamuli 
Barbarua in 1609 A.D, under the direction of the reigning 
monarch swargadeo Pratap Singh, 
Bhuyas S.K. Anqlo Assamese Relations (1971-1926),Gauhati, 
1949. p, 11, ' 
2, Ibid, P, 574. 
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Some of the sources even speaks of the appointment 
of Muslims as Devaliya Paiks. It's evident from S.K. Bhyuan's 
Rajeshwar Singha that some Muslims were appointed to look after 
the temples along with Hindus. If true, and there is no reason 
to doubt its authenticity, it reveals a very interesting feature 
of Assam society and a degree of assimilation of Hindus and 
Muslims in that part of the country which could not be even 
imagined elsewhere in the country. 
In addition to the above classification. Gait 
mentions some other groups of the Muslims in his Census 
Report of 1891. These classes are: 
1. Kasai; It is a group of Muslims who performed the task 
of butchers. But strangely the number of this group has 
been given only six. 
2. Mirshikari; They were considered to belong to a lower . 
strata of the society and they were restrained from inter-
marrying with other Muslim groups. Their main profession was 
hunting, but later on they changed their profession and 
1, Bhuyan, S.K. Rajeshwar Singha, p . 168. 
A Muslim named joy was made the incharge of the 
chilrachala or Navagarha temple garden at Gauhati. The 
same king also appointed six Muslims along with several 
Hindu paiks for the services of Dipteswar temple in the 
district of Kamrup in 1754. 
2. Gait, E..i. Op. cit, p. 277. 
8? 
become peddlars and look up trade in braid, thread, beads, 
needles etc . Previously, they moved from place to place 
like gypsies but by 1891 they had gradually settled down 
and some ot them had acquired landed property. The total 
number of this group is given as 473 of whom 455 were 
concentrated in Sylhet alone. In 1881 census, however, they 
were not shovm seperately. 
3, Datiya: This group is also considered as belonging to 
a lower class of Muslims. They were mostly found in Goalpara 
district. Their main profession was fishing. Like some 
other groups they also could riot intermarry with other Muslims 
2 
such as Shaikhs. Their total number is given as 898. 
The Muslims of Manipur also consisted of the usual 
social groups such as Saiyeds, Mughals, Pathans, Shaikhs as 
also of professional classes. Some of the designations attached 
to certain Muslim groups were confered by the regning kings 
upon the ancestors of these families as a recognition of their 
services, while some others can be traced back to the names of 
th(j places where they originally settled. Mr. R.K. Sanahal 
basing himself on some records preserved at the School of 
1, Gait. E-A. op. cit. p. 279. 
2. Ibid, p. 273. 
8« 
Oriental and African studies, London, has given a list of 
such titles. Apparently, these records were prepared by the 
scholars attached to the court of Manipur Rajas. As can be 
1 
expected, the titles are in Manipuri language. Since these 
titles have been instrumental in determining the social status 
of their holders, and their position in the social heirarchy 
has largely depended on them, even till date, it will not be 
out of place to have some idea about them. In the following 
pages an attempt is being made to present an account of the 
various titles and the famly groups which held them. Many 
of these titles were given by the rulers of Manipur in recog-
nition of the services rendered to the state. The information 
being presented here has been exclusively gleaned for Manipuri 
records. 
Aribam; (Ariba-old, first settlers):-
Among the Muslims this group was the first to 
2 
settle in Manx our and hence came to be known as Aribam, 
1. Pangal Thorakpa, (ed) by Sanahal, R.K. pp. VI. VIII. 
2. Pangal Thorakpa, p, VIII 
According to this source, Muslims first came to Manipur 
during the reign of king Naophangba(428-508 .wD.) p. XV, But 
it is patently incorrect because the prophet of Islam was not 
yet born. The earliest conquest of India was carried by 
Muhammed bin Qasim in 712 A.D. during the rule of Uraayyad. 
Caliph-al-walid. As far Eastern India is concerned, for the 
first time Muslims reached there about 1203 A.D. under Bakhtyar 
Khalji, Available historical evidence would suggest that the 
Muslims did not reach Monipur until the time of kino Khagemba 
(1597-1651). 
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1 
iMerai Mayum;- It is derived from 'Meer, a title which 
was generally used for saiyeds in Medievetl times. This group 
truces its ancestry to saiyed .^ iinbiya, Saiyed /Jadullah and 
Sayod Kalka liussain. Apj^arently, they came to Manipur in 
1608 during the reign of king Khagemba and brought Holy 
2 
'juran' with them. Saiyed '^^ mbiya was the Younger brother 
. . 3 
of Saiyed Auriya, the preceptor of the Taraf I'.ing, Naziri. 
Lut apart from th oe sources, his name is not mentioned 
anywhi^ro else. King Khagemba wanted them to settle down in 
Manipur and as an incentive they were granted lands and 
Manipuri, girls were given to them in marriage. As a token 
of respect, other Muslims called them as 'Meer Saheb' and 
hence they came to be known as Meerai' and later on as 
'Merai', Saiyeds of Manipur are considered to be their 
5 
decendents. 
Makak Mayum:- According to R.K. Sanahal, the ancestor of 
this family group came from a place known as 'Makak', located 
some where in Sylhet or Dacca. It is further divided into 
1, Pangal Thorakpa, p. VIII, 
2o Nongshemei, pp. 75,76,77, 170, 
3. Nonqshamei, p. 76, 
4. Nonqshamei, p, 82, 
5. Nonqshamei, p, 170. 
6. Pangal Thorakpa, p. VIII, 
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two groups i.e. Makak Anqouba and Ma]£iilL_iimliiid• The ancestor 
of this group Shunar Phul and Lukhiya Phul Leikin came to . 
Manipur v^ i^th thirty seven followers in 1679 A.D. during the 
2 
reign of Paikhomba Maharaj (1666 - 1679 A.D.) from Makak. 
The reigning king is reported to have given to them land to 
3 
settle and Manipuri girls to marry, and hence they came to 
4 
be known as Mak.-ak Mayum, As far their division into two groups 
is concerned it is interesting to note that it is based on the 
complexion of two brothers from whom they trace their ancestory, 
One of them who possessed fair colour, came to be known as 
Makak Angouba (white Makaka), and the other who was some what 
dark in colour came to be known as Makak Amuba (Black Makak). 
They are said to be Mughals. 
1. Panqal Thorakpa, p. XII. 
2. Nonqshamei, p. 92. 
Though Makak is mentioned by Cheitharai Kumbaba, the 
royal chronicle, but its location is not given. However, 
members of this group claim that they have come from 
Makanpur or Makhanpur, In the absence of any written 
record it is not possible to say as to where it was 
actually located. At the same time there is no reason 
to disbelieve the tradition prevalent among the members 
of the group about their original home, 
3. Nonqshamei, pp. 93, 170, 
4. Panqal Thorakpa', p, X, 
5. Panqal Thorakpa, pp. IX, XII, 
6. Nonqshamei, p, 170, 
f l l 
Nonqjai Mayiim;-
The forefathers of Nogjai Mayum had migrated from 
a place called Nongjai in Sylhet. According to a report 
given by the Lilong Muslim Panchayet to Sir Ghurachand Maharaj 
(1091 - 1941), the ruler of Manipur, Preserved in Manipur 
Secretariat Library, the ancestory of Nongjai Mayun were Atta 
2 
Shah and Muhammed Shah. 
But late wahengbam Yurajao Singh, a historian of 
Manipur, does not give the names of Atta Shah and Muhammed 
Shah as the forefathers of this family group. According to 
him the forefather of this group was a person who seems to 
have settled in Manipur but later on, due to reasons not 
mentioned, he tried to escape from Manipur and was ultimately 
captured from Nongjaiban, situated in Tongjei Maril, Imphal 
Jiri Road, His descendants derived their name from the place 
3 4 
of his capture, and are considered to be shaikhs. Even if 
this version is accepted several questions remain unanswered 
as to why he was obliged to escape and why he was pursued and 
captured. There is no evidence to show that any law existed 
in Manipur that regulated the entry in and exist from there. 
1, Pangal Thorakpa, p.VIII, 
2, Sir churachand Maharajda Lilonq Muslim Panchayatna 
Pikhatpa Report, unpublished. 
3, Pangal Thorakpa,' p. IX. 
4, Nongshamei, p. 170, 
9 
Unless, of course, he had committed some crime and was 
wanted in that connection. 
Khullakpam; The ancestor of this group is reported 
to have became the chief o£ a village, and hence his discen-
dants came to be known as Khullakpa (Khul-village, Lakpa-chief). 
Wahengbam Yumjao Singh holds that the forefather of this family 
group founded a village and his descendants came to be a reco-
gnised as Khullakpa.^ Court chronicles hold the view that this 
family group is , in facts descended from Muhammed Shani, a 
iiuGlim general, who was defeated in 1606. r..D, at Toubul and 
this title was bestowed upon him by king IChagemba. They 
4 
claimed to be Shaikhs. On a closer scrutiny, it may appear 
that probably there is no contradication in these different 
reports about the origins of this family group. It is quite 
possible that Muhammed Shani after his defeat at Toubul might 
have founded a village for his numerous retainers to settle 
there. If a village was founded, it was only natural that he 
would have occuxjied the position of the Chief of that village. 
Later on, this title might have been formally conferred upon 
him by the reigning king. 
1. Panqal Thorakpa, p, VIII. 
2, Panqal Thorakpa, p. X. 
3. Panqal Thorakpa, p. XIII. 
4, Nonqshamei, p. 169. 
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Boqimgyum:-
This title was conferred by King Khageraba upon the 
ancectcjry of this group when the later presented an Ibis to . 
the King. Baqla is Hindi word of Ibis and Bo_q is B3ngali 
version of the word. From this group came to be known as 
Bogl Mayum. Name of the ancestor of this group, who origi-
nally received this title, is said to have been Purna or 
2 
Punet. This group also claims to be Shaikhs. 
Chesham Mayum;-
The founder of this family group held the profession 
makini] paper. It was in recognition of his services that King 
Khagemba conferred this title upon him and ultimately his 
3 
line came to be known as Chesham (che-paper, sham - to make), 
4 
I>Jame of the founder of this group also claims to be Shaikhs, 
Phundrei Mayum;-
Zaman Khan was the ancestor of this group and his 
5 
profession was latheing of wood. In view of his profession 
King Khagemba conferred upon him the title Phunderi Mayum. 
1. Pangal Thorakpa, p. VIII, 
2. Nonqshamei, p. 169. 
3. Pangal Thorakpa, p, VII, 
4. Nonqshamei, p. 169, 
5. Nonqshamei, pp. 36, 169. 
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(phundrei - lathe, machine for turning v/ood). 
It is recorded that the machine for turning v;as presented 
to Kliagemba by the Muslims when they defeated and captured 
2 
in tho war in 1606 A.D. It is interesting to note that the 
first chief Minister of Kanipur State Late Mohammed Alimuddin 
3 4 
Khan, belonged to this family. They are Pathans. 
Ipham Mayum;~ 
According to Nonqshamei^ Puttan Khan and Salim 
5 
Khan, were the forefathers of this family group. They came 
to Manipur in 1697 A.D. during the reign of King Paikhomba 
(166-1697) from Gujarat, It is also reported that they were 
also accompanied by Kshetridasi, Eamon Ram Naran And Haricharan. 
Ostensibly tho purpose of their going to Manipur was to seek 
7 
employment there and enter service of the king. This would 
incidentally indicate that during those days Manipur was 
considered to offer better prospect and people from as far 
1, Panqal Thorakpa, p. VIII. 
2, Nongshamei, p. 30. 
3, In 1972 Manipur attained the full statehood and the 
first chief Minister of the state was Late Mohammed 
Alimuddin Khan. 
4, Nonqshamei, p. 169. 
5, Nonqshamei/ p. 170, 
6, Nonqshamei/ p. 100, 
7, Nonqshamei, p. 100, 
a plcice as Gujarat went there in search of employment. 
From the available evidence it appears that these people were 
taken into service and were granted lands to settle there. 
Later on, they intermarried among the Manipuris and became 
part and parcel of the local Population. W. Yumjao singh 
does not provide any detail about the antecedents of the 
founder of this family group. He simply says that the founder 
of this family appointed as a guard to look after the king's 
thatch field and hence the title Ipham (thatch field) came 
2 
to be attached to his descendants. This group claims to be 
pathans. 
Maibam;-
4 
It was a Hindu family title and the family bearing 
5 
this title still exists. One of its members embraced Islam, 
The date and circumstances are not known. Later on, his 
descendants also came to be known by the same family title 
1. Nonqshamei, p. 100, 
2. Panqal Thorakpa, p. XI 
3. Panqal Thorakpa, p. XII, Nongshamei, p, 170, 
4. Nongshamei, pp. 169, 170. 
5. Pangal Thorakpa, p. VIII, 
6. Nonqshamei, pp. 159, 170 Pangal Thorakpa, p. VIII, 
8S 
vrnich his original Hindu family was known. Name of the 
founder of this group is given as Kashram Muhammed and they 
claim to be Shaikhs, 
Chuya Mayum;-
From the available sources it would appear that 
thia family group were the descendants of Dhuyan group of 
Sylhot and Cachar. Later on, they migrated to Manipur and 
2 
retained its old family name. But details about the family 
and its founder is not available. Members of this group 
3 
claim to be Shaikhs. 
Thoubal Mayum;-
The ancestor of this group, settled at a place 
called "Thoubal" and hence his descendents came to be inden-
4 
tified \7ith the name of that place, Ibrahim Miya is said 
to have been the founder of this group but nothing is knovm 
about his antecedents. Members of this group claim to be 
5 
Shaikhs. 
1. Nongshamei^ p, 169. 
2^ Pangal Thorakpa^ p. VIII, 
3. Nongshamei, p. 169. 
4. It lies on the southern side of Imphal, the Capital 
town of Manipur and far 24 Kilometers from here. 
Many Government offices established and now it became 
a district. 
5. Nongshamei, p, 169, 
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Sha joubam:-
Shah Kusum, the ancestor of this group is said 
to have been a man of remarkably good health and physique. 
King Khageml:)a conferred upon him the title of Shajoubam 
(Sha /^chouba - Healthy man) and hence his descendents came 
1 2 
to be known as Shaioubam. These people claim to be Shaikhs. 
Phusham or Lulakpam;-
The ancestor of this group held the Profession of 
i^ otter and in recognition of his profession, king Khagemba 
3 
conferred upon him this title. In Manipuri Language Pot is 
rendered as Ch^iphu and Sham means to make and iience Phusham 
woului mean one who makes pottery. The ncime of the person on 
whom this title was conferred is given as Nuriya Shaikh, 
4 
and as his name suggests the claimed to be a Shaikh. 
Yumkhaibam Mayun\;-
As mentioned earlier in connection with Phundrei 
Mayum, the two brothers Kundan Khan and Zaman Khan v/ere given 
the title of Phundrei Mayum in recognition of their profession, 
It would be seem that in the begining they lived and worked 
lo Panqal Thorakpa, pp. XIII, XI, VIII. 
2. Nongshamei, p. 169. 
3. Pangal Thorakpa, XV, X, VIII. 
4. Nongshamei, pp. 34, 169. Pangal Thorakpa, pp. XIII IX. 
09 
together but before long a conflict of sorts arose c:imong 
them and the division of their common house was damanded. 
It a,'i)ear that the demand of division was made by Kundan 
IChan and as a consequence of this the king gave iiim the 
title Yumkhaibam (Yum - house, khaiba - division) and the 
1 
family group founded by him came to be known by this title. 
2 
Like the Phundrei Mayxim these are also pathans, 
Shangom Shumbam:-
The ancestor of this group held the profession of 
milk-man (Gwala), The founder of this family group, Umron 
3 
Shaikh, came to Manipur with the army of Munammad Shani^ 
that invaded Manipur in 1506 A.D, and, like many others, was 
taken Prisoner, He took the Profession of Milk-man and once 
presented a pair of curd pot to king Khagemba. The king was 
4 
pleased and gave a Manipuri girl as wife to him and conferred 
upon him the title Shangom Shubam (Shangom - Milk, Shumba -
to milk). The members of this group claim to be Shaikhs. 
1. Nonqshamei, p. 169. Pangal Thorakpa, pp. XIII, IX. 
2o Nonqshamei, p. 169. 
3. Nonqshamei, p. 169 
4. Nonqshgimei, p.38. 
5. Panqal Thorakpa, pp. X, XIII. 
6. Nonqshamei, p. 169. 
Moiling Maytmi;-
The ancestor of this family group v/as a converted 
Muslim \i/hose name was Muhammad. He was a Hindu Prince who 
embraced Islam, The members of this group claim to be Shaikhs. 
This name was given to the group by the then ruler of Manipur, 
King Khagemba, because the founder of this group had settled 
2 
at a place known Moijing and hence his descendents came to 
3 
bo identified by the name of the place. 
Kori Mayum;-
The ancestor of this group held the profession of 
coppersmith. He presented a palanquin with covering of copper 
to kin<3 Kliagomba, The King v/as pleased and conferred upon 
4 
him the title Kori Mayum. In Manipuri language 'Kori' means 
copper. His name is said to have been Shaikh Niyamattullah, 
As his name itself suggests, his descendents claim to be 
Shaikhs. 
1. Nongshamei/ p. 169. 
2. It is a village, situated in Thoubal district and far 
4 Kilometers from the Thoubal Proper. 
3. Pangal Thorakpa, p. XIII. 
4. Pangal Thorakpa, p. XIII, 
5. Nonnshamei, p. 170. 
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Khut-h.-ibam :-
The ancestor of this family group was a skilled 
. 1 
carpenter and his name is said to have been Shaikh Jdli. 
It was in recognition if his skill as a carpenter that king 
2 
Khagemba conferred upon him the title of Khutheibam. Khutheiba 
in Maniuuri language meands skill in any particular profession. 
3 
This group claims to be shaikhs. 
Yangkhubam;-
Tho title 'Yangkhubam' was derived from the Hindu 
raraily title ' Yanglem' . The founder of tliis group, Yanglem 
Khamba was Hindu who embraced Islam, King Charairongba confe-
rred this title 'Ynagkhubam' upon him and his line of desce-
4 
dents came to be identified by that title. The members of 
this group claim to be Shaikhs. 
Wang Mayum;-
The founder of this group of family settled on a 
i.iound or a high place. V/ang is the Manipuri version of 
mound or high place. From that place his descendents came 
1. Nongshamei, p. 169. 
2. Pangal Thorakpa, p. XIII. 
3. Nongshamoi, p. 169. 
4. Nongshamei, p. 170.Pangal Thorakpa, pp. X.XV. 
5. Nongshamei, p. 170. 
Ifjt 
to be identified as Wang Mayum. Name of the ancestor of 
this group is given as Shaikh Salim and members of this group 
2 
claim to be Shaikhs. 
Pukhri Mayum;-
The ancestor of this family group was incharge of 
King's Pond. la recognition of his services, king Khagemba 
conferred this title upon him and hence his descendants came 
to bo knovm as Pukhri Mayum. In Manipur langage Pukhri 
me ans 'Pond'. Name of the founder of this family is recorded 
as Shaikh Jalaluddin or Kaniya and as such this group claims 
4 
to be Shaikhs. 
Dolai Pabam;-
King Khagemba conferred this title upon the ancestor 
of this family group. The ancestor of this group was a palan-
quin bearer in the king's Place, Consequently his descendants 
came to be known as Dolai Pabam (Dolai - Palanquin, Paba -
bearer). The ancestor of this family group was Nampha Akanba 
fi 
and they claimed to be Shaikhs. 
1. Panqal Thorakpa, p.x 
2. Nongshamei, p . 169. 
3. Pangal Thorakpa, p. XV, 
4. Nongshamei, p. 169. 
5. Panqal Thorakpa, p. XV. 
6. Nongshamei, p. 169. 
10? \ 0 
Shinqa Khonqham;-
This title is derived from the name of a musical 
instrument, Shinqa. The ancestor of this family group played 
the musical instrioment Shinqa in the King's Palace and hence 
his descendents came to be identified as Shinqa Khonqbam 
(Shinqa - a musical instrument, Khonqba - to play). Name of 
2 
the ancestor is given as Shaikh Shanimullah, 
Loishanq Khonq;-
It is the name of a place. The ancestor of this 
group settled there. King Khagemba conferred this title 
upon him and therefore his descendents came to be known as 
leishangykhong. The name of the ancestor v/as Akyatullah. They 
4 
claimed to be Shaikhs, 
Heibok Mayum;-
Heibok is name of a place. The ancestor of this 
family group settled there and hence his descendents were 
5 
identified as ileibok Mayum. Name of the founder of this 
group is not mentioned in the source. 
1, Panqal Thorakpa, p. XIV, 
2, Nongshamei/ p, 169, 
3, Pangal Thorakpa, p, XIII, 
4o Kongshomei, p, 169. 
5. P^mqal Thorakpa, p.XI. 
l o ; 
Thonqkiionq Mayum;-
The ancestor of this family group pursued the 
profession of making the frames of the doors. King Khagemba 
conferred upon him this title (Thong - door, khonq - Frame). 
Name of the ancestor is given as Keisha Akanba. Members of 
2 
this group calim to be Shaikhs. 
Mayang Mayum;-
The ancestor of this family group came from Sylhet 
and tlie title Mayang Mayum was conferred upon him by King 
3 
Chondrakriti Singh (1835 - 1844). His name is mentioned as 
4 
Yasin Miya. This group claims to be Shaikhs. 
Musliram:-
This title was conferred by King Khagemba upon the 
descendents of Mushra Tonimullah, However/ Honqshamei 
records the name of the ancestor as Mushra Kalimullah. They 
claim to be Shaikhs. 
1. Pangal Thorakpa, p. XIV. 
2. Nonqshamei, P. 169. 
3. Pangal Thorakpa, P. XIV. 
4. Nongshamoi, P. 170. 
5. Pangal Thorakpa, P. XIV. 
6. Mongshamoi, p. 170. 
10.1 
Oinam Mayum;-
This was Q Hindu family title. The ancestor of fc 
this fajiiily group was a Hindu but he later embraced Islam. 
This title was conferred upon King Chandrakriti Singh(1835-1344). 
N.imo or the ancestor of this group is given as Oinam Bira. 
2 
Members of this group make a claim that they are Shaikhs. 
Moinam;-
3 
The ancestor of this family group was Jan Muhammed, 
It is said that the title Moinam was conferred upon him by 
4 
King Khagemba when he presented a Mama bxrd to the King. 
5 
Now this group claims to be Shaikhs. 
Urup Mayuin;-
Urup was name of a place. The ancestor of this 
group Khanon Khan settled that place. King Khagemba conferred 
7 
the title Urup Mayum upon him. The members of this family 
Q 
group claim to be Pathans. 
1. Pangal Thorakpa, p. XV. 
2, Nonqshamei, p. 170 
3o Nonqshamei/ p. 159, 
4. Panga1 Thorakpa, p. XIV. 
5. Noncash ainei/ P. 169. 
6. Nonqshamei, P. 169. 
7. Panqal Thorakpa, P. XIV. 
8. NoncjGhamei, P. 169. 
J O H 
Keinou Mayum:'-
Keinou ic name of a place and lies in Bishenpur 
District. The founder of this group settled there and 
King Khagemba conferred this title upon him. The name 
of the ancestor is given as Ukha Tollot and the members of 
2 
this group claim to be Shaikhs. 
Sairein;-
It was a Hindu family title and the family bearing 
this title still exists in Manipur. One of its girls embraced 
Islam and got married to Muslim. King Khagemba conferred this 
family title, which as mentioned earlier, was Hindu family 
title, on the newly married couple and their descendents retained 
3 
this title. The name of the ancestor is given as Keisham Miya, 
4 
Members of this group claim to be Shaikhs. 
Kontha Mayum;-
Kontha was name of a place and the founder of this 
family group settled there. As a result his desecendents came 
t 5 
to be identified by the name Kontha Mayum. Name of the ancestor 
is given as Ishaq Ali Mullah. He is said to have come to 
1. Panqal Thorakpa, p. XV. IX. 
2. Nongshamei, P. 170. 
3. Panqal Thorakpa, P. XIII. 
4. Nongshamei, P. 169. 
5. Panqal Thorakpa. P. XI. 
6. Nongshamei, P. 170. 
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Manipur vx?ith his wife whose name is incidentaly mentioned as 
Bibi Fatima and his younger brotVier Mushaq Ali Mullah during 
the reign of King Khunjaoba (1652 - 1666) from Taraf. Other 
details about this group are not available except that they 
claim to be Shaikh, 
Bashei Mayumr-
The ancestor of this family group v/as Mushaq All 
2 3 
Mullah, the younger brother of Ishaq Ali Mullah, This 
4 
fiimily claimed to be Shaikhs, 
1, Nongshamei, P, 170. 
2, Nonoshamei, P. 170. 
3, Nonqshamei# P. 170. 
4, Nonoshamei, P. 170, 
It may noted that the most renowned persons of this 
family group in the present century were Mohd. Habibur 
Rahman, the former legislative Member and Mohd, 
Helalauddin, Ex-Cabinet Minister of Manipur State, 
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CHAPTER III 
Society And Culture 
Assam was a land of wild and unacassible country. 
River Brahmaputra, flowing through this country from east 
to WGst/ is a source of many bounties for the people of 
chic region. The tv/o sides of the river are inhabited and 
along the course is suitable for cultivation. The climatic 
conditions on the bonks of the river are good and suit even 
those who are strangers to this region. But this moderation 
ot the climate is confined to the banks of Brahmaputra, 
The climatic conditions of other regions are generally 
very Inclement and it is difficult for the outsiders to 
bdar its hardships. Almost the whole year is wet and even 
four months of winter are not free from rain. Consequently 
the outsiders find it extremely difficult to bear these 
dim.itic hardships and are more liable to fall victims to 
different diseases which abound in such climates. The people 
of other states thought that any ono who citered this country 
was to set his foot in the realm of Death and conr;idered 
2 
the inhabitants of Assam to be sorcers and magicians. It 
is said that whosoever visits this country is overcome and 
3 
bev/itched and never comes out of it. 
1. Sarkar^ J.xX'., (tr) i^ 'athiya -i- Ibriya; J.B.O.R.S, 1915, 
t.^ .l85. 
2. The rest of the people of Mughal India thinks Hthat 
Kamrup is the land of witch crafto See Ain -i- /Jcbari, 
translation by Jarret, Vol, II p. 177. 
3. l'>arkar, J.W. (tr.); op. cit; P. 189, 
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About the inhabitants of the region Shihabuddin 
Talisb has made the following observations: "Their (inha-
bitants) language differs entirely from that of all the 
peoples of Eastern India. Strength and heroism are appa-
ri,:nt on the peoples oi' this country; they are able to 
undertake hard tasks; all of them are v/arlike and blood-
thirsly, fearless in slaying and being slain, unrivalled 
in cruelty, treachery and rudeness, unique in the v/orld 
in deception, lying and breach of faith. The persons of 
tlicir women are marked by beauty and delicacy of features, 
blackness and length of hair, softness of body, fairness 
of complexion and loveliness of hands and feet. From a 
distance their general appearance looks Perfectly beautiful, 
but disfigured by the absence of proportion in the limbs, 
"When however, they are looked at close at hand, they are 
II I 
round to be far from beautiful, 
A very interesting feature of Assamese society 
\.'as that the masses didn't have to pay any land revenue to 
the state. Instead, in every house out of three men, one 
has to render service to the Kin^. Defiance in^curred, 
death penalty. This practice seems to have inculcated a 
1. Sarkar, J.N.; (tr), op. cit; p.l90r 
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sense of complete obedience to the commands of the King, 
"The Rajahs of this country have alwayG been 
sel.!. confident and Proud by reason of the large number 
of ciieir tolJowers and attendants and the abundants of 
their property/ treasure and armed force; and they have 
al^ a^ys maintained vast bodies of fighting men and mountain 
2 
like ferocious-looking elephants'.' The raor;t striking feature 
oL tho rulers and people was their innute love of indepen-
dence, i-^-n idea about the intensity of their feeling in this 
regard can be had from a speech of King Chakradhavaj Singha 
wiiich he delivered on the occasion of Mughal invasion of 
Assam: "Death is preferable to a life of subordination to 
3 
foreigners".' It was in this background that Talish remarks: 
".vnd all the people of this country, not placing their necks 
"A 
in the yoke of any faith....? The people of this region, there-
fore, always regarded that the foreign rule was an abomination, 
£ven the v/omenfolk of this country sharply refuked their 
rulers and menfolk if they failed to give protection to 
their subjects by expelling Lhe enemies from the land. When 
the vest t4ughal army encamped in the neighbourhood of Gauhati, 
the .ihom General Lachit Barphukan expressed his feelings in 
the ,following words, "It is a tragedy that my country has 
to face this dire catastrophe during my Phukanshipi How 
5 
will my king be saved? How will my portirity be saved?" 
1, Sarkar, J.N,; (tr); op. cit. P, 187. 
2, Ibid; P. 189. 
3. i^huyan, J.K,; Studies in the history of Assairi, P, 10. 
4. Sdrkar, J.N, (tr); op, cit; p.190. 
5. 
Bhuyan, 3.K.; op, cit,, PP. 10,11, 
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Juch scnuiiaencG cr,.ated a determination in tho pcopie to fight 
to cho bitter end and never accept subjugation. 
Custvj syiitem does noL seem to have acquired rauch rigidly 
in Liiij rofjion uj elce'.vherc in the country and in the li^ jht of 
>-iV-'-.i. L.il)i;-' eviuence it would a.pj:;ear ti,at tlier,, v/uo quJ.te free 
miuqliri .i oi: tlu; people belonging to different caste3 ..ind strata 
of Gociety v/itiiouL uny inhibition, Shahbuddin T>'.:liGh cilso gives 
the sam.; iinproj^ion in hi^; account of .lie people of .^:;nam. 
• •.ccordin- to liim, the people of this region utc v;hatever they 
>_OL fruia any luan without con;;idcration of his caste. They don't 
care whether the food has been cooked by a Muslim or a non-Muslim. 
The Muslims of this region v/ho came in different periods 
and seLcled thciro imbibed there traditions and fashioned their 
own social life almost in complete conformity with the customs 
and traditions prevalent in Lhc region. There is no evidence to 
suggest Lhat they made any conscious effort to preserve their 
own identity amidst the overv/helming majority of the local 
popui..L..-on, father, they seem to have got fully obsorbed and 
assimil.'.ted in Lhe local milieu. Shahbuddin Talish observes:"- • 
••••Liieir (iluslinis' ) hearts are inclined far more towards mingling 
2 
with Lhe ^issamese than towar.. s a s s o c i a t i o n v;ith Muslims. They 
1, Sarkar , J . iv . ; ( t r ) ; op. c i t ; p . 1 9 0 . 
2 , Sarl:ar , J.iv. ( t r ) ; op . c i t ; P . 193. 
\;. i\j 'JO J.ally w:j:.;iniilcited v/iLli L.nj l o c . l lailJ u Lhat they 
clrr.OGt ^orcjot t h e i r f a i t h ^md thoy remainGd Ilurjliia only in 
uasao. i t v,'a3 only l a t e r , dur iny Lho Mughal ^'criO'.., v/hr i frecri 
n i iyra t ion of ixUGlims from the o t h e r part::; of tiie count ry took 
p l a c e , o cruincjo could be d i s c e r n e d . These nev/ mirir.mtc nur tu red 
in tlie liUGli;u c u l t u r e and were f u l l y f a m i l i c a r v/itn the d e t a i l e d 
]:na..ledge of ahe religion. They became in.stru:iient...l in oringing 
1 ho.,1 CO Lheia the uaa.ic t each ings and teneta o;. iGlaifi. 
Ti].; liucliir, in inor i ty in the s t a t e Co-rae in c lo se touch v/ith 
;--.:^  inii.!.>_..:nouG |.v:Oplo. I t was mainly due to i.hc; l i j- ;-ral a t t i t u d e 
o.^  t ae r u l e r s . . Tluj ilindu s o c i e t y of /iSsaia semehov/ rem.lined f ree 
from the p r a c t i c e of u n t o u c h a b i l i t y and the c a s t e system v/as 
never r i g i d l y enforced . This was the main reason v/hy Muslims 
2 
didn't tcel themselves alienated from the Assaiaese society. 
This tension-free co-existence of the Muslims with the local 
people v/as formalized in the 17th century v;hen Momai Tamuli 
Barbarua undertook the organizcition of the village administration, 
In his system of organization. Muslims v;ere permitted to settle 
3 
down besides tiie Hindu Villages, 
The ^^ssamese Muslims also fully reciprocated this atti-
tude of the r;.ilers and never betrayed them. In the struggle of 
the .vss..:mt;se rulers against the Mughals, they extended their 
1, ;2arkar, J.N.; (tr); P, 193. 
2, Parua, 3.L. (Mrs); op. cit, PP. 575, 576, 
3, Deoahai ^^ ssam Buranji, P, 730. 
i i:> 
full, suu ,ort to tiiem and never joined the Mughal side. In this 
connection, tb.i) name ot Ismail Siddiqi alias barjh Hdzarika, who 
exhibited exemplary gallantry against the Mughals at th- battle 
oi oaraighoi. in 1611, may be mentioned. 
.mother aspect of the liberal policy of the rulers tov/ards 
the Muslims was that from the very beginning tnere v/ere taken 
intcj the employiaent of the state without any reservation.. This 
;_)Olicy was further extended by ];ing .aidru Singna (1696-1714) 
who a];)pointQd xiuhommed Wewat as a Priest in the court. The duty 
Ox. Lhi.s ixiosL wau to engage himself in Praying Lor the Prosperity 
2 
O i ..ij e king and welfare of the country in Islamic v;ay. This 
tradition was continued and follov/ed by his successors. Besides, 
3 
the i^ in.j brougiit a number of Muslimx artisans from bengal. The 
..iKJiii Roy.il i'..ilace at Rangpur was constructed under the supervi-
sion of architect Ghansamuddin, popularly known as Ghanshyan 
lChr>nikar. The iluslim tailors wiio were brought from outside used 
to stitch in the Mughal fashion^ and this fashion continued to 
be in vogue till the close of Ahom rule in Assam. On the other 
hand, Rudra Singha was very much interested in Mughal music and 
many Assamese artists v/ere sent to the Mughal territory to learn 
the playing of Pakhanj, nagera etc. In this way, the Mughal 
musical instruments and dresses like chapkan, futuai (/irabic 
tuLuda ) etc. v;ure extensively used by the ^issamase dancdrs 
1, Dhuyan, J.iC.; Ra jeshwctr Singha, fp 170 fo 
2o j-^ huyan, S.iC.; Rajeshwar Singha; P. 165. 
3. Gait, iii.x^.; op. cit; P. 185. 
4. Bhuyan, S.K.; Rajeshwar oincjha; P. 167. 
5. barua, G.R.; ..ssam Buranji; P. 93, 6, Ibid; P. 93, 
\n 
and stagi-i players in the theatrical performances in the 
Vaisnava laonastries. Sometimes Muslim artists were employed 
2 
in the temples to play these musical instruments. In the field 
oi Paintj.ng Muslim Painters extended their great contribution 
vind it muy bo mentioned that a Muslim artist named Dllbar, along-
with his uindu friends, Dosai, Performed the famous /.ssamese 
3 
work on ..'lephantry in Sukumar Baikanth's Hasti Vidyarnava. 
The Ahom rulers didn't show indifference towards the 
iiusiims though they came from outside the Province, .^ fter the 
conclusion of wars between Muslims and i\hom rulers, several 
beneficial measures were adopted for this community. Many 
/ihom rulers showed personal respect for the Islamic form of 
i'rayor. It can i)e clearly deduced from the account of Dr.J.P. 
.Vado, who stayed in Assam from 1792-1794. He observes: "The 
gooroo-general of his persuation in Assam from about the time 
of Roodur Singha. He had numerous attendants dressed in the 
high Mussalman dress. He resided at or near the capital and 
frequented the darbar; and the Sv/argadeos (King) used to 
despatch him at lladjoo (Poa Mecca, the sacred shrine of 
Uhiyasuddin ..uliya) after the Mussalman fashion for their 
4 
p r o s p e r i t y . Me v/as u s u a l l y succeeded by h i s n e a r e s t r e l a t i o n s , " 
1. S a i k i a , op . c i t ; P . 237-
2. Dhuyan, O.K.; Rajeshwar Singha; P. 158. 
3. Burua, li.L. (Mrsi:; op. cit; P. 577. 
4 . Ci ted in lihuyan, O.K., y\nglo /iSsarnese R e l a t i o n s , P . 14, and 
a l so Rajosl^war 3inc7ha, p . 165. f. 
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In wiiiother episode i t i s mentioned t h a t v/hen King Pruniatta 
Sincjlia U744-1751) f e l l i l l , a Muslim was s en t t o iiecca t o 
1 
i\ray ior nis recovery and welfare of the country. .-ibove all 
tnese, it is said that tov/ards the close of .ihom rule in /-issam, 
a nuniucr of i-iuslim spiritual leaders or Gariya Gossains had 
scL-tleu in JorhaL sub-division. These spiritual leaders occa-
sionally bore the title of Dewan and their position and duties 
wc;ro s.aiio ur, Lhose of the hijads oL che Assamese Vaisn^iva mona-
s Lrios.^ 
iioreovcr, ^^ hoiu rulers never discriminated againct the 
riuslims in the appointments to services in the administration 
and military departments. The Ahom Kings appointed thorn to the 
parts ranking from Darua to ilazarika. !iut Barua or head of the 
department was tlie highest officer for the non-z^homs in the 
earliesL, .iiiom rule. But apparently no Muslim was appointed to 
the post, of Phukan ( a civil or military officer commanding-
6000 Paiks) . Although a separate post was created v/hich v/as 
3 
known as Nawab Doka for the Muslims and it v/as higher than 
Hazarika or a Barua. Probably it was equivalent to Phukan. 
Wazirs were appointed both for the Muslims and .iindus alike and 
the ,)ol(iors Oi.: this ranks enjoyed revenue free-l.:inds. 
A num;::)cr of Muslim scholars v;cro appointed to ' uiic King's 
cOLir^. Th.jy arc knov/n as Parsi-i'arhias and their main function 
v/as to Lcansi-Lte Persian dociunent. .'•. Muslim ofticar v/as appointed 
1. Barua, G.U.; .:.ssam Buran j i ; P . 100. 
2 . S a i k i a , M., Assam-Muslim R e l a t i o n and C u l t u r a l S i g n i f i c a n c e , 
P. 237. 
3 . iloiuori.unlum submitt'rid b / Maniram Dev/an to A.J .Moffat M i l l s , 
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as s.ipi..rinLendericG of roya l Mint and s a v e r a i .aiom r u l e r s 
1 
SI_LUC]C cuius wiLli persxan legends. 
The /vl-iom rulers also appointed Muslims in the royal 
arsenal particularly for manufacturing cannons and guns and 
preparin J gun Powder. During the Ahom-Mughal v/ar they rendered 
2 
grea service to their rulers. After those terrible wars, 
cadhadar Singiitt undertook a propose to survey the land in the 
country on the line of Mughal system. For this purposo a large 
nuiiii).jr O.L surveyars were imported from coch Bihar and Liengal 
3 
ana some oi. thorn v/ere Muslims. 
l_ Muslims/ the tolerant policy of the rulers and the 
The acceptance of .issamese calture by tho^whole - hearted 
participaLion oi the Muslims in the promotion of the interests 
or the country had been mainly responsible i:or setting the 
process of secularisation in Assam. The trend was further stren-
gthened when the immigrant Muslims v/ere allowed to settle side 
by si'e with the Hindus. Muslim Pirs and saints, v;ho came to 
.i:;sai;i und soLLlod there, also played a significant role in brin-
ging chn tv/o communiti'js clos-r and thus paving way for eventual 
Conted. 
appended to Mills ..•.eport on the Province of /issam, 1854; 
Appendix K-B. 
4. Ibid; 
1. Jaraa, S.L. (Mrs); op. cit; P. 574, The first .-ihom king who 
str.iclc coins on Persian stylo was jueen Promnathesvjari, Her 
succes.sor ^^ ueen .irnbika Devi and later Uajeswar oingha (1751-
1769) also followed the style. 
2. Ibid; P. 577. 
3. Ibid; P. 577. 
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cultur^-l syntnosis. It was a common practice among both the 
communitioG to viGit tho tombs of Pirs such as the shrines 
OL ohah jalal of oylhet. Pane Pir of Sonargaon, Poa Mocca of 
liajo etc. These shrines are still accorded great respect. The 
result v/as that it not only created a very amicable relationship 
bc;tv,'oen thej two communities/ it also paved the way for deeper 
^)enotraLion of Islism in the iiSsamese Society, i%s IJarkar ^ ^^ rites, 
"TII:J result of this rapprochment in the domain or faith ultimat-
ely crc-iLed a more tolorani, atmosphere which kep't !: -e bindus 
iiiuiijferent to their political destiny. It prepared the ground 
jior Lhe ruLtiicr inroad of Isleim into Hindu society. Particularly 
1 
among tiie lower closses v/ho were moved by the loiracles o^ Pirs." 
T:io bikr and zari songs also worked as a unifying force 
in the ..ss^ uaese society. These were composed by ..;;o.n j-'alcir/ v/ho 
Cviiii.; to iiSS<-iiTi in 1635 .^.b. from bagadad, and King Pratap Singha • 
not only accorded his permission to this venerated saint to 
setLle ..here out also gr..inted him land and many other facilities, 
lie earni,d for himself a legendary status in the society not only 
because of his services in connection v;ith the sp^ read of Islam 
in thiit region, but also because of his identification v/ith the 
2 
culture or the land. His knowledge of the culture of land ena-
bled him to cultivate a cogenial atmosphere between the two 
1, Sarkar, J.M. : Islam in aengal, i-'oot iiot. , J^P. 30,31, 
2, Dev, B.J. & Lahiri, B.K.; op. cit; P.3„ 
in 
religiouG communities- Hindus and Muslims. He composed zikrs 
in /.jGJTi.;jo languaiio and sang in the some tune as that of 
x4indus' roligious hympns. Through his zikrs^ he attracted a 
1 
numoer oi iollov;'jrs and succeded in carving a nxche in the 
.iss iii\Gse mind, Ahom rulers had banned the call to prayer i 
(azan) Prayers but he succeeded in securing permission from 
Lho rulers for ..zan to be called before the prayer. It, of 
course, v/.^s a very great service to the Muslim community in 
/•issam r(.UK.ered by the saint. But the end of this great saint 
v;as vijry tragic, .apparently some influential people attached 
to the v^i.om court didnot like his popularity with the People 
and with .1 view oi: getting rid of him, they hatched a conspi— 
racy. They alleged Lhat the fakir was involved in espionage 
for the iMughals, In the background of Mughal threat to that 
region such a charge Proved fatal. As a punishment for this 
alleged act of. treason, he was condemned to death and his eyes 
were pulled out. Later on the truth came out and it v/as esta-
blished thac Lho charge was totally baseless. The King conferred 
2 
on him posthomous the honorific title of Delbang, His services 
to the .'issaraese society have earned for him a very high place 
1, Ibid; P, 3. 
2, Rousani, (Assamese) January 1983, See article by 
Mi s s. Nur j ah an ^ .hmed • 
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in tiiG oGtimato of ^kssamese people and he is ctill remembered 
v/itii much love and veneration both by the Muslims und Hindus. 
Literature also served as an integrating force. The 
attaciiru.;nt of i-.uslim s c h o l a r s to t h e /^ hom cou r t as ParsJ. 
Parhiu::: nas been already noticed. The presence of these scholars 
led to tiie introduction of many Arabic and Persian words in 
the ;.sscuiiese language of which they became an integral part, 
Assaiiiecj v/ritcrs have taken a lively interest in evaluating the 
iiviL'.liia CDutriiiu tj on to the ..ss.-iraese society as v/ell as trying 
to undeistand tlie Muslim sc;cial situation in Asseirri, Nabin Chandra 
iiardoli iiad taken the initiative by tronslating flatim Tai from 
Urdu inio iissamesc. /vt the s.jme time Moidul Islam also took up 
the tasJc of translating Baharistani Ghaibi, In several other 
v.'orks on.: can eiscern a sense of towards Islamic thinking. Some 
of the more prominent contribmors in this connection are given 
below: 
Dulal Chandra Barthakur; Sohrab Rustam, 
J a t i n d r a n a t h Duar; .^anart ir tha, 
Dimbeswar Neog; Sahide Karba la , 
i^aghunath Chowdhury, Karba la . 
Tiipesvjar Sharma, I lazarat Huhcommed. 
i - i r t i n a t h Haaar ika ; rJhezar Nishar Sadhu, 
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Jress;- Ko information is available about the dress 
habit-;-, o,; l:lio early iiuolim.'j ot AnGani. iioW'-.;Ver, i:'- tliG present 
io -iny clue to thr^  pasL, then it can l)o safely said that they 
v;cro Lh', some clothes <is tlie other people of the region and 
.a. ;;i. j.iri)b.ilily thcjy did not have any dress distinct irom the 
othL:rs. l''ortunately, we have some information about the Assamese 
dress durinu that period, ioth kinds of dress, stitched and 
unstitciied, were used by Assaidese people during tliose days as 
ev>ju tou.jy. Uc;!!.-rally, m.jle dross conix)risod of a Paridhana 
like dhoL.i, or undergarment, worn round the waist, held tight 
by a i-aj-.i vasa round the waist and v/ith folds in the front, 
1 
naiiginvj aown to tno l^nc:;!?, or just belov; it, Pron'\xnont persons 
2 
us^ .:u a L ;.pe OJ liead dress, ordinarily called Pugrr.'e. Even now 
the vilJ i ers holding some social position wear turbans or tie a 
piece Oi cloth round their head. Muhamincd Kazim also refers in 
ills accuiint to the use of turbans and points out to the fact 
that its use was restricted to the prominent people. He says:' 
'tliey tie a cloth round their heads, and another round their 
loins, end throv/ a sheet upon their shoulder, but it is not 
customary in that country, to wear turbans, robes, drawers or 
,. 3 
snoes . 
1. Chov.'dhury, -'.C. op, cit, p. 353. 
2. Ibid, Foot Note, P. 3 53 
3. Alamqirnamah, (tr.), Asiatic Researches, Vol, II, P, 176. 
Tlio dreas v/orn by v/omen largely depondod on t.hr.ii marital 
rLatiio. For vv'oiiion generally two clothes were rec:fuirc;d, upper and 
lower junuentij, hung from above the v/aist and fastened by a 
' naviPaiidha' . .•. complete dress comprised of a girdle (mokala), 
v7orn round ti;e v/aist, an upper garment, (blouse) or just above 
the breast with a ' riha' v/orn round the waist and breust and a 
Cadara .(upper garment), one end of which was coiled round the 
v/aist just over the ' riha' and the other end placed across the 
2 
bre^ist -ind shoulder behind. Of course, there was much cifference 
in the dress habits OL the rich and the poor. VJhile tiie rich 
used el...borate clrcss with ornaments and embroidery, the poor 
contented themselves with a simple girdle and an upper garment 
(cadara)." It v/as cvistomary for the married v/oinen to veil them-
selves. 
.'1.3 .-ilready noticed, the Kuslims in the region v/ere very 
much irri luenced by the indigenous people in their customs and 
manuers. It was probably because ..of this that .. the contem-
porary writers did not think it necessary to write separately 
1. Chowdhury, p.c, op. cit, P. 3 53. 
2. Chowdhury, P.C. op. cit^ P. 353. 
3. Ibid, P. 353. 
4. Ibid, P. 353. 
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about Lho dress cind ornament worn by the Muslims. For example, 
iiulKLmiiiod Ka.^ iin, in his description of Assam did not provide 
any in...oruiation dbout the dres.--. habits of the Muslims of the 
region, llov/cver, he ha.s •.jiven a slight description of dress lOf 
the people in tiie region. The accounts coming from tne British 
period are also not very helpful in this regard. Hunter is 
^)robably the j.irst British v;riter to have v/ritten about the 
various asijects of life in the region. But as far as Muslims' 
dress i:r, concornc'd, he has confined his description about them 
to Sylliet and Cachar. In his account of Sylhct he v;rote:"The 
ordinary dress of a well -to- do shop keeper consists of a 
v;aistcloth (diioti), a cotton shawl (Chaddar), a cotton head 
dross (i-'agr^ .^ e), and occasionally a coat (Piran; and a pair 
of slioes. The c:lothing o i. a corrunon peasant consist simply of a 
waist cloth and a cotton shQwl, with the addition, in the case 
2 
oi i'iussalmans, of a closely fitting cotton skull-cap." From 
tills account v/e discern that almost from the very beginning the 
dress of Muslims in the region v;as the same as the local popu-
lation. Regarding the garments used by both the Hindus and 
Muslims in Cactiar he writes: "the Deputy Commissioner states 
t'nat h(.' lias seen respectable Hindus and Mussalmans riding about 
1. Al.ifngirnamah, (tr.O), -^-siatic Researches, Vol. II. P. 176. 
2. liunter, .V.'.V.op. cit. Vol. II. p. 285. 
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in Jack - boots and red flannel shirts, v/ith courier bacs 
slung iroin Llicir soldiers, and more than one cultivator following 
1 
his-plough dressed in a waist-cloth and a tweed shooting Jacket". 
It is clear from these accounts that except for a cap or so there 
was not much difference between iiuslims and local people of the 
regicsn ac Icajl: in the matter of dress. The situation in Manipur 
2 
also daei; not S'iom to have been different. 
i..iturall/, there was much variation in the dress of 
uiLi.:renL sections especially among v/ell to do peopie. I-^or 
exc.m^ jle^  in hot season the dress of women consisted o., a piece 
3 
oi cloth Icaown as Fanek. It v;as stitched togeth^jr a few inches 
jjy Liu.! •^ •LIJOS at, the bottom. Tills piece OL cloth v/as folded round 
the I.iudy, under tho armpit and over the breast, tucked in 
by Lh..; hand at th..; side oi body. The lijngth of this cloth reached 
to tho giound and the v/idth v/as sufficient not to restrict the 
walk. It v/as a coiabin^tion of cotton anu silk v/ith stripes of 
various colours. .. \/hito cloth v/as wurn over the Fanek folding 
in n-Livo fashion. During the cold seasun, a short Jaclcet witli 
1. Ibid, p.406. 
2. See urov/n, .;. op. cit, I'P,75-70. During those days Muslims 
freely v/ore daoti but they don't wear it any more. 
3. This type of dress is still used by _ the Muslim v/oiaon. The 
use of sarea and Salwar Kameez is also becoming popular among 
the iiusllinc and local people. 
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long sleeves reaching belov/ the bust of Fanek was worn. This 
Jacket was usually made of velvet, or satin. The most favourite 
colours ./ore blaclc, blue ana green. In connection v/ith this 
style o.. dress jJrov;n writes: "The great drawb..i cl: to their dress 
in a European's eyes is its tendency to spoil the figure: the 
whole weigiit of the fanek resting on the breast soon ruins 
the sha|je."2 
.j-aong the liuslims of Tripufa, the dress of a rich man 
comprised a long tight fitting cotton coat (chapkan),a pair of 
loose cotton trousers (Paijma), a turban and a pair of shoes. 
While tna drcDS of the ordinary people simply consisted of a 
3 
coariJO Waist cloth ^rnl a small skull cap. 
Food:- Rice is the staple food in the regiona± and 
there ir; no excci'tion in the case of Muslims. Besides, they 
used to take di:ufcrent kinds of vegetables and Peas. r':'uhammed 
Kazim h s elso referred in his account to rice and mash as 
the Priiicipol crop and says that ades, a kind of Pea, was very 
rare in tliis country. However, v/heat and baraly were never grow 
4 
in tais re._,ion. Assam is very fertile and suitable for every 
1, i-'rov.'n, i'.. op. cit; P. 78. 
2 . lu J'. ; ?. 7b . 
3. iiunter, '.}..i. .JtatisticJl Account of Bengal, Vol. VI, P. 388, 
4. .il.a,i,]irncm^ Lh, (tr.), ..siatic iiesearches. Vol. II, P.173, 
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]cind of plc.nt and "v/hatever seed is sov;n or slips planted, 
tiiey v.J.uayG thrive." 
Ixeat uiic iish has been favourite diet v/ith all sections 
of ..ssaiii society including the i2rahmins. It included the meat 
OJ- duci-.a, Pig.^ons, tortoise, vjild boars, goat, deer and rhin-
2 
oceros oLc. ..laingirnamah also state that "they abstain from 
3 
no fleuii oxco.'L huiuan." In des6ribiny the food of Muslims in 
5yll'iat district , Hunter v/rites that "The Muhammadens eat meat 
4 
of o i l ] ; inds o.., e x c e p t Pork;---- I n a n o t h e r s t a t e m e n t s t h e 
a u t h o r ' j i v e s t h e mon th ly e x p e n d i t u r e of a w e l l - t o - do Muslim 
of Laldijmpur D i s t r i c t , . i cco rd in ' j t o h i s e s t i m a t e , t h e Muslims 
of Liiij c l - i s s <ilv/ays spend raore upon h i s l i v i n g s t h a n a Hindu 
of t l ie G.Jiiie c l a s s . :>ccordiny t o b a z a r P r i c e s , i t v/ould c o s t 
. . . . 2 3 . 1 4 . 0 o r X, 2,lB. 9 d . a month t o f e e d an a v e r a g e s i z e 
f ^ i . d l y . The c o s t of a Hindu f a m i l y was i i5.22.4.0 o r <£ 2 , 4 3 , 6 d , 
5 
P e r niontli. Tlio f o l l o w i n j a r t i c l e s ' c o n s i s t e d t h e d i e t of such 
a i ius l im fa ju i ly : R i c e , R s , 6 . 1 5 , 0 . o r 1 3 3 . lO-id; s a l t , 7 annas o r 
o r lO'id, o i l , i i . 1 . 8 , 0 o r 3 3 . ; m i l k , fc.3o8.0 o r 7 3 . ; m o l a s s e s 
1 . /tlamcjirnajgah, ( t r ) , ^Asiat ic R e s e a r c h e s , V o l . I I , P . 1 7 3 , 
2 . Chowdhury, i^.C. o p . c i t ; P . 3 5 1 , 
3 . . . la . i igirnamah, ( t r ) , / ^ s i a t i c R e s e a r c h e s , V o l , I I ? p p . 1 7 5 , 1 7 6 . 
4 . i l un to r , ..'.,J. o p . c i t j . V o l , I I , P . 2 8 6 , 
5 . Huntt-jr, J.... o p . c i L , V o l . I , p . 3 6 8 . 
1 7.1 
or sugar, !o.2 or 43.; Pan and tobacco, Ro,1.8.0 or 3^; 
seasoninij:j, iis.1.8.0 or 3S.; Vegetables, fish and fowls, !:3.5 or 
10,5; .-na claii.i.jd butter, Rs.1.8.0 or 3;S.; total £2,75,9d. 
Per nionlh. lie has also come to tlic conclusion that the 
coiTuuon Muslim also spent more tiian the Hindus or tue sarne 
class. The total expenditure of a common Muslim per month was 
about IJs.ll or JC1,2S, od., v/hilo in the case of Hindu of the 
2 
same cl^ i.sa it was R3.8 ..•Qrl63. 
Chewin;j of b e t e l v i n o and n u t was a l s o a n o t h e r f a v o u r i t e 
h..ibiL oi ulio . i s su iacsc . . - ccord inq t o P . C . Chowdhury, t h i : ; cus tom 
v/aij in . t roducod L>y i ion- . - ry ' .ns . P a r t i c u l a r l y t h e iChus is . :J3undance 
01 aroC'-.-nut .md bv:tal v i n o c^m be suen e v e r y where i n /-ssarr.t . 
liotli ILIOI: .-ina v;oi:ien v/ero fon^i oi i t . In f a c t , t h e p r - j c t i c o of 
C:u,\.in., uiiL~i,,Jo i j a t e l n u t vvith l i m e i s n o t l^nown t o e x i s t a n y -
v;hcr i e l s e . Sa-^hbuddin T a l i s h r e c o r d s t h a t t h e p e o p l e s of 
4 
• issi^ in chewed P^ n^ abundance with unripe supari or even unshelled. 
1. Ibid, .-P.368, 369. 
2. Hunt.jr, -v..v. opo cit; Vol. I, PP.368,369. 
3. Chowdhury, P.C. op. cit, P.352. 
4. Sarkar, J.N. (tr), dp. cit, P. 191. 
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Marriage 
Marriage is not only a social institution but it is a 
coifimendable act in the eyes of Shariat. It occupies an 
important place in the life of a Muslim as it is a Sunnah.of 
the prophet. The Shariat provides detailed lax-is about various 
aspects of marriage but it does not prescribe any particular 
age for it. The marriageable age may depend on several factors 
such as the general physique of man, his upbringing and circiom-
stanccLJ ..is v;ell as the climatic conditions and customs prevai-
1.1 ng ill a particular region or country. It is genarally stre-
ssed Lh.iL OUL; should enter into wedlock soon after attaining 
ijuberty". 
.jiiung Lhu Indion Muslims sucli factors as caste and family 
are gL,'ii(jrally Laken into consideration v/hile deciding matrimo-
nial rei^^itiouship. Obviously it has been taken up from the 
Indicai'i social system. Generally, those considerations are taken 
into account by Muslim couimunities of India are very much diffe-
rent from other Muslim countries. The Muslims 0:L other countries 
do take into account the social, economic and educational status 
of the s^jousos, v/hereas the Indian Muslims consider it absolutely 
essential to unite in marriage only v;ith those v/ho descend 
from ti common progenitor or at least who come up to their 
social status. Tiiis particularly true" in the case of those who 
2 
a^^ve come t o bo Icnov/n as .^shra.L o r S h u r f a . 
1 , N.-uL.v/L/ -'Oul Hassan , o p . c i t ; p . 2 1 . 
2 . M.idav/i, ^J3ul Massan; o p . c i t ; p . 2 2 . 
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l^ or the contraction of Q valid marriage, tiie Muslim law 
laya down no cpocific religious ceremony, nor any religious 
rituals, Isl-ira looks ux.)On the i-Jikah (the contract marriage) 
and fnc connected functions as >'j.n austere and simj3ic affair. 
It is in its viev/, a social necessity which should be solemnly 
observed like an act oi worship. But Indian Muslims adopted 
numoerous rites and local customs connected with the marriage 
ceremony. These rites and customs are not found among Muslims 
2 
elsewhere. As expected this has only led to the v/eakening of 
the moral fabric Oi:'the MUslim society. 
It is a matter of regret that the sources donot provide 
iniOiimation about the marriage ceremony and other rites observed 
by the .laaanKjs...' Muslims in this connoctioni^ The persian chroni-
clers who accompanied the Mughal military generals during their 
cuapaigiis in Assam are also silent in this respect. Their accounts 
are confined only to the early Muslims who settled there and 
the nature of their relationship with the local people. They 
v;ere surprised to find the Assamese Muslims so closely assimila-
ted witli the local populations. For instance, an observation 
of Shahbuddin Talish may be quoted here. He says "/-.s Lor the 
I-iUss^ lman v;ho had been taken prisoner in former times and had 
chosen to marry (here), their descendants, act exactly in the 
1. Nadavi, /vbul Hassan, op. cit; p.23. 
2. Ibid; P. 25. 
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manner of ^U^G-JIIIOGC, and have noLiiiny of Islam except the name, 
cheir iiearts are inclined far more towards mingling v/ith the 
1 
Assamese than cowards association with the Muslims" It clearly 
shoves tliat by that time the Muslims were fully assimilated with 
th.: iiKii;,.-'nous people. It v/ould be, therefore not far-fetched to 
suggest tnat the ^ issamese Muslims had adopted most of the 
local ceremonies connected v/ith marriage. This would mean that 
for the purposes of forming an idea about the marriage and 
associated ceremonies, we must have some insight into the marri-
age rites prevalent in Medieval Assamese society. But unfortu-
nately tills is also not forthcoming. Our sources are very reti-
cant about tliis aspect of -^ vssaInese social life. One is therefore 
ojjllgod to looJc to ancient history tor some clue in this direct-
ion. iiUL .incient account also fail to throw any light on this 
aspect. "We have no details of the marriage ceremoneis of the 
ancient /issamese in general, the modern ceremony usually lasts 
for three to four days, and the most remarkable feature of the 
system is the :jinging of marriage songs, which constitute an 
2 
impor tan t clement of Assamese fo lk poot5"y," In such a s i t u a t i o n 
no a l t o r n - i t i v e i s l e f t except to r e l y on Imper ia l G a s e t t e r , Cen-
L;US Koport, ii^urope.in .accounts e t c . to form an i dea about the 
1 . ciarkar' J . i^. ( t r ) ; i^'athiya - i - I b r i y a ; J . B . O . R . S . 1915, P .193 , 
2 . Chowdhury, x ' . C ; op . c i t ; P. 347. 
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marri.icjo ceremonies. It may be v/orthwhile to remember that the 
.lUGlim:.; oi ..ijs^ua had attained a kind of asGimil';ition with the 
local people v;hich is not noticeable elsev/here in the country 
and many of tiio local customs were adopted by them. Marriage 
cer>,:nionies were no excepLion. it v/Lll bo, tliereLore, only natu-
ral taa'c in trying to prepare a sketch of the marriage and 
o taer social ceremonies or the ^issomese Muslims to draw upon 
the evidence available about these customs prevalent among the 
sc^ ction of ch'e population. 
Tlie Imperial Ua'.:etteer of Assam shov;s that in 1901 more 
than hair or Lhe population were either married, or had, at any 
1 
rat.'::, ..M-rorined •;no ceremony at some period or their lives. 
Cii.i,.!(.; i.raa j.ii,.: Geemr. to have been ver/ coromon in all the segments 
o.. :.\u: ..GGamese society. In the Surma Valley and Goalpara, this 
2 
pracLic. ; ; v/as - a i t e p r e v a l e n t among t h e M u s l i m s , In t h e l i g h t 
OJ- uiie .-viuence p r o v i d e d by t h e G a z e t t e r i t i s n o t c l e a r as t o 
va-Mu: \;>,a che _^JOsition i n t h i s r e n a r d e l s e - w h e r e . I t m i g h t a s 
w e l l ii .ve .oeon comrtion i n o t h e r a r e a s f o r a l l t h a t v;e know. They 
U3e.a ..u advancci c e r t a i n r e . i s o n s i n s u c p o r t of t h i s p r a c t i c e . For 
e;:.-uii ill.; Lliey i j o l e ived Liiat t h e c h i l d m a r r i a g e i^ reventcd t h e e a r l y 
losG Oi! v i r g i n i t y , i no tho r r e a s o n s v/hich v;as g e n e r a l l y advanced 
i n i . .vour oi c h i l d m a r r i a g e wc^3 t h a t grovm up g i r l s aomet imes 1 . l i i u - j r i a l ^.Jai,:(jtteer oL ^issam, I'jOb, P . 2 9 . 
2 . I b i d , r . 2 9 . 
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reiused che marriage proposals arranged by their parents. The 
besL" way, th'.;rctore, to prevent than from choosing their own 
husbanas was to marry them off while still very young. 
'i'aerc does not scom to be any uniform rule as far as the 
age of marriaije is concorned; different rules v/ere followed in 
diLLoreiiL regions. Moreover/ it varied fromi caste to caste. 
It has b-ocri already noted that child marriage v;as quite prevalent 
in Ci-rtain regions such as Surina Valley and Goalpara. But the 
Coiiui.uniLid'S v;no followed it most rigidly were Brahmins and Ga-
2 
n a k s o . Llio Urahmaput ra V a l l e y . I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g t o n o t e m 
t i l l s coiitex:- t h a t t he lower c a s t e s were g e n e r a l l y n o t i n f a v o u r 
oc cliilv. i i i i r r i "jo ..nd t l u j / p r e f e r r e d t o p o s t p o n e i t t i l l t h e 
l i i- l COLJ.W bo .i))le t o entc2r on h e r d u t i e s as w i f e and m o t h e r , 
ka1it:>i, \.'iio arc: t h e b i g g e s t c a s t e g roup i n /ussam, g e n e r a l l y 
d i d n o t m. r r y t i i o i r d a u g h t e r s b e f o r e t he age of 11 o r 12 y e a r s . 
The /.owats and the Kochos also preferred to postpone the marriage 
4 
till L-h.' age of 14 and 15 years respectively. The animistic 
1. liC sv/iney, J.; Census of India, 1911. Vol. Ill /issam--; p,71, 
2. Imperial Gazetteer of India, Vol. VI; PP. 41,42. 
Ibiu; i-i'. 41-42. 
4. i-ic swiney/ 0.; op. cit; P. 71. 
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'cril:>is L.ivour.'.'d iate marriage ar, comparod to tlio other Hindu 
castes, iiostly th<^ married th'jir daughters at the age of 16 or 
18 years, .aiot'ner Jotesting aspect oi: the marriage among these 
criDes v.-as ;:h..c in comparison to the girls, the men were married 
at a younger age, nOst plansiblc reason for tliis phenomenon was 
perhaps tne fact that girls among these tribes were more nximerous 
as compared to the men and therefore it was not easy for the 
1 
girls to gcL a husband. A direct consequence of late marriage 
was that divorce v;as very rare though their traditions pexrmitted 
it. The marriage may be but once married a hill woman had no 
f e a r s >.ibout h e r J ju tu re , u s u a l l y s e t t l e d dov/n i n p e a c e and became 
2 
an iaeal viiic- .ui.i uiothf.r. The situation among the /^ .h.isis, how-
over, v;^is liuitu di-i.ferent. .«nong the khasis the man was not the 
I.U:SL.I. r.i ; i^ h.jsi v;omen seem to iiave enjoyed predominant posi-
c.iou ..ii.; .i'^g tnci^ .'d to divorce tlnjir husband on tribla charges 
'..uu get oi.ii.r liustjands, ouch loose laws about marriage and divor-
ce credit-d numerous social problems. iTor example, in many cases 
trrjre cnnoL be' ^'j^ay certainty about the parentage of children. 
It covrld oe only exuected in such ^ situation t'.iat inhericance 
v.'enL Lo L.lr: f>jiii>il,i line."" 
1, Im.-:ri.-.l Ga;eetteer of India, '/ol , VI ^; P.42 . 
2. loi^ i; . . 42. 
•^ . .LiirHjri.-l dae_'Lteer of India, vol. VI. P. 42. 
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i t has boon a l raady luoni.ioned t h a t the c h i l d in.arriage 
viiS'j ' qu i t e prevail-;!! i: ..unong the Muslim Coniinuuitie;G o:. bunna Valley 
and Uo^il^ieira. in o t h e r reoiono al.so i t was not unlcnov/n among the 
iiusJ.ims and i t v/as conuiionly p r a c t i c e d among them bu t marr iage of 
i-lusliin g i r l o Uj)to the age of 10 v/as muchless than the l i indus. 
The iiusliin o i i l s v;ere iiiostly marr ied between the age of 10 and 
15 y e a r s . There were also r e g i o n a l v a r i a t i o n s even among the 
imsliiiis J-or exam^^-le in the Bral:-unanputra Val ley t h e Muslim g i r l s 
\/ere ni..rried iu a more younger age Lhan tlie g i r l s of Surma Valley,^ 
th.j p r a c t i c e OJ. c h i l d marr iage among them n o t wi thCs tand ing , 
Tlie follov;ing sLatement shov/s the d i s t r i b u t i o n of Muslims 
3 
in Je.ij.) cL Oi. .i,.-iritwl s t a t u s ...nd condi t lono 
1, Iie.sv.iiic,', J.; op. cit; p.70, 
2, Ibid; P. 70. 
3, Gait, ii'.^ i.; Census of India, 1891, Assam Vol. I, Report 
p. 115. 
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The .iSGOi'nGSe society was free from the practice of dowry. 
AsGoiuosu conrjiderod dowry Gort of a bribe to get a good son-iJO-
lav/ and it v/as ta];an as a great insult to the bride. In case 
dowry v/a:; offered, it was certain to lower the prestige of the 
1 
bride ^xnd she v/as considered to be inferior to the groom, 
Ornuifient;;, dress and cosmetics didnot come in the Category of 
dov.ry ^uA it w^s customary obligation of the groom to send these 
things to the bride. But this does not mean that the bride was 
not given any presents from her parents. In fact parents used to. 
give Lo their daughters at the time of marriage presents and even 
pro^jerty according to tiicir position. Generally both the parties 
arranged wedding ceremonies ai. Lheir ov/n expense but tliere are 
IUL; uanc'..;; where one side helped cue other financially in meeting 
2 
out the v.'o<.idi/.g e;cponses. 
Detailed information about tlie various functions and 
ceremonies connected with the marriage among the Muslims are 
not avciilable. i''ortunately v/e have an interesting account of 
these ,ceremonies written by Mrs. Moore who stayed in Assam for 
tv/enry years tov/ards the end of 19tJi century . Though this account 
1, D..,s, ...K.; op, cit; P.22, 
2, Das, ...K.; op. cit; i-,22 
l?A 
b.jloncjs to a very later period^cjtill in tiie absence of 
coiLtomporary inro^ /iiiation it provides valueable information 
;about laarriaye custom of -^-ssanioGG Muslims. She has recorded 
her ox^-criences and impressions obout marriage ceremonies/ 
\, orn-aa-nts ..na other details of the function.From her e. J- vj o L), 
accouni: it appears that the marriages v/ere mostly solemnized 
1 
during tnc month of February and March. This v;as probably 
due to w'nr; climatic conditions. During this period,. the climatic 
conditions are very good and actually it is the season of 
Sj^ 'TiaM in tho.;e regions. It \}<.i3, therefore, not tfconfined to only 
Husliiiis but oth^ -r sections of the .-Gs^ imese society also pre-
ferred to hold chvjir marriage ceremonies in that season. Once 
til'..' author- an^ / ii.,r two friends. Hiss Keeler --nd iiiss i'randt, 
v/aro irviLaa Lo a Huslim- wedding, iihe has given a graphic desar-
ititioii OJ. l.'ic entire proceedings. Vfnen they reached the bride's 
resiocnci-:., at .Joout 1 P.M. they sav; that the bride and her frie-
nds wero seated under an a'.;ning, specially put up for the occa-
ssiou. They thought that the bridegroom might come at midnight 
to to;:o av;ay the bride. But they had to v/ait till nejct day 
10 -^..W., v.'hen Luey sav/ the wedding procession. The bride was 
2 
Ca.rried j-n a COVO^-MI palanquin. The main difference between 
a Muslim marri _ ,e ceremony and that of liindus v/hich struclc her 
1. Moore, P.Ii. (.irs); Twenty years in Assam, Delhi, 1901; p.39, 
2, M'Oora, P.M. (Mrs); opo cit; P.39. 
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\-ju3 Lh.: L•.^ct t h a t in Hindu mar r iages t h e r e used to be much 
n o i s e and c l a t t e r of music played from a l l s o r t s of i n s t r u m e n t s , 
-, 1 But in the Muslim marr iage no music v;as p l a y e d . 
Doocribing another marr iage ceremony, v/hich the au thor 
a t t ended , she g ives somev;hat d e t a i l e d account of d r e s s and 
ornaments of the b r i d e . On the v/edding day of ^j'niron-nesa 
(a c lo se fri.jnd of the a u t h o r ) / the au thor v/ent t o her house 
t o a t t end the marr iage a t 5 P, i i . Being a c l o s e fr iend of the 
b r i d e , she was brought to the p l a c e v/here / jniroon-nesa and her 
f r i ends v;ere assembled. She was amazed t o see t h e d r e s s and 
oriiamonts used by the b r i d e on t h a t day . The t e n d e r b r i d e i . e . 
12 ^•..•ars oi. agx!, v/ore an v/liicc s a t i n flov/ered v/lth joiri^ r o s e -
buds . Tucn slia shad gauzy long c l o t h around he r body l o s i n g v/ith 
2 
Oil.: auv^  in order to cover her head easily. 
About the jewellery she v/ore on that day, the author 
ti:iinks i L: to tiave been a burden. It contained 5 gold necklaces, 
2 pairs of gold c;arrings, 2 p.j.irs of gold bracelets, 1 pair of 
silver .aiklets, ..ind a Icind o,. gold fitgree wrcadth for the 
nead, 
•-earing all these dress and ornaments, the bride sat on 
a pratt/ ra:it spre^diuij on the floor, .-11 her friends also sat 
round h>jr v^eaiinj fine clothes and jewellery. Older v;omen wearing 
fine Ion,; sil^ c 'dari' and Sutin jacket also assembled there. 
1, Ibid, 1.'. 39. 2, Moore, p.ll, (iirs); op,cit; P.156. 
3o iiore, P..J. (lirs); op. cit; P. 156, 
4, Ibid; p. 156, 
" I n e v e r 3...\v 
b o l u r o i n Nowcjong. 
o much j e w e l l e r y '-tnd f i n e 
1 
( t l o t h e s (n>-. t ivG s t y l e ) 
i-'olygar.iy s cans t o have been corruaoii 
i-iM^-jm. Tile i iu^l i ia men o f t e n Ice^ ^^ t two o r 
cjly t u i . j V;.JO n o t c o n f i n e d t o t h e Musl ims 
2 
- .Iso sora t imes Icept more t h a n one w i f e . 
I'-inco ui: polygoiiiy, t h e mutua l r e l a t i o n s h 
and v/if.i was v e r y c o r d i a l and i t d o e s n o t | 
m a r r e d o/ mu tua l d i s t r u s t and b i c k e r i n g . 
.among t h e Muslims of 
itnore v / i v e s . I n t c r e s t i n -
alone but even Hindus 
Inspice of the preva-
[Lp between the husband 
seem to have been 
.auong the Tripura Muslims, marri 
wes generally considered to bet\ :jen 15 
not, iiO'./;ver, einy hajrd and tost rule abo|ut 
be uu-.rried i^ he. or his parents so desi 
-.iu .i oth(.:r formalities associcrtcd v/ith it 
where, in c..,;e of infant marriage, the fa 
t b 
ried 
o th . j rv / i s e t i ' iere v/ere Valcil a p p o i n t e d by 
two v / i t n e s s e s . O t h e r d e t a i l s a r e t o o 
e l a o o r ' - t i o n and t h e y a r e a l m o s t u n i f o r m 
g e a b l c age f o r t h e man 
0 20 y e a r s . The re was 
i t and a boy c o u l d 
. D e t a i l of t h e n i k a h 
were t h e same a s e l s e -
t h e r gave av/ay t h e b r i d e 
t h e b r i d e ' s s i d e b e f o r e 
11 Icnov/n t o n^ed any 
l y fo l lov /ed e v e r y where . 
we 
Ml 
lo I i ) i u ; j . ^ . 1 5 6 . 
2 . r .oor ., p . . . . (Mrs ) ; o p . c i t ; i-', 1 3 3 . 
3 . l o i d ; P . 1 3 3 . • ' 
4 . i iun t . j r , .V. .J . , ,i s t a t i s t i c a l . . c coun t of Denrial , V o l . VI ; p . 382, 
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It would appear from the available evidence that polyga-
my '\-:o.3 not very common cmong tlie Muslims of Tripura. They could 
marry more than one v/ife only under particular conditions. Some 
o- tne contritions were that a man can marry again if the first 
wii.a is quarrel.some or ugly, or if the family is lcj.rge and have 
1 
t o do a l o t of work , Unlilco t h e v/omen of o t h e r s e c t i o n s of 
2 
.issam society Muslim women didnSt work in the field, 
in Manipur there v/as a practice common among the local 
people. The young men desiring to marry generally eloped with 
the girl of their choice. Some Muslim youths also seems to 
have coiae under the influence ol this practice. There are 
instance v;hon Muslim youtlis instead of adhering to the time 
hL)r!our-'..' iiiurri>i..je traditions oi tlie Muslims, i^refcrrcd to elop 
3 
with Lh girl oi their choice. 
It was, hov/ever, not the normal rule,Majority of the 
marriages among Manipuri Muslims were arranged marriages and 
there used to be simple occasions. It was a custom to go to 
the girl's bouse ./ith the proposal of-marriage. On this occa-
sion bo til the j.;)arties eome to a mutual understanding and the 
procosois v/ere finalised. To iiKirk the fact that the marriage 
proposal has been accepted, betel nut used to be distributed 
1 . Ibi..!, P , 3 3 3 , 
2 . H u n t e r , . J . . i . ; o p . c i t ; P . 3 3 3 . 
3 , xCii.ai, . . l i J a n a b ; M.mir.>\,iri 2lus 1 irns; Impha l , 1972 . P . 3 4 . 
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ai.iong ti.e .rrionds and r e l a t i v e s . This simple occas ion v/as known 
as Jha'joi Kwa Ycnba ( d i s t r i b u t i o n of b e t a l nut to the k i t h and 
kin or -ii,; g i r l ) . This v/as rollov/od by another ceremony v/hich 
v/as j-cnov/n as Kv/a Khaiba. On t h i s occas ion the p a r e n t s of the 
boy c.jjiia Lo the house of g i r l ' s p a r e n t s v/ith sweets and o t h e r 
e d i b l e s i^.'id r o a s t e d t h e r e v/ith the i n v i t e e s of tlic g i r l ' s 
s i d e . Tnis v/as follov/ed by y e t another . ce:c"emony Knov/n as Hei j ing-
po t yui:>-^-.._ This marked the cl imax of the p r e p a r a t o r y ceremonies 
b a i o r c -.ii J ^.ikah. On t h i s occasion a l s o the p a r e n t s o i: the boy 
UGod to come to the house Of the g i r l v/ith b e t e l n u t s , f r u i t s ^ 
sv;ccts -nd o t h e r e d i b l e t h i n g s . Both the P a r t i e s cons idered 
t . i i s a.j;- as au a i ispic ious day, and sometimes i t v/as a l s o knovm 
•'-" 'wgroipot L'u.o.\ ( f i n a l coromouy), because t h i s was tlie most 
1 
iiii_Hjru. .111 .uia L.ist cereiiiony bai.ore marri-ge. 
Th2a tiiij marriage ceremony followed. It v/as a custom 
for I^i_ bridegroom to send dress, ornaments and cosmetics to 
ta : jjride. Jut sometimes rich parents of the bride used to send 
sucii articl'.'S to the bridegroom but nor-: illy it v/as not accepted, 
^vdcepting ^ jres.ints from the bride's side was considered disgrace-
ful _o,r tha- groom, Tv/o days before the auspicious day of marriage, 
fri.aias and relatives of both the x>-.rties assembled in their 
1, Kh-in, /vli aanabi op. cit; PP,3 4,35. 
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x-c:specLive rG;:jidences and f e a s t e d . I t was ]cnov/n as Gaya Khana. 
On che i:iicjht, ucirorG the day of mar r i age , musical and o t h e r 
itoiTis o.. ,iit-.rtwiimiont such a.; fo lk song e t c , w e r e performed 
a t the r e s idence of the groom. The same ceremonies v/ere p e r f o r -
med a t the j j r i d e ' s r e s i d e n c e . In a d d i t i o n , a p a r t i c u l a r dance 
1 
projr..ii,jne known as Thabal Chonqba v;as also perrorraed at the 
oride's place. Theologians considered it as un-Islamic and exer-
ted theiasolves to stop this practice but they never fully succ-
2 
eedeJ in tneir efforts. On the day of marriage, all friends 
and rel.-tives of groom and bride were invited to lunch by the 
parents o'c thi_; groom and the bride at their own places, .-round 
1 or 2 j/.ri. Liie iaurri.-uje Procession started and after reaching 
It iidL:j ^  peculiar mL;rry-iaaking dance,. Mainly this dance 
\/as hold b\'- the i-ianipuri Meetei (indigenous people) at 
ui'jhc, durluj the festival of lioli in the month of Lamda 
(e .rinvj se-iSon). Every youth can participate in this dance 
without consideration of age. ' ***; gaily in the moon light 
one joining their hands V7ith each other, they moved anti 
cloci;v/ise in a circular v;ay; This peculiar dance was borr-
owed by the nanipuri Muslims and held in the marriage cere-
iuony at th^ bride's resiaence. 
i^ h.ui, lili Jan.ib; op. cit; p. 36. 
**"Sinijing 
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the roGiuence or the b r i d e , IJilcah ceremony was duly perraormed 
1 
accordiny to the Islamic lav;. 
'i'h^ c day, the groom stayed at the residence of the bride 
v.'lLli hio friends. In the evening, v/restling comr:etition was 
held bct'./een the two parties. The- looser side gave penalty to 
2 
tne winner, -^ t night a competition of qhazal recitation held 
and in this c^se also the loser gave penalty to the winner. 
In this way, the night passed delightfully. Next day, around 
o ro 9 .*.H. in the morning, the bride was escorted by her rela-
tives and friends in a covered palanquin to the groom's place. 
There all tlie participants were treated at lunch by the side of • 
3 
Ln^ j groomo 
Purdah System 
The present position regarding the purdah in iissam is 
th.it only married women were veils. There is no tradition of 
wearing veil by unmarried girls both among the Hindus and Muslims. 
1. I b i d ; p . 36. 
2 . R^liman, .-Jodur; i i an ipur i MuslimGhinqna ohaknaramba Ghazal; 
Publ ished in l i ingshel J o u r n a l , imphal, 1983, p p . 25, 27, 
3 . Kh.:n, i^li Oanabi op . c i t ; p . 3 6 . 
Nowadays, the c>^ 3tom of Ghazal Competition and night 
stay at the bride's residence is discontinued. The Ghazal 
i;j replaced by modern songs and like the i-lanipuri Meetei 
the groom returned wi on tiio s^ m^e day after having Nikah 
Dcrformed. 
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ilow and v/nen even this much purdah come to bo introduced in 
Lae /.sooiacsc society is noL knov/n.-"- In this connection, v;e 
:uay -^1.^0 cite the view of Shahbuddin Talishi "The wives of the 
.^ajahj and Pe.-s^nts alilce never veil their faces before anybody, 
2 
and ci.c/ move .ibout in the raarket places v;ith uncovered heads," 
Ti.a iatroduction of purdah in Assam may have scuething to do 
v;ith ui.-' corning of the liuslims in that region. i3ut this is only 
a cjuci^ s and noUiing can be said in this connection v;ith any 
degreo of certainty. 
.;s far as the Manipuri Muslims are concerned, available 
evidence suggests that purdah was not practiced by them till the 
end Ox the I'Jtli cenLury."^ The only possible explanation is that 
till the beginning of 2Uth century they were living in virtual 
isolation from the Muslim community of the rest of country. As 
a result, their Icnowledge about religion v/as very meagre and that 
too tended to be confused as the time passed. In a situation 
when ':.iiey failed to receive any ideological sustenance from the 
outside, they looked more and more to the local customs and 
traditions for their day today life. This led to a situation 
1. Chowdhury i^ x:. ; op . c i t ; P . 3 5 0 . ' • 
2 . Fa th iyab - i - I b r i y a , ( t r ) J . 13 .0 .R .3 . 1915, a . 190 . 
3 . xQian, - i l i Janab op . c i t ; P . 4 2 . 
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•.v'h.j:; Llu.;^ ' b^c-:iao almost v/holly i d e n t i f i e d v/ith the l o c a l 
po Juii^t-i-on <!n>.i •--diy feaLureG v/nicri u i c t ingu iohod Lii'>:,i rrorn 
cli-j I0C.-I l i i i l ioa \/ere obl i te ra tecL. Robert Brov/n hr.jj orjtly 
dCi^ictO'.: Liic o iLuu t ion : " t h e i r (Muslim) v/oirion corifurm to 
t h : cuGLO...:; o.: th:.; country as r e g a r d s n o n - s e c l u s i o n . Thoy 
h^ivo no i.as jid l o r t he most p a r t / ve ry i g n o r a n t of che r e l i g i o n 
1 
thoy (Muslim) Profess." In short tlie social customs and life 
style oi: the Iianipuri Muslims v/ere almost the same as that of ^  
the Meetei xjcople. Like the Manipuri Meetei, Muslim men also 
playeel .^•.ai<j ( a ti'pical indoor game played by the Manipuri 
Meetei), Polo and hockey. It was a custom to garland the , . 
players by the v/omen before starting the gome. Similarly, like 
the Iioetoi v/omen the Muslim women also garlanded "the Muslim 
players and watched the match without any inhibition in the 
2 
crov/ded open field. 
With the dov/n of 20th century> Manipuri Muslim came 
closer to religion and began to send their sons to learn the 
courses of theology outside the state. It is said that the 
first theologians among the Manipuri Muslims were Maulavi 
Ebatullah Chestam of Irong village and Maulavi Tanjo of 
Thoubal village. I'ney completed their courses and came to 
1. Brovm, R; op. cit; P. 15. 
2, Khan, >^li Jana?o; op. cit; P. 44, 
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ii>-nipur ur^mnu 1910. After tiiern, many t h e o l o g i a n s cone to 
i-lanipur one aLter anothei" and t h e i r c o n t r i b u t i o n s t o trie 
i-kmipuri i-iusliin ooc io ty v/are irmaense. They tau ' jn t Kanipur i 
iiusliiiis the e s s e n t i a l elements of Is lam and in t roduced tlie 
l i f e sLy'lo of l iusl im. The p r e s e n t s t y l e of v e i l (Burqa)used 
uy th.: riuslim women \}c.s in t roduced by Plaji Yusuf Munshi of 
2 
i^ sh^ ti-icjaon. The use of Kurta Paijama etc. as a tolcen of 
Iiuslini culture v/us introduced hj thv: theolocjians v;ho have 
seen th_se th.i n s, places v/hcre they have gone to study, more 
Sj_)ecially present Uttar Pradesh. It may be mentioned that the 
first learned rnan among the Manipuri Muslims were Haulavis. 
Tnc women in lianipuri oociety, are not confined to h 
t;ie household v/hctlicr married or unmarried. They arc very 
industrious and hardworking and perform many duties besides 
3 
their household chores. But Muslim v/omen vrere generally confi-
ned to the houses and they ujre not required to v/orjc in the 
field, e;:cept among the poor and those who donot have any one 
to support them such as widows. 
1. Khan, ..li aanab; op. cit; p. 44. 
2. Ibid; P.44. 
3. ^rown, R: op. cit; P. 76, 
C O N C L U S I O N 
C O N C L U S I O N 
For the first time the north eastern region of India 
came into contact with the Muslims in the beginning of 13th 
century when Mohammed Bakhtiyar Khalji launched his Tibet 
expedition through this region. When he passed through Kamrup 
on iiis way back from the disastrous and inconclusive Tibet 
Campaign, he was infested by the local population under the 
leadership of the Rai, A nvimber of Muslims were taken captives 
on this occasion. The beginning of Muslim settlements in this 
region may be traced back to these CQptives and their desce-
ndants. 
The expedition of Bakhtiyar Khalji had ended up in a 
disaster but the triil that he had blazed continued to attract 
the successive generations of Muslim rulers of Bengal, Many XM. 
rulers dreamed of reducing what is now called Assam and incor-
porating it into the Muslim dominion. Due to the nature of the 
region and its Peculiar terrain, most of these efforts did not 
succeed and even those which succeeded did not last for long. 
But these successive waves of Muslim thrust into Assam.reinfor-
ced the tiny Muslim settlements there and was instrumental in 
providing supplies of fresh blood, as also serving as a link 
with the Muslim population in the neighbouring regions. The 
psychological and social importance of this contact for the 
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Muslim settlers of Assam can hardly be over emphasized. 
Sultan Ghiyasuddin Iwaz ( 1213-1227 ) was next to att-
ack Assam but he could not achieve any success. Then Nasiiruddin 
Muhammad, son of Iltumish, became the governor of Bengal in 
1228, He launched a successful in:;vasion of Kamrup in which 
the Rai fell and the region was brought under the control of 
the Muslim.' The Kingdom was restored to the family of its 
erstwhile ruler on the condition of payment of tribute. But 
this arrangement did not last long and after the death of 
Nasiruddin, the tribute was stopped. His successor/ Malik 
Yuzbak Tughril, tried to retrieve the situations and declared 
himself sovereign of the united kingdom of Bengal and Kamrup, 
in return 
Requests of the Rai for the restoration of his kingdora^f heavey 
tribute were disdainfully turned down. The vengeful Rai waited 
for his opportunity which was provided by the onset of rains. 
He got his people to open all the dykes cattsing high flood in 
the region. After suffering untold miseries, the Muslim troops 
were surrounded by the men of the Rai. Many perished and a large 
number, including Yuzbak himself, were taken prisoners. These 
captives were instjrumental in setting up new Muslim settlements 
in the region. 
During of 14th century some attempts were made in this 
directions but compared to earlier attempts these were not very 
iu 
significant and they failed to produce any result. 
The most remarkable event during the 15th century was t 
the establishment of a Muslim colony in the neighbourhood of 
Hajo. During the last part of this century/ Alauddin Hussain 
Shah, the Sultan of Bengal, invaded Assam and conquered the 
region. Though his deputy and son. Prince Danyal, was event-
ually killed and Muslim occupation of the region was brought 
to an end, the Muslim colony that was established there conti-
nyied to flourish. It is said that it was this prince who brou-
ght a venerated Muslim saint named Ghiyasuddin Auliya to Preach 
Islam among the local people and built a grand mosque there. 
After his death the saint was buried there near the mosque. 
Subsequently, this place became an object of great veneration 
and till date it is known as 'Poa Mecca' (one fourth Mecca), 
During the 16th century Turbak, a Muslim general from 
Bengal, launched an attack into Assam in 1533. Initially he 
succeeded in conquering some teritories but eventually he 
was defeated and killed and a large number of his army inc-
luding his daughter was taken prisoners. Like the earlier 
captives they also settled down there. 
f 
The 17th century is regarded as the period of Ahom-
Mughal conflict in the history of Assam. In this century, the 
H7 
Mughals established their rule on the fringes and peripheries 
of the region and kept their eyes an Assam, The Mughal invasion 
of Assam led to an appreciable extension of Muslim stettlement 
in that region. It is said that in 1839 when Jenkins enquired 
the Muslims of Jorhat about their precedents, they said that 
they were descended from the armies of Nawab Mirk Jumla who 
stayed there during the war. Moreover, it was during this 
period that the Muslims penetrated deep into other regions 
of North East and set their settlements at Jaintia plain, 
Cachar, Tripura and also Maaipur. 
Mughal invasions under Mir Jvunla and other generals 
did not lead only to the extension of Muslim settlements in 
the re-jion and its penetration deep into the region, A greater 
and more significant contribution of these invasions was the 
fact that it succeeded in establishing a link between the Muslims 
of Assam and the Muslims of the rest of the coiintry. During 
the past many years they had led a life of total isolation, 
completely cut off from the Muslim community spread through 
out the country, eliminating any possibility of exchange of 
ideas between them. This cultural segregation was brought to 
an end^ new linked were forged and new channels were establised. 
14 
In this way, the invasion of Bengal Sultans and Mughals 
enhancea the Muslim population in the region considerably. 
Besides these invasions, the presence of Pirs and Fakirs in 
the region also gave an impetus to the increase of Muslim 
population. Most of kthese Pirs came there during the invasions 
of Bengal Sultans and the Mughals and they were instrumental 
in converting a number of people to Islam through their missi-
onary efforts. It would appear that these saints were patroni-
zed by the Ahom rulers who seem to have held them in great 
respect. As a token of this patronage and respect, they were 
assigned revenue, free land grants. It needs to be emphasized 
that inspite continous warfare between the Muslim rulers and 
the Ahoms, the Muslim saints, and even common Muslim settlers, 
were treated very kindly and much consideration was shown to 
them, Muslim dargahs and mosques were also granted revenue 
free land for their maintenance. 
The history of conversion in Assam explodes the theory 
so assidously developed by many European and other scholar 
that by and large Islam owes its spread to coersion and use 
of force. Preaching of Muslim saints in Assam was totally 
Peaceful. They preached by singing the songs of divine love 
H9 
v/hich becvime part and parcel of Assamese literature in the 
form of zilcr and Jari songs. 
V/itli the decline of Mughal empire the Muslim invasions 
into .^ s^sam stopped and this source of increase in the Muslim 
population dried up. But with the occupation of the region 
by the British, new avenues and possibilities were ope^ned 
up in the form of immigration and importation of labour, 
abundance oi; raw materials in the region induced the Britishers 
to establish factories and engage themselves in large scale 
production of sugar and coffee. At the same time, they also 
set up tea plantations and collected huge profits, from this 
business. But there was acute shortage of labour in Assam due 
to its peculiar conditions. For solving this problem, they 
decided to import labourers from the neighbouring districts 
of Bengal, It did not only hold the prospect of solving the 
perrenial problem of labour shortage, it was bound to have 
beneficial effect on overpopulated regions of Bengal. This 
process enhanced the population of both Muslims and Hindus 
in the region. 
Muslim settlement in Manipur is generally traced to 
1606, In order to distinguish them from Bengali and Assamese 
Muslims, they are called the Manipuri Muslims, Originally, 
they came from Bengal at different times and, therefore, they 
are also called Panqal which is derived from the word Bangal, 
s^o 
In the course of time the population of Manipuri 
Muslims increased. The Burmese invasion of the region in 1819 
and the subsequent large scale devastation that came in its 
wake is a very tragic period of the history of Manipur, The 
Muslims were no exception and they were also subjected to 
the same treatment as .other segments of the populations. 
The present Muslims of Manipur are the descendants of those 
who somehow escaped this fate. In the course of time immi-
grations from the districts d)f Sylhet and Cachar also some-
what increased their population . 
Islam does not countenance division of people on 
tho basis of their social status and birth as it stands for 
equality of mankind and brotherhood among the Muslims. Indian 
Muslims adopted many of the features of other communities 
which were absolutely against the teachings of Islam, THus 
a social heirachy was developed among the Indian Muslims which 
was based on the birth of individual but in its essential 
features it was unlike caste system of the Hindus, 
In Northern India the ruling elite groups like 
Mughals and Pathans claimed the highest rank in the society 
and called themselves as Ashraf or Shurfa'. Among .the conve-
rts, the Rajputs also claimed for themselves highest status 
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in the social heirachy. They termed themselves as Khan. 
Converts from low castes continued to be identified by their 
Professions such as Dhobi, Jo1aha, Gaddi etc. This kind of 
social structure also prevailed among the Muslims of North 
Eastern India, 
Geographical and climatic conditions play an important 
role in determining the customs and manners of the people who 
live there. The harsh and inclement climatic conditions have 
inculcated in the people of the region a particular type of 
non-challant attitude towards life. They are known for their 
courage, fearlessness and heroism; they preferred death over 
subordination to outsiders. At the same time, the Non-Assamese 
historians havje dubbed them as very treachrous and cruel people 
who are accustomed to lying and deception. But this portrayal 
of the inhabitants of Assam may have been influenced by the 
bias of the authors. 
A very striking feature of Assamese society is the 
fact that caste system does not seem to have struck roots 
there and it did not acquire the rigidity like other parts 
of the country. There is no evidence to suggest prevalance 
of untouchability in their society. People of different castes 
and even communities lived together. 
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It wdis mainly due to this social flexibility that 
the Muslim settlers in Assam did not have to face problems 
which generally confront a community in such a situation. 
It wa;j, again, due to this fact that they were totally 
sucked in the vortex of local cultural patterns and trends. 
This process led to a situation when , according to Talish, 
they remained Muslim only in name. They adopted local habits 
and traditions and got fully assimilated in the Assamese cul-
tural Pattern. It was only during the Mughal period that atte-
mpts were made by the new immigrants to familiarise the Assamese 
Muslim settlers with the tenets and teachings of Islam, 
Besides the basic flexibility of the Assam social 
structure, the other important factor facilitating the process 
of assimilation of the Muslims with the local railieCL was the 
liberal attitude of the rulers. They took keen interest in 
the well being of .. their Muslim subjects, Muslims were 
appointed by the Ahoms to important pcbsts. This attitude was 
formalized when in the 17th century, Momai Tamuli Barbarua 
undertook the organization of village settlement in the country 
and permitted the Muslims to settle down besides the Hindu 
villages. This brought the two communities even more closer. 
1=53 
The Muslims on their part also didnot betray this confidence 
placed in them by their rulers. They played a significant role 
in the upliftment of the country and most sincerely served the 
cause of the Kingdom, Their attachment to the soil and loyalty 
to their ruler was fully proved in the long drawn and bitter 
conflict of the Ahoms with the Mughals, 
Thus, the tolerant policy of the rulers, acceptance 
of the Assamese culture by the Muslims and their participation 
in the development of the region initiated O- process of se-
cularisation in Assam. Besides, the Pirs and saints also played 
an important role in bringing the Muslims and Hindus closer 
and eventually paved the way for cultural synthesis in the 
region. Visits to the tombs and shrines of venerated Pirs 
and saints by the two communities, not only created a very 
amicable relationship between the two communities, it also 
paved the- way for deeper penetration of popular Islam in 
the Assamese society. 
The zikr and Jari songs of Azan Fakir also worked 
as an unifying force. The venerated author received a legandary 
status in Assam for not only his preaching of Islam but also 
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for his identification with the culture of the land. He 
composed the zikr in the Assamese language and sang an 
the same tune as that of Hindu religious hymns. The appointment 
of many Muslim scholars as Parsi Parhias (Persian translators) 
to the Ahom court led to the introduction of many Arabic and 
Persian words in the Assamese language and thus they became 
an integral part ol the Assamese language. 
Assimilation of Muslims with the local milieu mani-
fested itself in many ways. One of its manifestations was 
dress. The Muslims adopted the local dress habits with vgry 
small variations. It is certain that their dress habits were 
much more closer and identical with dress habits (Jf the Assamese 
than the Musliias outside the region. It was only in the begi-
nning of 20th century that a change in the dress habits of 
the Muslims in the region is discernible. It is from this 
period that the use of Kurta and Paijama begins to gain 
currency among the Muslims of Manipur . This was mainly under 
the influence of theologians who had gone to the centres of 
Muslim culture and learning outside the state. 
The staple food of the people of this region is ri^^e. 
Wheat and barley was never grown there. They used different 
s 
varieties of vegetables and peas. All the communities incl-
uding Brahmins used to take different kinds of meat. These 
food habits were common both to the Muslims and the others 
in the region. 
AS for the institution of marriage is concerned, no 
records are available for the period Prior the British occu-
pation of the region and, therefore, we have to mainly rely 
on the British records in this connection. Child marriage seems 
to have been common among the Muslims of Sylhet and Goalpara, 
though in other regions it was not altogether unknown. Dowry 
was not prevalent in the Assamese society. Giving and taking 
of dowry was considered very humiliating. Ornaments and cosme-
tics were, however, sent from the side of bridegroom to the 
bride. Both the sides arranged wedding ceremonies at their 
own expense, but there are instances of one side helping 
the other to meet the expenses .No music was played in a Muslim 
weddin procession. Polygamy was common in the region both 
among tiie Muslims and the Hindus. 
When and how the Purdah system was introduced in the 
Assam, society is not known. At present, however, only married 
women wear veils. The historians of Mughal period, who visited 
the region, clearly record that wives of the Rajahs and peasants 
alike never veil their faces before anybody, and they move 
about in the market places with uncovered heads. For all that 
we know, it might have been introduced under the influence of 
' •^»R 
the Muslims. 
As far as Manipur is concerned, it was not introduced 
there till the end of 19th century. The situation somewhat 
changed only after the down of 20th century, when the Muslims 
began to send their sons to study theology and religion out-
side the state. After completing their education they returned 
tiiere and began to teach their people the essential element 
ot Islam and the life style of Muslims. The present style of 
veil (Burga), used by the Muslim women was introduced by 
Haji Yusuf Munshi of Kshetrigaon, Thus the Manipuri Muslim 
began to use veil from that time. 
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